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"'Man • s dearest possession is life and since 

it is g~ven to him to live but once, he must 

so live as not to be seared with the shame of 

a cowardly and trivial past, so live as not 

to be tortured for years without purpose', so 

live# that dying he can say: 'All my life and 

my strength were given to the first cause of 

the world -- the liberation of mankind•~ 

NICOLI OSTROVSRY 



INTRODUCJ.'ION 

Attempting on contemporary issues means ushering trouble 

for professional academicians and researchers. This study 

being a current issue, which has continued for many months and 

may continue for many more years to come, may highlight new 

facts and came with new analysis in due course which may 

substantially disprove this research work. This is more likely 

in an area like the Gulf where chronic changes are taking place 

since early 1978. However, the study period for this topic 

has been confined till 1985. 

Like two bone-we.ary prize-fighters Iran and Iraq Ewail 

at one another in a ring of territory, straddling their 

frontier. 

The Iran-Iraq war which broke out in September 1980 and 

which continues unabated till now, has taken a tol of over 

100,000 lives and even now, in the present state of military 

indeterminateness casts each combatant roughly a billion 

dollars per month. It has also increased international tension 

by precipitating new alliances.and a rearrangement of forces 

in the already turbulent Middle East. 

The focus of this dissertation is on the historical, 

economic and political dimensions of the war between Iran and 

Iraq. The initial chapter examines many historical aspects 

which led to the creation of the modern state of Iraq and Iran. 
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It traces developnents as early as the fourth millenium BC 

to the early 1979 -- after the Shi 1 a Islamic revolution 

seized po\rler in Iran and its brand of revolution to Iraq 

through a propaganda campaign aimed mainly at the Shi • a 

community, which canprises of more than half of the Iraq 

population, inciting it to revolt against the S~nni-dominated 

Baathist regime. 

The dynamic role of the Super Powers in these regions 

prior to the conflict, is analysed in chapter two. The inter

changing roles of the SUper Powers and their diplomatic 

policies and issues are framed for their own personal gains, 

thus making the two victim regions -- Iran and Iraq -- puppets 

in their political game. 

The third chapter illustrates the originatioh, issues, 

proposals and lessons of the conflict. However, the terms 

demanded by those who rule Iran today do appear extortionate, 

from financial as well as political and economic standpoint. 

In fact, it is difficult to understand what are the specific 

objectives for which this fight is carrying on so furiously, 

and with such a conspicuous disregard for nonaligned and other 

international opinion. By the same token, it is difficult to 

appreciate the stubborness of the ruling group in Iraq in 

refusing to jettison a leader like Saddam Hussein. The objective 

of this chapter is also to reveal the destructions of war --
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in economic resources, how foreign trade hampered, the 

killings of innocent people and the failure of human wisdom 

to rebuff the war -- as no war is inevitable. 

The attitudes of the SUper Powers in the conflict are 

examined in the fourth chapter. Hilitarily speaking', a 

trench 't-tar bas shown a seesaw game without tilting the 

strategic balance one way or the other. An open • armsbaryar 1 

is there where hardly any ideology interacts. Here, light 

is shed on the failure of all the attempts to mediation made 

so far and proposals to adopt peace and parry this horrendous 

conflict. This is evident frcm the quantity of ammUnitions and 

armaments the warring countries possess. Will the war end? 

Will either of the Super Pov-rers succeed in their mission? 

Or, is negotiation and peace the only ansW-er to save mankind? 

An attempt is made to assess the bilateral issues, perceptions 

and prospects of peace. 

Limited vrar recpires a limitation of tre aims pursued by 

the opponents. The limitation of war aims must be declared 

immediately - sudden and total disaster or peace and 

negotiation, or is the Question Absurd? The worst of all 

possible cold-war worlds is a self-generating arms race 

feeding upon a rapidly advancing technology, each country 

progressing at a different rate kept secret from the other. 
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War can always be prevented by the trivially simple 

device of surrender. But most men know that death is 

preferable to slavery: the path of peace cannot ignore 

justice: and thus the war continues. Loose thinking is 

seldom permissible. It should be avoided like the plague in 

the discussion of our strategic -- military problems since 

the answers we need affect our survival·* individually and 

as a nation. Yet it is here where hard thi"rlking and peace 

negotiations and a keen sense of brotherhood would pay off 

most handsomely. 

The theoretical literature pertaining to this research 

work is based on primary sources including the government 

document.s of Iran and Iraq. SUch secondary sources as books, 

research articles# press clippings are also made use of. 



Chapter I 

HISTORY OF IRAQ AND IRAN 
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Qbapter-I; 

HISTORY OF IBAQ AND IRAN 

Iraq is a nation in search Of cultural identity, a modern 

state that is attempting to accommodate ~he traditions of a very 

old society while coping with the rapid political and economic 

changes of the twentieth century. Th~ historical records show 

Iraq to have been a difficult countey to govern. Over 150 years, 

there have been few prolonged periods when conditions of internal 

order and external relations have provided reassurance tor those 

in authority. 

Iraq centres the sumerian civilization in the world and its 

ancient histoey dates back to the fou1·th millenium B.a. There 

was a progression· of societies based primarily on irrigation and 

agriculture. These included the sumerian a, who were conquered 

by the Akkadians and who 1n tum gave way to the Elamites. 

Under one of the greatest kings of antiquity Hammurabi, Iraq 

attained a high degree of splendor.1 This in turn gave w~ 

before new invaders from the north and the east - chief among 

t•·ese were the Kassites. Subsequent conquerors inoludec! the 

Mitannians, the Hittites of Asia Minor, the warlike Assyrians. 

1.lhe Middle Jast and No~h A*rica 12th ed., (London 1 European 
P ub1ications Ltd • - 1 lj ) 
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This relentless cruel chain of events eventually gave way to 

Persian domination which made Iraq one of the imperial 

provinces and a buffer zone between Persian and Roman empires. 

The land finally became an arena for prolonged warfare. between 

Byzantium and Persia, who were to exhaust themselves to the 

point of being unable to meet the formidable danger which was 

to come from the south.2 

The state of Iraq has existed only since 1920, when it 

was created under British aegis as a mandate. With its 170,000 

square miles (440,300 sq. km.) land are'a and a population of 

over 14 million in 1984·, Iraq is the largest of the fertile 

crescent countries rimming the northern edge of Arabian 

Pen1nsual.3 

A rabio gong ue at 

The religious and political organizations that Muhammad 

developed at Mecca and Medina aroused and releasea tn Arabia 

powerful talent forces which bought outlets 1n neighbouring 

territories. The death,of Muhammad on June 8, 632 ushered in 

a period of internal conflict when Abu Bakr was compelled to 

•recovert• or to militarily subjugate Arabian dissidents. With 
¢. .. ~SI..AM · 
this the sword of lak• extended from Arab~a eastwards to 

-----
The Middle East and North tfrt9A 
Europa publications Ltd• 1 65 

..• ~· 

12th edition (London a 

3. ll:M a Ministrx of Planning •. ftatistical Pocketbook 
~hdad : Oent~ai Statiatica Organization, 1982) p:0.-11 



, impenetrate India, Syria, Palestine, Egypt and Iran. The 

conquest of Iraq, then a part of the Persian Empire, began 

under one of the greatest Arab general, Khalid - ib - al - Walid 

in 634. Ku.fa irl: Iraq was the then capital. With the entry of 

the Ume.yyad rule in Iraq, it became the oen tre of shi'ism and 

the problem of poll-tax resulted in a strengthening of the 

shi'ite position in Iraq. The Abbasid Caliphate marked the 

greatest pe.riod in Irayi history, with prosperity in economic 

fields. In the 15th century, the Portuguese discovered the 

route around the Gape of ~od Hope, and their monopoly of Eastern 

trade effectively sealed off most of Iraq's prosperity. 

%he Ottoman JmPire 

Iraq turned out to be a most difficult and expensive 

proposition for the Ottomans. After the conquest in 1453, the 

Ottoman political system was headed by a sultan and his government 

was called the •sublJ&ne Porte". However, it was early in 1634 

that the entire territory of contemporary Iraq came under 

permanent Ottoman rule. The communal riots 'be tween the sunnis 

and the shias classes of Iraq and the deterioration in the 

central administration system, pronounced the downfall of the 

Ottoman Empire in the early 17th Century. Iraq stood on the 

periphery of the great contest taking place in Europe and Asia 

during the eighteenth century. The •subline porte' in the 

meantime was undergoing considerable reform and in 1831 one 

Ali Ridha Pasha was sent to Iraq " to end the Mamluk system and 
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regain direct possession of Iraq".4 The Mamluk era, which 
. 

began in 1704- was finally overpowered by the Ottomans, 1n 1831 

and once again I~q was undel' the ottoman rule • A leading ottomaD 
-J 

statesman Midhat Pasha, took the initiative to reform Iraq's 

administrati,re reorganization, the establishment of secular 

education and the betterment of tribes. His reforms were known 
;l' . 

as .;1Midhat' s reforms. He welcomed the European participation 

as a decisive factor 1n the future of Iraq. steamboats were 

soon seen on the rivers of Iraq, telegraph lines appeared after 

1861, rail rOad proposals were being developed and reform along 

western lines became more eVident. Newspapers, schools, law 

colleges, hospitals, tramways, army ooncri~tion, postal services 

and ad.minietrative councils, mere concrete evidence of European 

influence. A process of fundamental change, albe1 t negligible 

at the time, had begun and no regime could possibly reverse the 

trend. Henceforth the form of nation building.wae started by 

Sir Percy cox, who was appointed British commissioner in 

Baghdad in _1920, when he set up the Arab_Bxecutive council as 

the nucleus of a national adm1nistration.5 

%he Br1"t1sh Mandate - 1920:-1932 

The impact of British rule has been second only to that of 

4 • 'The Impact of Modernization on Iraq~i societ7 During the 
Ottoman Era- by 'Abd - al - Bahman. Ph•D diss. 
University of Michigan, 1958 

Middle last Jou,al, Volume I No.3, Oxford University 
Press, July 196 
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Ottoman rule in shaping modern Iraq. As state builders, the 

British created or developed an impressive array of institutions 

a monarchy, a parliament, a Western style constitution, a 

bu~acracy, and an army. Britain's stay in Ira~ was one of 

the shortest in its imperial career. Moreover, for much of 

Britain's tenure in Iraq, 1 ts policy was v~cille.ting and 

indecisive• 

World War I provecL to be a futal blow to the Ottoman 

Empire. As early as 1914, Britain occupied the provinces of 

al-~ and Batra• .The British, subsequently regrouped and with 

the aid of Indian divisions were finally able· to re-establish 

their hold on southern Iraq and they captured Baghdad in March, 

1917. The British policy during the 19th century followed a 

rather insincere and ambiguous course dedicated to the 

preservation of the Ottoman Empire, yet hedged with the 

qualifications and reservations - as they controlled the road 

and river routes thro• Mesopotamia and India. British diplomatic 

performance during the oourse of World War I - most significant 

secret partition agreements in the bargain formalized with Iraq 

on May 16, 1916 known officially as the Sykee-Picot agreement.6 

-----
6. Sykes-Picot agreement - one provision ot this agreement 

is Russia has to obtain the provinces of lrzerum, Trekizand 
Van and Bitlis (known as Turkish Armemia) as well as 
territory, in the northern part of Kundistan. 
George Lenczomski, !he Middle Bast in ~Hfld_Affairs 
New York a Oo~ell University Press, 1 . 
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In the Clemeiloean - Lolyo George agreement of December 
"' 

1918, France consented to the inclusion of the Mosul area in Q:) 
Britain's sphere of influence in compensation for British 

military action in Mesopotaminea. This essentially consolidated 

the Br~efposition in Iraq. 

On April 24, 1920, the peace delegates met again &~p, 

San llemo on the Italian River and British was given mandatory 

powers over Iraq and Palestine. This resulted in a violent 

reaction on the part of Iraqui nationalists against the British 

administrators - which lasted from M~ to October 1920 and cost 

the British near~ £ 40,000,000. Military_ rule under the 

British was terminated and Sir Percy. z. cox. organized a 

provincial council of state with Sayyad Abd - al - Rahman 

al - Gailani as the Prime Minister and the British were assigned 

only an adviser's role. 

Japdate of Independence 

Iraq was the first Arab State to rise to the dignity of 

independence. However, the most immediate problem concerned 

the quest~on of who was to rule Iraq. The British were convinced 
v . . 

that "it could only maintain its influence in I~aq if it were 

to put a mo~rob at the head of this government •" 7 In London, 

Brockelmaw, socialist Iraq (Middle East Institute, 
Washington, 197a}"" 



a new colon ian secretary, Winston Ohurohill, had been 

selected, and one of his first actions was to convene a 

conference at Cairo to "decide, once and for all, the ~ny 

outstanding Middle Eastern question and to decide the ruler of 

Iraq.• It was determined that Prince Faisal, one of King 
- . 

Hussain's four sons, was acceptable ~o the Xing Seekers at 

Cairo. The British encouraged Faisal to visit Iraq and offer · 

himself as King - on the condition that bis government should 

be a •constitutional representative and a democratic one•.8 
.. 

This selection was.ratified by "a sort of people's assembly" 

and Faisal was proclaimed king on August 23, 1921 by Sir Percy 

Cox. Eversinoe then, the cordial relationship between the 

British and Iraqui nationalists was reneW.e,dJ.> by subsequent 

·t~=a1fiee on October 10, 1922; January 1~, 1926; December 14,1927 

and June 30, 19'30. The last treaty provided for a 25-year 

alliance between the two oountrie_e and confirmed British support 

of Iraq's admission to the 'f,eague of Nations; it promised that 

Iraq' a full independence and the termination of the British 

mandate would be effective on the date of Iraq's entry into the 

League of Nations on October 23, 1932· Iraq was so admitted 

after having given "gaar~tees for the protection of minorities; 
. . ~. ' 

the rights of foreigners, respect for human rights; and the 

recognition of debts and treaties concluded by the mandatory 

power". It was against these unpalatable control that the 

forces at Iraq;1 nationalism rebelled. 

8 Ira1 - l<linistry of Foreign Affair's, ... R~eP ..... ".-o.:.r+.;;..;...;o~n:.:.-t::h=..:e~A~d~m~i!;!:n~i:.sfL~t·
ra t. ..... on of Iran 19??-~~ t T -- "'-·- . -- -· 
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The inculcation of national feeling and its martial 

tenor began with the educational system and this later led to 

t~e need for a.n army. According to the Treaty Of 1923, Iraq 

would ultimately be responsible for defence and no lese than 

2~ at her revenues for this puiJiose would be allotted from her 

national budget. The strength of Iraq's army was 20,000 in 

April 1925, which gradually grew from 3,500 in 1922 to 7,000 

in 1927, reaching some 11 , 500 at independence • 

The unexpected death of Xing Fa11al in 1933, interrupted 

Iraq's strife for self-government and progress. Faisal was 

succeeded by his eon, Ghazi I, (1933-39) and 1n this period 

emerged the problems of age-~~d animosities between the sunni 

muslims and the shi'ite tribes on the Bnphrates; the persistent 

problem of relations with the kurds 1n the north-east; the 

massacre of Assyrians in 1933 to suppress the Assyrian 'peril' 

and political intrigues which led to the first military camp a• 
etat of 1936. A group called the Ikha-al-Watani (National 

Brotherhood - formed in 1930) dom~nated Iraqu1 politics and 

opposed the .A.nglo-Iraqu1 treaties. Army officers led by Gen. 

Bekrsidki looked. upon the westez·n·imposed division of the 

Arab world as artificial and advocated instead some sort of 

Pan-Arab federations. They formed a ooalition with the Ahall 

group (People's group) to overthrow the existing Ikha Cabinet. 
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A successful camp ae•etat was executed on October 29, 1936.9 

The only positive contribution of Bekr' a. rule was to conclude the 

saidabad Pact on Jul7 9, 1937• This treaty joined Ir!~q with 

Turkey, Iran and Afghanistan.~Oj";August 11, 1937, Bekr was 
' 

assassinated in Mesul by rival .army leaders. Britain niw aids 

Gen a Nuries - Baid to head the state • 

.§llcond Wo:tld w_.r 

Belations with Great Britain deteriorated inepite of a 

strong pro-British faction in the Iraqu1 army. German and 

Italian pr~poganda was quick to take advantage of all adverse 

situations. fhe most dominant figure during the period was 

Bashid Ali-al-Gailam, who in conspiracy with a groUp of four 

colonels known as the •golden square• tended to favour a pro-axis 

·position. ActuaUy, Iraq's position changed as the fort\Ule of 

war changed. To the French and English the Anglo-Iraq~i _alliance 
1:-,I 

·had become a liability. To complicate matters, G}lazi was 
.. ' •!I' . 

succeeded by his infant son, Faisal II and a regency was 

established under Prince A,bdul Ilah, a maternal uncle who was 

acceptable by the Bri tish.~t Iraq)t~.became a centre of Nazi 

and Italian intrigue. Subsequent camps by e.:rmy leaders and 

tbe landing of British troops in Iraq from Palestine finall7 

forced Bashid Ali out of power. The so-called t~trty day 

war between Great Britain and Iraq was concluded with a 

negotiated armistice. 

9 George Lenozouski, The Middle East in World Affairs (New 
York : COrnell University Press: 19661 """"- ..,...,'2~"'• . 
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The war years were punctuated by broad strikes, especially 

in the year 1943 with inflation and economically, the war 

created an even more visible oligarchy. 

!he Govemment of Iraq 1n 1954 was confronted with the basic 

problems as a result of these arrangements• 
. (--r·~) 

( 1) Whether or not to join the Northern it.er defense pacts• 

(2) How to change_her relationship with_Great Britain to whom 

she was still linked by 19'30 treaty.1 0 ' ·~ .. _ ··."--=~·-~-.i -~ 
f:iie---'foi'Jitat:i.Oil~ot-":the United Arab Bepublic in 1958 and its· 
~- - ---..... --~-- ...... _ __....--. ...... 

dissolution in 1961 was one such attempt to translate Arab nationa· 
< 

liSJD into Arab unity. Another such effort was the creation 

ot the League of Arab States - as proposed under the Protocal 

of Alexandria on October 7, 1944• The 'urkish-Iraqfi Paot was 

·signed in Baghdad on February 24 • .1955 by the President of Turkey 
~ ~ . . . 

and King of Iraqe(» On April 4, 1955, Great Britain and Iraq 

concluded a special agreement in Baghdad whereby Great Britain 

agreed to give Ira~ military aid• In this era Britain had 

more control as United States hesitated to participate in the 

pact. The suez Crisis of October-November 1956, created the 

fear in Iraq that Egyptian-Israeli host~lities might expand 

beyo~d si~i· !his first reaction to the Spread of Naseerisim 

1 0 Waldemar Gallman, - • Iraq under General Nuri -
Baltimore • John Hopknis University Press, 1964 
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was followea by a Confederation of Iraq and Jorden Qn 

February 14, 1958• The Xing of Iraq became the head ot the 

Federation, known as •The Arab Federation• and its capital 

alternated every six months between Baghdad and Amman • 

• Brigadier General Abdul Karim KassQQ engineered a cawp d' 

etat on July 14, 1958 and took control of the city. All the 

royal members tn Baghdad, including Ktng Paisal were put to 
i'ASS£M .. 

death. General liaiP&m announced to create a republic of Iraq 

and liberate the country from the domination of imperialism. 

:~e Qasim Era (1958=196~) 

Due to deep seated discontent among officers and civilian 

politicians with the regimes foreign policy and ita slowness 

to refom, the military camp overthrew thA monarchy and inaugu

rated a new era in Iraq-i history. Chief of staff Bafiq Ar1f 

was responsible to initiate the first revolutionary movement, 

reviv~!l 1n the autumn of 1956 Wlder the impetus of the suez 

Cr1sis.11 seve&"al new groups were formed, some apparently_ 

infl.uenced by the Liberal Democratic Program of -the NDP ( ~~.1~~~'11; 

.l:IEMoeWf.'f~1'1land others influenced by thA communists. Most Were 

Paa-Arab in orientation • 

• Gen. Qas\1D's government had been recognized by soviet 

Union. Yugoslavia and the People • s Republic of China. Later, 

he was involved in a conspiracy planned b7 his Deputy Premier 

11 Uriel DaDn - Iraq Under Qassem (New York s Praeger. 1969~ 
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Colonel Abdul Saleem Arif, who had connections with the 

Baath or renaissance party. On 14t~ July, a co~ initiated by 

Gen. Qabnu and Colonel Aref arrested Nur1 and the crown prince 

and killed them both. ~be lion's share of power went to Gen. 

Qasim while Colonel Aref became the Prime Minister. 

Within five days, a struggle for power between the two 

main protagonists of the camp began. The differences between 

Qasim and Ar;r or.yetalised around a key polic7 question -

union with Egypt. Aref soon began to put himself in the limelight 

1n Iraq's foreign policy. A month later, he was tried and killed. 

Among the major political groupings like the Istqlal 

(Independence Party), the National Democratic Party (Socialists), 
( 

the Ba~h (Renaissance Party), the Communist Party of Iraq 

(pro~soviet) mention should be made of the Kursish rebels - a 

separate group alt.hough they represented a pro-soviet element in 

Iraq. The Mosul revolt on M~rch 8, 1959 and the Xiskuk Massacre 

from Ju~ 14 to 19, 1959 were products of communist tactics, 

vhich emerged in this era and were curbed prudently by Gen\• 

Kaseem. 

lhe Kurdish lebellion_- 1961 

Unsuccessful attempts, to attain an autonomous Kurdistan 

were made in 1919, 1937-38 and again in 1946 to no avail. The 

premier lt;!ader ot the 1946 rebellion in Iraq, Mustafa Bah.zu1 was 

alloWed to return from exile in 1958 'by the Kassem government. 
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The new government included a XurdJ Shayk Baba' Ali, as a Cabinet 

Minister and thus the kur~s were co-partners within the 

framework of Iraqui mity. Mustafa Benzan1 ~d his supporters 

organized the Kurdish Democratic ~1rty (XDP) •12 During the 

summer of 1960, Berzani demanded full autonomy for the 

Xurds/1nkurdistan. Premier Kasben replied by supp~ying· to the 

anti-Barzani Kurdish tribes, arms and money. In retaliation, 

Barzani went to Moscow to obtain soviet support for his position. 

DUring the summer of 1962, nearly 20,000 Kurdish insurgents. 

continued guerilla warfare in northern Iraq. On February a, 
1.963, a military camp carried out in Baghdad overthrew the 

Kassem regime and a new military jumta assumed power. Kassam' a 

failure in providing a constitution to Ira'q and continuous 
'J 

agitation with his neighbours pronounce~ the downfall of the 

Kassam rule. 

The promising settlement concluded by al-Bazzaz in 1966 

had fallen into abeyance, partly because it was impopular with a 

number Of army officers and part~ because the Kurds had 

hardened their stance. When the Baath oame to power 1n 1968, 

they inherited the unsolved Kurdish problem from the Arif era -

which led to chronic clashes between the Iraq~1 army and the 

Kurds. These attacks intentionally delivered the message 

------
1 2 Ste_ph~~ o. Pelletiere the Kurds : An Uniljt;able lJlement in 

the Gulf (Boulder : Westview Press 1984) 
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that unless Kurds' demands were heeded th~ source of most 

of the government's revenue could be cut oft • Iran was soon 

heavily embroiled in the conflict. By 1969, the kurds were 

receiving massive aid from Iran and Iranian units were even 

fignttng in Iraqui territor.y. Recognizing stalmate, the 

government reluctantly concluded an agreement with al-Barzani in 

March 1970.13 A fifteen point agreement was the result of 

discusaicns b~tween ,Saddam Husayn and al-Barzan1 1n January 1970. 

It provided for Kurdish autonomy (the first Official use of the 

word) 14 and stabilized the Bajth regime and postponed an 

unfavourable settlement on the Shatt. 

The 1970 Kurdish agreement bad put a temporary end to 

hostilities, but the peace was short-lived. In July 1970, the 

KDP nominated Muhammad Aabib Xart!'• as the Kurdish Vice

President but he was rejected .bY the Ba'tb because of his 

Persian backgrotmd. Moreover, many assassination· attempts were ~<1.Dle. 
' ' 

on opposition leaders._- It was not long 'before desultory fighting 

be~an once _ again • The aim of the Ba' th was to isolate the KDP and 1, 

al-Barzani, which led al-Barzani to reestablish ties with the Shah 

who was now thoroughly alarme~ by soviet influence in Iraq. 

so too, was the United States •. On 31st May 1972, President .Nixon 
. -t:~ 

directed the CIA to surrep~iously advance al-Barzan1 S 16 million 

1 ; Edmond Ghareeb,., Zhe Kurdi;h ,eft~_on in Irag SYracuse (New Yorks 
_..,P Syracuse University Press, f 8 ) --PP 142-14 

14 -- ... -
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in aid• The Shah followed with far more massive help.15 

By the April the war bad resumed. fhe 1974-75 war had 

reached its peak, when the government troops captured the 

"Hamil-ton frail•, - the life-line ot the Kurds to Iran• 

fo prote.ct the line, Iran augmented its military aid, 

furnishing the Kurds with anti-tank missiles and artill~r.y, 

an4 interviewing directly in Iraqu1 territ01'7• Syria, also 

at odds with Iraq, likewise aided the Kurds. It was during 

this stale~_te, that there was first talk of an agreement 

between Iraq and Iran, at thP. expense ot 'the Kurds• 

---.,;..,....-
1 5 Xutschera, Moveme~ Xurde , PP• 282-283 · 

On the CIA ana po ions of the Pike Report (made to 
Congress) appeared in the ~ll§ge yoioe (New York), 
16 February 1976, P• 88 
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The name 'Iran' bears etymological affinity with the 

words 'Ar.van•. In Avesta (Vends 1, 3, 5}, the great plateau 

of Oantral Asia ana the region south of it was called 'Aryan 
16 Vaijo • or the lana of the Aryans. Antiquarians are of the . 

opinion that Iran is thA pzoper name ot the country about which 

li thio records from the cuneiform inscriptions of the 

Achaemerian Rmperor, bear testimony. 

The official language of Ira~, according to its 

constitutional law of 1907 is Arabic and the language spoken . 

is Farsi• Modern Iran, with an area of 628,000 square miles, 

iA more than ·five times the size of Great Brltain •. The origins 
I 

of the Iranian nation are wrapped in some myster.v• the earliest 

inhabitants of which we have any knowledge arA the Elamites. 

From 4000 to 1000 :B.C they were constantly 1n contact with the 

_Semitic people of Akltad, Babylon and Assyria, and with that 

great mother of civilization- 'the sumerian civilization.• 17 

The • SHAHNAMEH' mentions :tour dynasties in pre-Islamic 
• Iran, namely the Pishdadian, the KiJ"anian, the As~~ and the 

Sasanian. For many centuries, the words Iran and Persia have 

16 M. Moghad_am, Pg rsiah and !8fl1 ah a lran Be:Zi!.ll 
No.5 ~August-September 19 

Btchard ll Trye. Zbe Berita'f§ o~ Persia (New York N.'l: 
World Publiehtng company, 1 63 , PP• 4-5 1 

Ferdoe1, .. Book. o~_ICinss 
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been used interohangeab~y to identity the same centucy. It ill! 

in Iran that the Aryans first appeared in history as a people of 

definiable racial, linguistic and cultural identity. Greatt :·~~:.~, 

influence were submerged under a renascence of Achaemerian and 

purely Iranian culture. In the 7th century rose the Arab 

influence which rebuffed the •aeanian Empire of Iran under the 
. M~J)ES 

Arab onslaught. Among the people ·irholib>the llalleae and 

Persians brought into sub jeotion were races that flourished the 

$umer1ans and Elanites civilizations in the Tigris - Buphrates 

Valley, a thousand years before the arrival of the Aryans. !hen 

there weTe H1th1tes, Hyksos, the Assyrians, the Ohaldeans, the 

Akkadians and the Phoemioiana.~1;9 fhe Arabs did. not colonize Iran, 

there is little Arab blood in the modern Iranian. 

Bepeatedly from the 9 to 14 centuries, Iran suffered from 

incursion of various ~uranian people from the East, of whom the 

principle ones were the Seljuk: Turks, the Mougels and the 

Tartars. Their presence did not influence the Iranian culture 

or tradi ti:QA.. The Kurds lived in the mountain ranges that 

fringed the land • Being a minority class they did not participate 

in any issues ot th~ land. Besides~, the,se, there were other 

'tribes like the Bakhtiaris and the Lurs. 

. ~ . .. ' .. . .. ·' .· . ~ .... ,, . ·- . . .. ~- . 

~9 E.G. Browne, j. Literarr Histop of Persia. - J' · 
(Cambridge 1 Qambridge University Press, 1964 pe95 
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!he Persian renaissance, which began roughly about the 

end of the ninth century had reached its peak in the twelfth, 

only to be arrested, temporarily by the Mangol invasion. 
$ . 

!he 'PerJianization of culture - religion, literar, and 

intellectual • was strongly opposed by the then ruling 

Abbasid dynasty. This created enemity between the Persian 

Principalities and thA Abbasid rulers. The former group was 

aided by the .Arabs while the latter sought aid from the Turks. 

The Turks were swallowed up by the tremendous cultural activity 

of the Persians and because its enthusiastic patrons. Thus 

this sounded the death knell of the Abbasid rulers. 

Iran, now came under the control of the Ghaznavids - who 

were Turks. Sebuk:-'tegin was the founder of the Ghaznavid 
. """ Kingdom but his son MohaDfDd-also titled as "Right Hand of the 

Bealm•, gained independence for the entire territory of Iran 

and promoted persian culture. Even though the dynasty lasted 

in. ever-shrinking territory until 1186, it did not amount to 

much and had to make way for the larger turkish dynasty Of 

faljuq. 

By fqr the most important Turkish rulers to establish a 

Kingdom in Iran were the saljuqs•~·~r They ~ye the first Moslem 
\; . 

soldiers who were able to defeat the Byzantines in the famous 

battle of Manz1kert (now Halazkirt) north of Lake van 1n 
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'() 
1 071 ~· and established the Salj~g Kil'lgdom o:f Bwn in Asia Mirror. 

Toghrol, was an able leader of this Kingdom who advanced the 

Persian touch, politically, economically and culturally. 

Mongolss 

Why the Mongols came so far from their base of operation 1n 

China is still vague. It can only be ascertained that a number of 

Chinese merchants who were sent by Chengiz Khan were killed by the 

then ruler of the d:?"nasty Mohammad. This started the avalanche. 

The Mongols entered Iran as warriors and after their mission a few 

of them stayed in Iran and absorbed the Persian people's culture. 

After the death of Ohengiz, his vast empire was divided into three 

parts. First was China, second was Bussia and the third was 

Iran called the •Ilkha~" - with its capital at Maragheh in 

Azarbayjain• Holen~, the :founder of the Ilkhan dynasty, was 

a builder and a patron of arts and science. Marco Pelo, who travelle< 
'' through Iran to Peking around 1271 , descri bet the thriving 
'" 

industries of Tabriz, Kaahan and Kermalh 

The arrest of Persian renaissance was short-lived. The 

Persians not only restored their own culture but they also 

civilized the Mongols. Later~Iran was separated ~rom its 

neighbours to the west and Persian '~anguage rt!PJ.a.ced Arabic. 

~~ The Turks cel.ebrated the 900 anniversary in 1971 • For further 
treatment see J.A. Boyle, ed., •The Saling and Mongol Periods" 
in vo1.5 of The Qarpbrid£e_.,:ijistorx of I.rJ!!! 
Cambridge University Press, 1968 
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The Persi~s loyali ty was not to a lpd but to a language 

and culture• Two centuries later political unity follOWed 

in the establishment of the safavid dynasty. 

fhe Sa.favids 

The safavi dynasty founded by Bemail excepted Islam with 

great zeal and fanat~cism •. The dynastr was established on two 

foundations. One of these was shi'ia and the other Persian 

and Esm~il concentrated more on the first than the second. 

He in-sisted on forceful conversion to shi'ism or death. Half 

a century later Iran was a shi'i oountr.y. The inevitable 

' contest between Esmail and .the Ottomans, whose new ruler was 
. c~ -

Selim I- (1512-1520) took place at the battle of thaldiran 1n 

1514, in which the Ottomans won a resounding victory and s•lim 
21 was awarded with Syria. end Egypt~ · Chaldiran was also the 

beginn.ing of a senseless a,nd inconclusive. struggle between Iran 

and Turkey which lasted for nearly three hundred years• 

During the early satavid period we witness a standard struggle 

between the obligarchy and antooracy. Under Shah Abbas (Bsmail'l 

son) Iran reached the zenith of its power and at the same time, 

the beginning of 1 ts cultural and political decline. While 

his predecessors concentrated on forcing all the people to 

conform to shi'ism, Shah Abbas emphasi~ed the Persian aspect 

,:11 Barrol.lah Fallsafi, ChandAMogKte-xe ft:Arikh1 
(A few Historical Essays) (Te ran :n1versity of Tehran 
Press, 1962). p.6 \ . , 
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of hie rule. ~Be later exploited the weakness of Russia and 

the ottoman empire and gained possession of their 

territories. · 

.... 
After Shah Abbas died, the Ottomans moved against Iran 

from the west and encouraged their fellow Sunnis, the Uzbeks 

and the Afghans, to attack from the east. In 1722, the 

Afghan leader Mohammad inva.de_d Iran and defeated the 

Persian forces on May 8, 1722, in the village of Goluabad, 

some twelve miles from Bsfahan. 

Nader Qoli, a soldier who was destined to be called the 

"Napoleon of Iran• succeeded in pushing the Afghans back. 

The Turks defeated the Persian a while Nader was in the east and 

Tahmasp signed a treaty in 1732 by giving up fi'tfe cities in 

the cancasus. Nader, who was against such a treat7 had a revoltl 

against Tohmasp and in the following three years, he defeated 

the Turks, pushed the Russians baok and secured eastern Iran 

against the Afghans. In 1736, he assumed the throne as Nader 

Shah Afshar. Dur:lng the next eleven years, his main work was 

to retake the territories lost by the later safavids and further 

to expand the empire • His_ ~;~-~spectacular compaign was -against 
~ . 

India. He captured Kabol, Peshawar and Lahore in 1738 and the 

following year he defeated the Mogbul emperor Mohammad Shah 

and entered Delhi. The price of the plunder brought wi.th him 
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from India has been estimated at from thirty to eighty 

seven million pomlds. Among these w.ere the peacock throne 

and the famous diamond Kuh-e-Nur. 

' Nader Shah was neither a Shi~nor a Sunni. He was 

a free thinker. He .Jwanted to end the strife between the 

eunnie and sh1'1s by ~viting them and made a fine-point 

proposition for unity. 

1. That the ahi'i doctrine be recognized officially as the 

fifth school Of thought in Islam. 

2• That the ahi'is should have special accommodations 1n 

Meccaii· 

3 • That every year there should be a .. special leader ot 

pilgrimage, Amir al-Haj from Iran. 
I 

4. That the Ottomans and Persians should exchange 

pr1sone rs of war. 

5. That the Ottomans and Persians should exchange ambassadors• 

The period between the death of Nader Shah and the 

coronation of Agha Mohammad Khan, the founder of the Qajar 

dynasty in 1795 lasted fifty years. The first twelve years 

were spent in warfare among the many claimants to the vacant 

throne. The victor was Karim Khan, the head of the Zand trlbe. 

At Karim Khan's death, Agha Mohammad Qajar crowned himself Shah 
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of Iran 1n 1795 at tehran. 'During the Qajar period, Iran 

was ushered into the nineteenth century and the era of 

European imperialism, which contact with the west destroyed 

the isolation of Iran. 

Imperialism, Ayakening and Bevo lution 

Iran was still a power to be reckoned with in West Asia 

and important enough to be wooed by European rivals • Bussia 

and British interests in Iran were constant while that of 

Napoleon's in Iran as well in India, was used as a tool to 

defeat Great Britain or force Bussia to come to terms. 

During. the 19th century Great Britain sent a mission to 

Iran and persuaded the Shah to sign a diplomatic and 

commercial agreement in which Iran promised to follow an 

an'ti-French policy. Napoleon sent a mission to Iran in 1805 

proposing an alliance against Russia provided Iran would 

repudiate its treaty with England. The Shah agreed to this 
p. 

and the result was the treaty of Jf.l.nkenatein in May 1807 • All 

this came to naught, however, because Russia and Prance 

became friends and signed the 'f'reaty of Tilsit in 1807 • 

this gave British an opportunity to send a mission to Iran in 

1808 and eigne c1 a treaty against Prance and Bussia. Again on 

October 13, 1813, Iran signed the Treaty of Golestan with 
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Russia• 
. r~a..uc:.A.~Y 

Iran lost fine cities in the ~casus, gave up 

the right to maintain a navy on the Caspian, and gave up 

its claim to Georgia and D~ghestanf* 

The need for money on the part of Iran and the need 

of Great Britain to reciprocate the actions of Buasia 

resulted in a new treaty between Great Britain and Iran :In 

1814· It is referred to as the •Definitive Treaty"'J'! in 
., 

which Iran promised full support to Great Britain, while the 

latter paid an annual subsidy of £ 150,000; and to help Iran 

settle its boundaries with Buss1a• The Russians marched to 

the caucasus region and set the boundary following the Aras 

River and then south to include Lamkaran and east to Astara 

on the caspian• Under the Treaty of Turkmanohay in 1828, 

Iran official~ accepted the principle of extra*~ft1torial1ty 

a~d th~ payment of an indemnity smounting to three million 

pounds. !his treaty ushered in a new era because for nearly 

a century Iran became a buffer state between Russia and Great 

Britain. 

By the beginning of the twentieth centur.y the an~exation 

phase Of Anglo-Russian imperialism had come to an end. 

Economic imperialism had started in Iran from 1870 to 1 921 • 

1[23 It is also oalle a the Tehran treaty 
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After the Mutiny of 1857. the Indo-European Telegraph Oompaft7 

operated communicat~on between London and Delhi through Iran• 

Further under the consent of Naser-al-Din, the Iranian forces 

were trained and organized by the Bussian Officers until 1921. 

!he British soug~t permission for establishing the Imperial 

Bank of Persia with the right to issue bank notes. !he Br1 tish 

claimed a monopoly for the production, sale and export ot 

tobacco in Iran• !he Shah was to receive an annual payment 

of £15,000 while the Company received a profit of £ 500,000 

per annum. This drained the e~nomy' s resources and ushered 1n 

the initial steps of •Europeanization•. This aroused patriotic 

feeling and the Iranians protested against the foreign hand 

ill the e:oonomy•a decision. This drain 1n the economy made 

I~!l!b~Wrrow a loan of £2,400,000 at "' interest per annum 

besides the already owned credit of £ 500,000 to the British· 
. . ,. - . 

Backgrotm....,S . .,S,~- :the Bevol:ution 

T~ree points strike as the main forces for revoluti~ns 

1 • The first is the Persian's consciousness of their 1dent1 ty. 

Everainoe the Aohafemenid period, they were identified as 

•Black Shirts•, •whi'e Shirts•, •Red Shirts• the Brethern 
-. 

of Purity" and so on. This kindled both political and . . 

cultural patriotism. 

2 • The second point is that creat1vi ty and intellectual and 

spiritual advance created patriotic awareness. 



'3 • Lastly, thA isolation Of Iran from the rest of the 

Moslem world made the Iranians conscious of their 

unity.witb their brethern. 

After the death of the Shah on January .8, 1907, his son 

Mohammad Ali gained accession to the throne. He was against 

the revolution and was a well known Russian puppet. He failed 

to bring peace in his country while he signed an agreement with 

Russia· and .Britain - to help him curb the revolution. 

The World War I, however, had changed the situation 

drastically. Iran, as a result had become the battlefield of 

bot war between the Ottomans and the Russians, and the scene 

of a ttclark. and dragger~ were between the British and the 

Germans. Great Britain formed a Per~ian milita in the south 

called the SOuth· Persia Rifles (SPR) and it was kept fairly 

busy quelling tribal uprisings caused by the German agents · 
24 Niedermayer and Wasmuss• • 

' 

The October revolution of .the Belsheviks in Russia 

changed the situation in Iran. Iran was occupied by British 

troops on their way towards Baku and the caucasus to help the 

"whites• in the civil war against the Bolsheviks. A soviet 
~ 

Republic of Gilan was established in 1920 with Rasht as the 

Capital. soon after this the Baku Congress of 1920 forced Iran 

-----
Christopher Sykes, !asmuas, the G!arman· La.wrmce. 
(London : Lengmans, 1936) 
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with ma~sm, especially by.a communist Raasia. !he Anglo

Russian convention of 1907 vowed to control the land and 

the sea approaches to India as well as the oil wells of 

Iran. With the desire to have a more stronger hold on 

Iran, Great Britain, offered it map..7 loans so that "Iran would 

prosper under the tutelage of Great Britain.~as Bussia signed 

the Iran-Soviet Treaty of 1921 .-:P Bussiafi) cancelled all debts 

and credits between the !sarist government and the other 

countries. By this treaty, w~ich bad twenty-six articles, 

the soviet Union relinquished all Bussian claims to assets, 

concessions and properties to Iran and also gained 

concession to establish in 1927 a new Indo-Soviet Fisheries 

company to operate tor twenty five years. 

The fear of communism, signalled the Shah to have a 

friendly tie with Britain for fear of Russia. The British 

with enough aid made possible Beza Shah's riae to power. On 

April 25, 1921 , Baza Khan became the Minister of War and 

he forced Ziyan (Pr1tiie~dJ!inister) to leave the count17. 

In October, 1923, Beza Khan became Prime Minister. During 

his reign he was more interested in the glitter of Western 

Civilization, industtializatio~, building public services 

and economic refo~~f· By 1933, Beza Shah had virtually 

( ~£W :JSF-£6"/ .1 . 

Quoted in - Yahya A:rmajani, 'Iran~ 1-.(Prentive-Hall 
Inc, Eiglewood, Cliffs, New Jersey- 1972), pe134 
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wiped out a~ost all the ramp ants of tm old economic 

imperialism and:change it for both nationalistic and 

economic reasons. 

The crowning achievement of Beza Shah in Iran's policy 

with its neishbours was the Sa' dabad Pact on July 8, 1937• 

It was a non-aggression agreement among Afghanistan, Iran, 

Iraq and Turkey. During the second World War, Iran remained -neutral and the then Prime Minister Ahmed Qavam invited America 

as a third power to intervene in Iran• s intemal affaire. 

soon, America joined hands with Great Britain against 

Russia. 

Amongst all these feverish political activities, the new 

Tudeh (Masses) party was formed under Dr• Erani. This, by 

:tar was the best organized political party in the century. 

The Tudeh was admittedly Marxist but not communists. This 

party thoroughly worked for the masses and spread pattiotiem 

among the common people. Seyyed, Ziya Takatabai, the calender c 

the coup di etat of 1921 returned from exile and he organized 

a right wing pro-British end anti-communist party called 

the Eradesh~ye Melli, 'National Will' - similar to Tudeh party. 

After the second World War theSoviet Union refused to 

evacuate Iran and in 1945 a group of communists launched a 

separatist movement in Azarbayjan and the Kurds demanded 
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autonomy. The refusal of the Iranian government to grant 

concession in oil deal to Soviet Busaia, brought a direct 

attack by the Societ representatives on Iran. Finally, the 

Mallea released a bill banning all concessions for oil to 

foreign nations. 

Britain gradually began to losse hold on Iran• It lost 

its oil concees.J.ons after oil nationalization 1n 1948 and in 

the same year the 'Imperial Bank of Iran' was renamed as the 

"British Bank of Iran.; and the Middle Bast" and was brought 

under the jurisdiction of the Persian Government. 

From 1953 to 1975 the international attitude of Iran had 

gone full circle from a form of neutralism to pa~isanship and 

back to neutralism. In the Anglo-Russian rivalry, Iran was 

mostly passive. In 1955, Iran became a member of the Baghdad 

Pact and for the first time, joined the"Weatern Block• in the 

polarization that had developed in the cold war. !his part 

included Turkey, Pakistan, Iran. Iraq and Britain. The Shah 

visited the Soviet Union in 1956 to renew correct and cordial 

relations with Russia. With demise of the Iraqli Kingdom in 

1 958, the pact was named CENTO and, reacting to the 

international situation, its activities have become less 

military defense and more economic and social co-operation. 

The Persian Government concluded a bilateral militar.y agreement 



with America. !rhis alarmed Bussia, who threatened to invoke 

Articles Five and Six· of the 1921 treaty. By 1965 they 

extended commercial relations with Iran without insisting 

that it gave up its pro-Western alignmen~. 

On 4 November 1979, Prime Minister Mehdi Bazargem and his 

Foreign Minister Dr. Ibrahim Yazdi visited Algiers where they 

indulged in confidential· talks with President Carter's National 

Security A~viser. !he ~renian revolutionary council severely 

criticized this meeting and plagued fundamental differences 

among the citizens. USA was helping Iran with its back door 

polioy. fhe Shah sought refuge in America and on 4 November,1979 

a small political party assaulted the u.s. embassy, in protest 

against the u.s. aid to the Shah. By the end of spring 1979, 

Khomeni • s forces ousted the Shah and Iran was made into a 

Islamic Republic, with a new constitution to institutionalize 

Xhomeni's concept of a Shla theocracy. 

!he death Of the Shah m Cairo on 27 July 1980 and the 

appointment Of Mohammedali Bajoi as Prime Minister reinforced, 

restored peace to the militant students group who were 

against the Shah's u.s. links• However, the hostages problem 

and their release became a chief responsibility of the Baja1 

government. With the death af the Shah the demands laid by 

Khomen1 on the release of hostages had become moot. Instead, 

Khome1n1 wanted ( 1) the return of the people • s wea1th plundered 



by the Shah (2) the lifting of the. sanctions imposed by the 

USA (3) a pledge ot non-intervention in Iran' a internal 

affairs; (4) the approval of the Majlis of the above 

conditions. 

When Iraq invaded Iran on 22 September 1980 the urgency 

of the resolution of the crisis was enhanced. In a vay, the 

landslide victor,y ot Beagan·; showed that the hostage problem 

was eased. !heJ were released later after Carter was out of 

power. 

At any rate, the Iranians were insistent Qn their requests 

ot 24 billion to cover their froze~ a~sets and the property 

taken by the late Shah and his fam;tly. In early January thie 

was out to I 9.5 billion, enabling Warren Christopher to fly 

into Algiers to formalise the agreement, worked out by the 

Algiers government to be signed by the .USA and Iran. 

On 16 January Iran paid ott the entire I 3•67 billion in 

outstanding loans with Western Bauks and European banks. Soon 

after this the country's political scene was resumed to normalcy 

and the ·presidential and parliamentar.y elections and the 

formation of the first cabinet were soon followed. 

In a sense one could surmize that with the war against 

Iraq , the clergy dominated government and the Majlis became the 

hostage of their own anti-American rhetoric• 
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IBAN, IBAQ AND SUPEBPOWEBS (BEFOBE THB WAB) 

.latroductiog. 

From ~ ethnic, religious, political and economic 

standpoint, the Middle Bast is perhaps the most complex 

region on earth. Sunni and Shi'ia Moslems, catholics and 

Protestants, Jews, Kurds, Copts, Maronites and Americans 

coexist uneasily in a regi~n characterized by unstable and 

frequently changing governments, and periodically convulsed 

by fighting between Arabs and Ieraelies, Iraq~ia and Kurds, 

Lebanese Christiane and lle.alems, Sudanese Arabs and Blacks, 

Jord1nians and Palestinians, North and South Yeme~e. and 

lastly Iranians and Ira,~is• 

Hel'e, the study is confined only to the Iranians and 

Iraquis 8lld their relations with the super powers - United 

States and Soviet Union - before the outbreak of the war in 

September 1980. 

USSB and IBAB 

Russia's history has been characterized by conStant 

expansion - from the principality of Moscow to an empire. By 

tradition, she was of course a partner in crime with Great 

Britain, but the revolutions gave promise of a change of heart. 



Iran, like Ottoman Turkey, was affecte a by dynastic 

debilitation, economic backwardness~and military weakness, and 

was favoured to relinquish land to RUssia. !he conquest of 

Transcaucasia of Bussian forces began in the late 18th century. 

Tb111s1. the capital of Gruzia, was captured by the Russians in 

1801 • Baku:.in 1806, Yerevan, the capital Of Armenia, 1n 1828. 

After an ill-conceived war $g&inst Bussia, Iran was forced by 

the treaty of Terkamanchay (1828) to yield additional territory 

and economic concessions, which made it a virtual vassal state 

of Russia. The Qccupft..'tion of the caucasus was accomplished only 

in 1864. 

Russia, now began its construction programmes. The first , __ _ 

ra1lwqs was opened 1n 1888 and railroad in 1890. lforthem 

Persia was almost completely under Russian control and the 

OaspiqJt sea became:: a 'Russian Lake'. However, to this 

rapid expansion of Russia, Britain was an obstacle. Finally, 

in 1895, Britain proposed to main'tain the situation by declaring 

Persia as a buffer state - like Afghanistan - between the 

Russian and British spheres of influence. Tsar llicholai II, 

however, rejected this proposal in 1897 as Persia1 was weak 

and dependent • 

------
1 Until 1925, Iran vas referred to as Persia. 



For Moscow, the year 1900 seemed an opportUne moment to 

establish a militar,y presence in tbe Persian Gulf; and the 

Shah was to1;ally pro-Bueeian. !he Br1 tieb naval supermacy, 

made the Gulf a British preserve and b1ockedo Buseian attempts 

to establish a presence there • On 15 May 1903, the British 

Foreign JU.nis'ter pronounced a Warning to Bussia and German;,, 

a sort ot 'Mol\'roe Doctrine' tor the Gulf. But, Bussian 

officers, trained the Persians ot the cossack units and this 

military force was perhaps the best model for the Persian 

cava.l%7• 

Russiat'·s defeat by Japan in the war of 1905 made it 

reconsider relations with Britain. Do~estio instability, 

the 1905 revolution, limited resources, increasing German 

infl.uence in the Near East - all these were contributing 

factors. !he Bussian-Brit ish reapproacbment reachAd its peak 

with the signing of the convention of 31 August ·1907, which

divided Pers.ia into British and Bussian spheres of influence • 

The richer northern part with Bandar Abbas to the east, was 

in the Russian sphere, while Afghanistan was in the British 

sphere. The Gulf area to the west was in thP neutral zone • 

Thus, on the eve of the world war I, Iran had again become a 

virtual Bussian protectorate. 

fhe first world war brought Britain and Russia into the 

samA camp. .On 15 March 1915, it was agreed to transfer the 



'' 
neutral zone 1n Persia to Bri ta:ln 1n exchange for Russian 

6 • ~ . 
annexation of onstant~~~ and the Turkish straits• This 

agreement was later repudiated by the Soviet regime.2 

Iran, like Tul'key an(l Afghanistan - 7oung countries with 

no particular love tot the Western Capitalist nations- was. 

obviously suitable as an ally, even if she were not ready · 

for absorption. In 1919 the soviet Union granted void (1) 
. '1'5Al'.\S1' 

to all Persian debts to ~ government, (2) 'ftuse1an. 

interference in Persia's income (from various sources) (3) 

Russian bank in Persia w~s declared a property of the Persians 

(4) and transfer of roads, railways and other stations to 

the Persian nation. Persia, however, was in no position to 

reply to this gesture. !he Iranian Party Congress changed ifis 

name in July 1920 to the Iranian Communist Party. 

Zhe Tteat1eg of 1921 and 1927 

The cornex-stone of Russo-Iranian relatione was the 

Treaty of 1921 (renewed in 1926). This treaty includes 

certain territorial restorations to Iran (to which the port 

of Bnzeli (now Pa.hlavi) was added in 1928); all debts owed to 

or concessione held by the Imperial Russian Government were . 

revoked; and reparations for damage done b7 soviet troops were 

arranged. Bussian rights under the Capitulations were abolished 

Soviet ci tizene in Iran becoming subject to Iranian law 

2 George Buchanan, My Mie~ion to Russia Vol.I 
Little Brown &: co. Boston, 1923 pp.114-118 



(though naturally exempted from military service); Buseian 

religious organizations in Iran were disbanded and their 

property handed over to the Iranian Government.' A further 

trade agreement was ratified in 1931 and in 1935 when it was 

placed on a barter basis amounting to some £ s,ooo.ooo 
annuall.J'; 

On October 1, 1927, a non-aggression and neutrality 

soviet Persian Treaty was signea. Article V of that Treaty 

stipulated that Bussia would extend full support to the 

Iranian Government in every sphere of activity and specially 

1if threatened by another nation. However, the Soviets later 

invoked this cause, saying that the ties established in the 

1950a-70s with the USA were in violation of this and the 

1921 treaty. 

!he Soviet Union tried its best to be the best friend 

of Iran. During the 1930s, the USSB occupied first place in 

Iran's foreign trade with soviet-Iranian trade comprising a 

third of the total. In the late 1930s Beza Shah tried to 

offset the dominance Of the USSB and Britain by introducing 

Germany as a third and balancing power• However, Bussia was 

given a sugar monopoly.by the Iranian Government 1n 1933 and 

3 Leonard Shapiro (e.d.) soviet ~reatx Series : A ggllection 
of Bi-la,~eral ~,reaties, tcreeme~.:tE:l an~-~Oonventions 
Voi.I \Georgetown Univers ty Press, Washington - D.O. 
1 950-1955) pp .92 
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in 1936 she was taking 2B1' of Iran • s exports and providing 

her with 3~ of her imports. Russian engineers and technicians 

began to pour into the country. Iran never guessed that Russia' e 

strong hold in her geographical and strategic links will affect 

her internal political links• ~he 1940 treaty of economic 

cooperation, made a duty-free exchange of goods and th~ 

participation of delegates of both nations, in each other's 

projects, exhibitions and other programmes. Russian 

orientalists attended the Ferdosi celebratj.on of 1935, and the 

sooth anniversary of the poet Nezami's death bas celebrated in 

Miscow, in return Iran sent congratulations on the 23rd 

anniverea%7 of the October revolution. In 1q37 Iranians 

living round the Caspian were offered the choice of Soviet 

nationality or expulsion - a step which aroused considerable 

indignation in Iran. 

A secret protocol of a draft agreement between Germany, 

Italy, Japan and the Societ Union on 26th November 1940, stated 

that all nations should respect Iran • s sovereignty and political 

independence. But Russia was prepared to accept the dre,tt 

ot the 'Four Power Pact• under conditions that the areas south 

of Batum and Baku in the general direction of the Persian Gulf 

is recognized as the centre of the aspirations of the Soviet 

Union. No agreement was reached and a month la\eT, Hitler 

issued his 'Operat:5on Barbarossa' ordex· to attack the 



soviet Union.4 The German attack began on 22 June 1941. 

Beza Shah declared his country's neutrality. Germany was 

seen as a enemy to USSB and Britain, which became allies in 

a common war against a common enemy. On 25 August 1941, 

after the Iranian government had rejeote~ an ultimatium 

to expel aU Germans from its territory, Britain and USSR 

troops entered Iran.5 !he pro-German Beza Shah was forced 

to abdicate and was succeeded by his son, Muhammad Beza Pahlavi. 

Iran became important as a corridor of us military supplies 

to the USSR. !be British-Soviet occupation was formalized by a 

treaty of alliance between the u.x., the Soviet Union and 

Iran. It was signed in Tehran on 29 Januar7 1942. The 

Allied Powers undertook •to respect the territorial integrity, 

sovereignty and political independence of Iran • and co-operation 

between the three governments in a common aim to defeat the 

Nazis• 

At the Tehran Conference between Roosvelt Churchill and 

Stalin from 28 November to December 1st, 1948, the Soviets 

signed a declaration promising Iran economic assistance and 

to respect the independence, sovereignty and territorial 

------
4 

5 

Raymond J. soutag and James s. Beddie (ea.)., Ia!! 
sovtet Belation,, 1939-1941 (Department of State, 
Washington, D.c. 1948l PP• 242-3· 

Llland M. Goodrich (ed.) Documents on tmer1oan Foreign 
Belationa Vol a IV (World Peace Founda ion, Bos~n, 
1942) pp. 674 



integrity of Iran. 6 

However, in 1946, Iran gave four significant concessions 

to Russiaa 

1 To have a joint establishment of Russian - Iranian Oil 

Company - USSR had 51" of the share• 

2 To grant 3 cabinet posts to the Tudeh party members 

3 To recognize the rebel Azerbaijan Government 

4 to withdraw Iran • s complaint against Russia before the 

Uniied Batione.7 

After Stalin • s death 1n 1953, the Tudeh Party adhered to 

rigid, dogmatic stalinist positions and held anti-Western co

opex·ation with other nations. 

In March 1951, the British owned Anglo-Iranian Oil Company 

(AIOO) was nationalized. !his led to a total Westem bOJcott for 

Iranian oil, while Russia strongly supported the Iranian stance. 

W 1 th Mohammad Moesadeq 'a appointment as the Prime Minister in 

1 951, it appears that Britain was being replaced bJ the 

Americans • Mossadeq was anti-British and the American pressure 

in Iran was too much of a price to be paid b7 USSR. USSB moved 

-----
6 

7 

Quoted in- Aryeh Y. Yo.Qtllt, pe Soviet Union ans 
~volutionar:v Iran' ~~'ii~arins Press, New Yor 
1 84) PP• 17 · 

IVO. J. Lederer and Wayne s. Vacinich, Soviet J!PiPA 
fijd the Middle East - Post II world wa, Era 
Stanford University, Hoover Institution Press · 

California, 1974), P• 61 



closer to Turkey while America moved closer to Britain. 

In mid August 1953, the Shah was forced to leave his 

country. !he countcy vas in the grip of the Tudeh party for fi.rst 

two days but Moscow failed to give long term assistance to the 

Tudeb party. A C8Dlp staged by General Pazallah Zahadi with 

American assistance on 19 August 1953 defeated Mossadeq who was 

subsequently arrested. The Shah returned on 21 August 1953• 

Once again cordial Soviet-Iranian relations continued and an 

agreement of 2 December 1954 provided for an exchange of certain 

border areas and the turning over of World War debts to Iran • . 
In the m1d-1950e Soviet policy towards Iran underwent a 

complete change. On 24 February 1955, a Kleeteru sponsored mutual 

defence treaty, known as the ~aghdad Pact w~s signed between 

Turkey, Iraq, Pakistan and Iran. Iran' a entry into the pact 

ended its officially proclaimed policy of neutrality and 

even-handedness between East and West, and it now became 

integrates into the Western camp. The Shah • s decision to do so 

was based on a conviction that only massive American aid 

would enable his regime to survive. !he Baghdad Pact evoked 

considerable anxiety in the USSR· They tried to circumven-t 

the pact by establishing a presence to the south. It entered 

into arms deal with Egypt in 1955, Syria in 1958.a.nd with Iraq 

in 1958• The Soviets, on learning ot Iran's intention to sign 



.. 

the security pact with USA, promised Iran a long-term non

aggression pact and considerable economic aid. So Iran 

entered into negptiations with the USSR ~n a non-aggression 

· treaty.8 The soviet mission failed in its aims as the mission 

arrived two weeks late in Tehran. Meanwhile, the USA, Britain 

West Germany, !urkey and Pakistan appealed to Iran to resist 

the Sov1e t proposals. The Shah signed the Amerioan•Iranian 

treaty on 5th March 1959. The Soviets sharpq protested at 

the move, considering it inconsistent with the 1921 and 1927 

soviet-Iranian treaties. Iran turned a deaf ear to the Soviet's 

compaign against Iran. USSR wanted Iran to withdraw from a~ 

alliance with the West while itself not giving it the same 

economic and defence assistance as the West could offer. 

Modern American arms poured into Iran to counter the massive 

soviet arms supplies to Iraq, Syria, Egypt and Afghanistan. 

After J.F. Kennedy assumes power 1n USA, USA initiated a 

process of withdrawal from the region. !be Shah decided to 

terminate Iran's sole clep endenoe on USA and renewed i te 

relations with USSR. On 15 September 1962, Iran pledged not 

to allow any foreign missile bases on its territory.9 three 

8 MohaJDJaad Beza Shah Pahlavi 'ftasion for Mx Countrr' 
(f:sw'foR.tcJ~c Graw Hill, :lew ~. 196 pe122 • 

. 
9 The zi.mj!s, 21 December 1962 



months later soviet gave Iran, economic, cultural and 

technical co-operation with emphasis on hydro-electric 

power stations and on fis~eries• !be CJtairman of the USSR 

Supreme Sovie,, Leonid Brezbnev, visited Iran in November 1963 

- and this itself exemplified the vast improvement in relations. 

!be Shah visited the USSR from 21 June to 3 July 1965 WhP-reby the 

construction of a metallurgical plant, a machtn~ - building 

plant and a trans-Iranian pipel.ine for delivering gas from 

Iran to USSR, was agreed. 

IncFebruacy 196?, it became known that I~ and the USSR 

had signed a secret I 110 million arms agreement. USA w~s 

very stem at this and wanted payment in hard cash• !he Shah 

later disclosed that Iran had alread;r received shipments of 

trucks and armoured personnel oarriersfrom the Soviet union. 

Later, a eight-year repayment plan at 2Y~ interest was given 

to Iran. 

After the Arab-Israeli war 1n June 1967, thA Shah saw a 

danger to his regime from radical Arab forces. It was finally 

agreed by all Gulf countries to create a Western oriented 

defense organization with each othe r• s assistance. Iran, backed 

by BaRs1a, rejected ita participation in this endeavour. The 

Shah at the most·tntended to have aequili.brium with the west 

and east. The soviet invasion of Ozechoslovakia in August 

1968 and the presence of soviet naval vessels in the Indian 



Ocean made Iran once again auspicious of soviets' intentions. 

On the 2,500th anniversar.y Of the founding of the Persian 

Empire, the soviet Union proposed to extend the old friendship 

agreements, to which the Shah disagreed. Shah's intention was 

to diversity Iran's foreign pol1c.y and avoid complete dependence 

on the USA. Iran was getting milital'1 assistance from Soviet 

Union, USA and Britain. 

After signing the soviet-Iranian treaty of friendship and 

co-operation on 9th AUgust 1971 , Iran made a secret ambassadorial 

level relations with th~ People's Bepubli c of China• !he soviets 

signed a friendship treatl' with Iraq on 9th AprU 1972, in 

·order to use it as a tool of soviet policy - a 'prolcy' to 

create instability in the Gulf region. 

Iranis' feeling of :insecurity increased as a result of a 

series of developments that evoked proximity to it; Britain's 

evacuation of the Gulf; Iraqui claims to Kuwait; the indepen denoe 

of Bahrain, Qatar and the UAE; the revolt in the Dhofar province 

of Oman which was supported by the r,adical P~ople's Democratic 

Republic of Yemen (PDBY) regime, whose relations with the USS~ 

were gro.w1ng stronger• It looked as if t.he Soviets were 

replacing Britain in the Gulf area. ~his led the Shah to 

move even closer to the USA. 

On 21 March 1973, Iran nationalised 1 ts oil industry, as 

directed by the Soviet Union. 



DUring the years 1971-76, the Shah • s internal policy had 

been a hard-line one. Earl7 1976 saw a thorough abolition of 

communism 1n Iran• !here were 3,000 communists prisoners 1n 

Iran. 

Early 1977 saw the start of a policy of liberalization, 

coinciding with the beginning of Jimmy Carter's presidency in 

the USA. In 1978, the Iranians were discontented with the Shah's 

rule and Iran was internally a disturbed nation. The Shah 

moved closer to USSR and further renewed its economic ties with 

it in 1979. By the end of Janual'J 1979, Soviets decided to gain 

better terms by backing the then Xey Leader Khomeini• 

On 16th January 1979, the Shah left Iran. A week after 

the Shah's departure,· the Soviets broke with him, denouncing him 

as a corrupt dictator. Although the Shah died- of cancer in 

a Cairo hospital on 27 July 1980, Soviet accusations of the 

Shah continued even after his death • The Soviet support for 

Iran • s revolutionary regime was still more lukewarm by June 1979. 

The relations worsened and this resulted in cancellation of 

a number of joint economic projects. Iran ceased to be an 

appendage of the US military machine, withdrew from the CENTO 

military ... fo~c(i~a'i2alliance and ceased to be a gendarme ot the 

Persian Gulf. On 3 November 1979, the Iranian government decided 

to abrogate Articles V and VI of thA friendship treaty o:t 



26 Februar.y 1921, to which the Soviet government did not 

pay any attention until 1980. 

Iran of 1979 was 1n no way similar to post World War II _ 
I 

period, or the Mossadegh era, when a pro-Soviet party seemed 

to monopolize the allegi~ce of much of the politically 

articulate Iranians. The Soviet Union.• s hostility towards 

Xhomeini, especially after the hostage crisis, was so intense 

that even !ran's revitalization was not considered too high 

a price for Khome1ni' s downfall. 

Just as the soviets would not tolerate the US occupation 

of Iran, thA Islamic Republic was convinced that the US would 

no1i permit any soviet invasion. Iran was a keen partner 1n 

soviet • s policy. When Soviet marched in to At ghanistan during 

Christmas of 1979, there were severe demonstrations outside the 

soviet ,)Embassy m Tehran and the ambassador was requested to 

meet Kbomeini in Qom immediately. Reliable reports indioate 

the stern reply of soviet as that the ambassador gaye the 

Iranian government eight hours to secure the safety Of the 

embassy and its personnel, 

•or else, an independent country called Iran will simply 

be erased off the face of the earth•10 
~ 

to the hardliners possible sovietization of Iran may appear as 

10 Quoted in Sepehr Zapih, •Ifan since the revolu~ion• 
(Great Britain, 1982}, pp.73 



the kind of just punishment which its present regime 

richly deserves. 

,YSA and Iran 

The United States relations with I~ can be viewed only as 

a part of the total American posture 1n the Gulf. American 

long-range policy was framed with a step that a strong-hold 

on Iran will save the US from getting involved in a nightmare 

at :1n ter-regime and intra-regime conflicts which would be 

suppressed under the pretense of repell:i.ng aggression. 

Iran• s attitude towards the United States was evidently 

influenced by American policy towards Iran in the post-Shah 

era. !he United States exez'cised control over the Shah' a 

actions and dictated policy from Washington. 

The evolution of U.s. policy :in the Gulf, particularly to 

Iran, can be categorized in four main doctrines, with varying 

degree of clarity and effectiveness• 

1 !he Truman Doctrine - (March 12, 1947) 

2 !fhe Eisenhower Doctrine- (January 5,· 1957) 

' . The· N1xen Doctrine - (February 18,1970) 

4 The Carter Doctrine - (Januar.y 23, 1960)11 

11 Emile. A· .Nakhleh .zhe Persian Gulf and American Poliof 
0tw'l~raeger Publishers ltielr. liMlt, u.s.A. 1982) .PP• 1 & 



As early as 1947, Washington controlled the foreign 

policy of Iran. Even in 1949, the US Department of State had 

considered that, tor military assistance purposes, Iran could 

not be considered amongst those states that were vital to US 

security or under direct and immediate danger• However, the 

1949, Mutual De:ten,se Assistance Programme lumped Iran together 

with the Philippines and Korea under Title 3 status, to share 

a total ot 8 27 million. 

Eisenhower Administration 

The period of the Mossadegh government bad two importar.t 

effects upon US attitude towards Iran. It forced u.s. to 

recognize the Shah as the only capable leader of maintatning 

a pro-Western orientation of the country, and also forced the 

British to withdraw its military presence in the area 1n 1968. 

The Shah's return to power ( 1953), thus thoroughly transferred 

Iran fran the u.x. sphere of influence to that; of the United 

States. The Shah needed tangible support from the u.s~ 1n 

terms of both economic and military assistance, if he intended 

to bu:i.ld a powerful base within the bureaucracy and the armed 

forces. As a result US military assistance increased nearq 

fivefold in 1952 to 1953. Much of the f~aid was in the guise of . . v 

various provisions ot the Mutual Defense Assistance Programme 

(MDAP) and the Mutual Security Act of 1954• The defence support 



grant was injected into the military appropriation sector 

of the· budget. In two years (1956-57), Iran received more 

than I 60 million as defence funds. Even with this support, 

the Iranian govemment bad a deficit of tJ 80 million 1Ji June 

1957.12 

During the Eisenhower years the philosophy of collective 

regional security agreements as a bulmark against communism was 

zealously promoted• In the Baghdad Pact, u.s. maintained an 

associate membership of Ira.n. Iran joined the pact in 1955 

as USA failed to maintain its promises on military and economic 

assistance. !he US government attempted to convince the Shah 

that it was economic madness to mount up Iran's defence 

expend! ture • Iran could not hope to conduct a tons ~u.ts 

defence policy and therefore, the best guarantee of Iranian's 

sovereignty lay in 'the ·deterrent strength of the United States•. 

President Eisenhower planned to equip the armed forces ot Iran 

11'1. terms of quality and not in numbers of personnel. However, 

this generosity was overtaken when in July 1958, the government 

of Iraq was overthrown by a group of radical a~ officers. 

!his brought serious confzontations with the Shah and u.s. 
In 1959, the Shah w•s made to enter into negotiations with 

1 2 Quoted in Hoseein Amirsadeghi, ~he Securitx ot the Pereian 
Gulf, (Billing and Sans hinted .k., 1981) PP• 64 



the Russians over a non-aggression treat1• Khrushchev planned 

to give the Shah anything he wanted. Meanwhile, a compromise 

was reached with the U.s. and the Shah renewed his cordial 

relationship. This made Bussia indulge 1n an anti-Shah 

propaganda campaign. 

The Shah did succeed in his immediate aim of lowering 

more budgetar,y support from the United States. President 

Eisenhower diverted $ 13 million from the Presidential 

Contingency Fund and thus met half the cost ot the Iranian 

d i 
L 6 

1 bu get defic t. NIKE · )! ¥. missi es began to arrive 

in Iran before the end of Eisenhover' s term of o:tfice. The 

armed forces were, however, expanded during the period 1959/60 

and US military assistance to Iran al.so peaked ·during these 

years to an Gaverage of $90 mill.ion per year• A bilateral 

securit1 pact wi~h all the CENTO members and with Iran was also 

signed on.5 March 1959. 

,:he Kennedy Administration 

In March 1961, President Xenne4y outlined a philosophy' 

that centred upon long range plauning for the economic 

development of the recepient states and upon the implicit right 

of the US tully to involve itself in all matters pertaining 

to the utilisation of Americ~ aid. This ••s the most active 

period of US interventionism. 



The US President personally appointed a presidential 

task force to review the internal political problems of Iran, 

the progress of MAP aid to I~ and an the asencies connected 

with the military aid to Iran. Iran was asked to deal with 

1 ts internal political problems rather than foreign and mili tal"l' 

affairs. The Shah showed signs of deviation from the u.s. 
support and hence pinned its hopes on Russia. President 

' 
Kennedy sent Gbester Bowles to IranC)in 1962 to assess the 

extent of Iran's social, economic, political and military 

problem and bow to preserve its pro-Western policy without 

encouraging excessive demands for aid. 

Stressing the inter-relationship between military, 

economic and political factors, the final proposal took the 

fo~ of classic 'carrot and stick' approach to the problem. 

The us armed .forces in Iran were reduced to 150,000 men and 

the proposed MAP programmes vas also reduced. ~e Shah was 

unimpressed and after six months of negotiations, the Shah 

accepted the inevitable and signed the agreement on 

reduction. 

Aware that Iran was considered by the soviet Union to be 

'analogous to United States relations with China', the Shah 

reacted favourably to a Soviet proposal to reach an under

standing which would ban all~oreign rocket bases' from 

Iranian soil. 



President Kennedy, thus concentrated on a long term 

economic development of Iran,· reduced its military aid iJl 

future, as he felt that Iran could well afford to take care 

of i tsel:f. Before the Shah could chart out the chances to 

gain more u.s aid, there was a premature ending of the 

Kennedy Administration. 

zhe Johnson Adm~istration 

Kennedy's period was presidential invol~ement, whereas 

Johnson's period was of least presidential interest• All 

developments of US-Iranian relations were dealt with the 

administrative suctions of the US bureaucrac~, rather than the 

upper echelons of the exe.cutive • 

President Johnson was too preoccupied with affaire in 

south East Asia end with his own domestic social programmes, 

thus ne~lecting the Middle East UDtil 1966, whan his interAst 

was checked dUP. to the sudden increase in oil revenues. Against 

apparent Iranian opposition, the us forced Iran to sign a 

memorandum of understanding on 4 July 1964, which committed 

Iran to purchase military equipments for cash only with the 
13 . 

United States. As a result of this agreement, Iran was to 

13 Dulight Eisenhower, Message to COngress, January 6, 1957 
Quoted in Documents on t).l,! f!iddle East, PP• 90..91 



receive I 504 million in credits to purchase US militar.r 

services and equipment durtn.g the years 1965-6Q, of which 

more than 1200 million came from the Export-Import Bank 

through the 'count:ey X' loan soheme.14 Special arm;v and 

n av7 teams were sent to. Iran to train the Iranians am force. 

Some of the airorafts sold to Iran include the F-4 D and .P-5 

and F-48• 

Iran also indulged in trade agreements with Polandt 

Ozechoslovak:ia, Hungary and Romania and USSR simultaneously • 

The Iranians also received a natural gas plant as a gift from 

the Soviet Union. ~his alarmed the u.s. and Iran threatened 

tbat they would purchase of soviet missiles and airorafts 

if credits for the F-48 we~ not forthcoming from thA UBitAd 

States. !he Shah's political and strategic implications went . 

into a week long consultations and finally it was decided thai: 

the UR would supply a squadron of .P-4s worth I 160 million 

to Iran. 

The Shah offered a consolation prize to soviet union 1n 

February 1967, by announcing the low-technology defence 

material to thP valuP. of I 110 million, to be purchased on 

credit from the Soviet TTnion. This signalled to the US that 

his threat of July 1966 was not completely hollow. 

14 ..l~ !,111taxx Sales Fact! 1 1975, p.19 



But, the Congress bad been kept 1n a deliberate~ 

unenlightened state on the arms sales and on knowing this 

called for a hearing in 'to arms tranafAr policy, which 

resulted in 1the ending ot the country X loan scheme, the 

cur~iDg of the power of the IIB and, through thP. :FOreign 

Military Sales Act of 1968, arms sale to Iran was minimisAd• 

This had 11 ttle effect upon Iranian arms procurement ambitions, 

for by 1969 the Shah paid most at his credi ta to US. 

Although ~i~ 1n the early stages of the Johnson 

Administration by the hosti.lity that was made evident by the 

teDDiDation of grant and in 1964, the Shah w~s able to 

establish his autono~ very successfully during this period 

:~e Nixgn Administration 

After the termination of the British military presence 

in the Gulf in 1968, the Shah promoted Iran as the new 

gendarme to fill the vaccum and to present the Iraqis and USSB. 

But, the United States, interventionist policy imposed severe 

constraints upon the Shah's plans for a military and 

politically strong ana. autonomous Iran• 

A study by the National Security aounoil 1n 1969, on 

the Iranian situation concluded that Iran should be ful~ 

supported in its desire t~ fill the vaccum left by the British. 

With Iran and Saudi Arabia acting as the 'twin pillara' of 



Western interests in the area, the threat Of soviet 

1ntervent10Dism could be minimised without the need for 

direct US involvement. Since Iran served as a pro%7 of the 

us. the us considered it right to give it the proper tools 

to do the job. 

By 1971, US planned to vi thdraw its forces from Iran. 

The Shah's increasing fears of Soviet advancement, urged the 

US to parry this advancement by the surrogate local power 

which was ready to perform the function of a 'regional 

policeman• (~ran). 

!hrough the increased oil revenues, the Shah began to 

order military equ.ipments Of a qualitative and quantitative 

nature that hitherto had been unimaginable. 

In May 1972, President Nixon visited fehgran, and the Shah 

was told that henceforth all Iranian arms requ1remAnts would 

be allowed to be formulated by the Iranians themselves and 

that the u.s. would act simply as an implementational agency. 

The Shah was supplied with all weapons for which he could pay 

and de man de d. 

During the years 1972-78, Iran ordered about 8 20 billion 

worth of US arms• American reconnaissance stations were also 

established near to Soviet borders. Now the Shah was 

dependent not only on continuing American supplies, but also 



on the availability Of American specialists. Bising oil 

prices and the negative American balance of payments meant 

that the USA had an economic interest in the sale of arms to 

Iran. This served as a competition among American companies. 

The US armed forces - the army, navy and air force, all 

had vested interests in the selling weapons system to Iran. 
' However, the US public and other leaders were ag~inst Nixon's 

decision of ~rms supply to Iran. 

In October 1973, the Shah had aS 12,000 million 'shopping. 

spree • • Thus, the American economy seemed to be mounting up 

the petrodollars and encouraging Iran to get •armed till its 

teeth'• What had been the 'Iranian problem' during the Truman, 

Eiaenhowel' and Kennedy administration bad, b7 1969, been 

transformed into an alliance and partnership which precluded 

even constructive criticism. 

The Nixon doctrine called for action by local states 

using u.s weapons but not u.s soldiers. The operative 

principal of the Nixon doctrine were partnership, strength 

and willingness to negotiate: •Peace through partnership• 

The years Of appeasement that the u.s ambassador had 

complained of in 1959 had robbed the u.s of the ability to 

deal honestly with Iran and its problem. 

It is important to note that the hostage crisis was an 

exceptionally tumultuous event in the relations between the 



two countries and as such did not permit a balanced examination 

of us-Iran relations. !he assumption of power by President 

Beagan put those relations in a new context. !he victor,y 

of the revolution confronted the u.s with several positions 

oonoe.ming Iran• Each Of these related to a specific interpre

tation and comprehension of the revolution. One position 

interpreted the overthrow of the Shah as an agonizing setback 

in terms of U.s strategic economic and a whole range of other 

goals in the region. 

One school of thought view that Iranian revolution was 

basically an optimistic one. It held that the overthrow of 

the Shah must be accepted by the United States as at least 

a blessing in disguise. It was the logical conclusion of the 

US human rights policy. However, the general agreement ~mains 

that the Shah had lost the determination to rule and the 

opposition to him had acquired, by the end of 1978, a gigantic 

popula.r dimension • !he U.s would be hard put to oppose a 

popular revolution so soon after its own clamour for the 

respect of human rights. Moreover, pragmatism dictated that 

the u.s should seek to accommodate tbe new regime. Its anti

American rhetoric should be viewed as basically for domestic 

consumption. 

The u.s. could never reinstate another Shah like. regime in .. 
the countr.y, so it preferred leaving Iran to its own devices and 



instead concentrated on countries like Saudi Arabiat the 

Gulf States, ·Turkey and Egypt - where active American support 

was sincerely welcomed. This concept was of course at the 

root of the so-called Carter Doctrine announced in the make 

of soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979. 

~he carter Dogtrine 

Prom 1947 to 1980, u.s. presidents felt an increasing 

need to clear~ define the area that they perceived as vital 

to u.s national security and strategic interest. This 'interest• 

was dramatically sharpened by President Carter. 

In his "The State Of the Union" address on 23 Januar,.,1980 

President Carter's message on the soviet threat to the Persian 

Gulf was clears 

"Let our positions be absolutely clears An attempt b7 

any outside force to gain control of the Persian Gult , 

region will be regarded as an assault on the vital 

interests of the USA, and such an assault will be 

repelled b7 any means necessary, including military force•~ 5 

Once the shock of the Iranian revolution had begun to dissipate, 

the Oarter administration embarked on a policy of accommodation 

with Khome1nie 

!his administration interferred 1n Iran's domestic affairs, 

particularly in view ·of the fact that the US had given political 

------
1 5 Jimmy Carter, "The State of thA Union" ,address to congress 

on Januar,r 23,-1980. Quoted in Weekly Compilation of 
p,..AAi n~:>~+"' ... , ,.._ -··---- ~ 



refuge to a large number of militar,y and civilian associates 

of the Shah• fhe Iranian response was a well-orchestrated 

barrage of anti-American propaganda• !he u.s should decide 

whom it wanted to accommodate, the officials ot th~ fallen 

regime or 'the new Islamic government • I:t it was the latter, 

then it should tolerate the practices of Xhometni•s justice. 

·The u.s., alsO failed to consider an academic for the position 

of the u.s ambassador. This was strongly opposed by the 

Iranians in June 1980. 

In short, one leams from these varying degrees of 

relations with the various u.s. leaders that Iran had demanded 

three things from the USA, as concrete evidence that they had 

genuinenly accepted the revolution. One was that the USA 

should absolutelJ cease and desist from expressing concern about 

the trials and punishments of officials of the foreign reg1J.De• 

Secondly, that the u.s should agree to extradite at least some 

of the most notorious military and civilian officials of the 

Shah who had been granted refuge. Thirdly, the USA should 

abandon any idea ot sheltering the Shah and :Indeed should co

operate ~ith the Iranian authorities to recover some of the 

Shah's assets in the us. Every account indica 'tee that the 

USA was most concilatory on all these scores, literall7 

accepting Xhomeini• s terms for. aoaQmmodation. This poster was 



severely tested by the admission of the Shah to the u.s. 1n 

October. the chain of events that it unleashed had two serious 

results. As far as the 1Chtime1ni government was concerned, 

that act simply proved that the US protestation about 

accepting the revolution and accommodating the new ·regime vas 

a blatant deception. In tact, the u.s was btnding its time and 

preparing itself to achieve Xhomeini's downfall. If the 

failure to. pzed1ct the Shah's downfall had been the first 

dramatic US tailure, the inability to comprehend the difficulties 

of accommodating Xbomeini' might surely be considered as a 

second disastrous US error. 

!he matn areas of fooua, during the Carter administration, 

in the Mideast policy was the Pallestinian conflict, the gulf 

security and its energy crisis• Unfortunately, during the fmal 

months o.t th~ oarter administration, thA u.s foreign policy was 

p eroeived as vacillating and lacking in leadership. ~he 

Oarter administration's reactions to the upheaval in Iran, 

to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, and to Soviet threats 

in tbA gulf area left U eS friends in the . region bewildered 

and unsure of Washington's resolve to resist soviet aggression 

and of its determination to defend u.s. interests. L1lte all 

countries, u.s had no per.manent friends or permanent enemies, 

only permanent interests. 



In fact the Gult lea~ers heard many promises and 

exaggerated rhetoric from Carter, but they saw very little 

action. !he Carter doctrine remained more words than substance. 

As to the concept Of strategic consensus, it is obvious 

that· the Began Administration is moving towards a preclusive 

posture towards Iran• 

Although the Beagan Administration has attempted to create 

a new image of u.s. concern and resolve in the Gult, by earq 

1982, it failed to develop a comprehensive political 

program for the region and it responded to urgent developments 

in the region (such as the assassination of President Anwar 

Sadat of Egypt) only through militaey aide 

Caught in a web of contradictory concerns and pressures, 

the US appears incapable of initiating active new policies 

towards Iran as long as Xhome1n1's regime holds a radically 

different perception about Iran's security. 

]'SA and Iraq 

It is hard to understand how a government with a basically 

soviet styled military and socialist oriented eoonomw, could 

have upon the victory of thA Islamic Revolution veered around 

overnight, to make giant strides towards West. 

But while much attention bas been focussed on thP. graving 
'• 

economic, political and strategic importance of thP. Gulf 



countries, li~~le attention has been paid to Iraq's role 

in this sensitive region. Iraq has received scant courage 

on 1~s role with superpowers. 

!hereiis very little information on US-Iraqi relations 

before 1958• Iraq, ga:l.Jled .Prominent international recognition 

only after a surprise coup, sounded the death Knell for the 

Hashimite monarch in July 195A• 

In a real sense , thP two countries have never been 

particularly close in the past. If Britain was Iraq • s principal 

great power all.y until 1958, the Soviet UD.ion took that role 

in the later years• Although American companies had a 23·7~ 

of share in the Iraq Petroleum Company (IPC) the venture was 

dominated by British interests. Iraq was considered comparativel;y 

better under the British, by th~ United States. The US also 

criticised th~ British backed Iraqi government for its 

repression and narrow base. The British made it clear that 

Iraq should discourage any US political or economic foothold. 

Until US remained as a wester-n ally of Saudi Arabia and 

Turkey in the late 1940s and assumed a senior Western role 

1n Egypt, Iran, Lebanon and even Jordon 1n the:a early and 

middlP. 1950s, Iraq remained a British stronghold. 

Before the July 1958 coup, which ended the Bashimite 

monarch, two issues had a great effect on us-Iraq relations : 



on Palestine and on its regional security. Iraq, like other 

Arab countries opposed the creation of· Israel and was bitterl.7 

angry at American policy and it is this disagre~m~pt that lay 
-· ....... 

the basis for great strains 1n th~=~ future. On 21 April 1954, 

instead Of joining the Pakistan-Turkey accord, Iraq signed a 

militar.r aid agreement with the us. 

In 1959, US programme in Iraq was initially small, 

involving onlf US advisers and S 9mill1on in assistance for the 

four yeara~16 Events, however, moved quickly. Iraq withdrew 

from the Baghdad Pact 1n Ma roh 1959 and briefq severed 

relations when the US recognised Kuwait in 1961• 

During the 1960s, Iraq's increasing hOstility and 

radicalism played a central role in the growing US-Iran alliance. 

The sale of P-4 f1gher planes to the Shah, was justified 

within the American grant as matching Soviet sales to the Iraqis. 

But, in 1961, Iraq and US were moving very closely, whe.n 

a cultural co-operation agreement was signed in January 1961, 

a 'Food for Peace' arrangement commenced in August 1963, a US 

Expert-Import loan W-8 made in 1965 and an Agricultural 

commodities agreement was negotiated in Deoember 1966. 

After the end of Qasim' 8 regime in 1963, the ruling Arif 

brothers renewed economic and commercial ties with the West. 

After June 1967 war, Iraq severed diplomatic relations with 

the us, suspended oil shipments, :refused US aircrafts 

overflight rights and announced a boycott of American goods• 



In 1967, Iraq broke diplomatic relations with the us and 

rejected the repeated American attempts at resuming it 

again• 

In 1968, when the Ba'th came to power, reconciliation 

with the US bardl, constituted a priority for Baghdad. However, . 

in 1970s, the Carter administration (untU Janua17 1977) 

reopened formed relations with Iraq. 

In 1972, and during the office of Hassan - al - Bakr, a 

friendship paot was signed between Iraq and the Soviet Union 

for expanding economic, military and cultural relations between 

tbe two countries. The pact was enforced at least until 1978-79. 

However, despite maintaining its constant ties with Moscow, 

Baghdad furtively turns to the west to purchase arms, 

coiD.ciding with the time - i.e. the ex-Shah's regime was fast 

deteriorating. US failed to react immediately and hence Iraq 

sought France's help Which sold as much as two billion dollars 

in arms to Iraq • US strategy in the region aimed at attracting 

Iraq to the West • 

!be US hold equally unfavourable perceptions of Iraq, as 

a radical state, an ally of the Soviet Union and_a 

aestab111sing, revo~utionary force in the region. ·Iraqi 

knowledge of the US' e collaboration with Iran on the Kurdish issue 

inevitably inc~eased antagonism towards the United States and 

Baghdad's 1972 friendship treaty with the USSB --thus moving 



~'; 
Iraq to the soviet Union. i~""fhe earlier hostilities became 

integrated into cold war alignments. 

After Iraq nationalised the Iraqi/Petroleum Company in 

1 972, it led to heavy loss in oil export and this hurt~;the 

United States most as the u.s was its highest bidder. After 

October 1973, (t.e. when Arab-Israeli war began), Iraq joint 

u.s. petroleum :income due to this collaboration increased by 

nearly 2~. 

~he U.s. imported I 123 million, in 1971 worth of oil 

and $ 671 million in 1976. 

F~m 1977 onwards, the US motives for attempting to 

improve relations with Iraq were of two kinds& 

1 ~he Carter Administration denounced the East-West aspect ot 

Third World Conflict and did not adopt its predecessor's 

view o~ Iraq solely as a Soviet ally. Iraq was seen as a 

potential ally in maintaining regional stability and in 

opposing Soviet expansionism. 

2· The growing rift between Baghdad and Moscow 

With Khomeini assuming power in Iran the US moved to Iran -

eo Iraq wanted Soviet support in combating western influence 

but bad no intention ot helping the USSB gain hegemo117 over 

the region and Iraq wanted to project its own influence 

throughout the region. -



~· 

On 27 March 1979, Saddam Hussain told an Arab conference 

in Baghdad that the US had been making . ••••••••••••••• 
•monthly or at least yearly attempts during the past five 

years to restore relations with Iraq, but this oount17 

will continue to view the US as an enem.y of the Arabs as 

long as Israel, with US backing continues to occupy Arab 

lands•17 

!he US dependence on Iraqi oil vas not hampered despite the 

weak relations • In 1979, the US took only 3 ·~ of Iraq • s oil 

exports• US experts to Iraq, meanwhile, grew from I 382 million 

1n 1976 to around I 700 million 1n 1980e18 

!he US share of Iraq's import market which totalled an 

estimated 8 5·5 bi~ion in 1979, remained relatively steady over 

those years.19 By 1976, 22 US COmpanies had b:r·anohes in Iraq. 

By ~he :f'iret half of 1980, US import of oil amounted to 

37,000 barrels a day from 'Iraq.20 Inspite of this Iraq was 

only 91ih among American suppliers. Iraq, in one wq (oil 

revenue) depended on the US not US on Iraq e' 

-----
1 7 New Yo;rj fimR'• 20 March 1981 • 

18 Iraq a US Food Credits Granted - Middle East B.evieJ 
vol.10, Jan.-19A3 . 

20 Ibid - P•138 



At the inception Of the war, Washington did not intend to 

make Saddam Hussein dependent and subservient to the u.s. This 

was, because even before thevar, Saddem Hussain was considered 

a US inspired agent at the head of the Ba~;.,aiih Party, Washington's 

principal goal was to obstruct the channels through which the 

Islamic Revolution might infiltrate into Iraq and at the 

same time minimize soviet influen.ce in tha·t count17. 

When the non-aligned conference at Baghdad :tailed to drag 

Iran for negotiation, Saddam Hussain made efforts to get foreign 

support for ending the war. The u.s rushed to help Saddam by 

instigating Israel to invade Lebanon, thus creating a political 

atmosphere condusive to help Saddam declare a ceasefire. 

Before embarking on war against Iran, Saddam Hussain held 

serious talks to· establish financial relations with the u.s. The 

West started out its political support for Iraq on the 

advent of the war and increased such support by declaring 

its agreement with an imposed ceasefire as proposed by the 

United Nations. 

The u.s positiOn in the Persian Gulf is very essential to 

its very existence -Washington's role in controlling Iran-Iraq 

conflict. 

The u.s. iii·terest in the Persian Gul:t is due to three 

elements: · 



1 The countries of the Persian Gult which try to deny the 

West its rights of unhindered access to their resources 

and which endeavours to frustrate any effort and any 

exertion to force in assuring such rights, 

2 The Invasion of the Soviet Union 

' A devouring power declaring a revolutionary movement 1n the 

1nte rna t 1 onal . system. 21 . 

In order to safeguard its interest, the West would need to 

implemen't a forceful dual strategy. The first policy would 

pave the way for an independent policy, that is a return to the 

economic interference of the Classic US dollar policy. The 

second policy which would also impel the soviet Union to 

accept it, 1s a political strategy based upon co-operation for 

arms control and a novel effort towards detente. In countries 

like Iran, where Washington's influence fails to achieve a117 

result and exploit its non-nuclear forces, an 'offensive• 

strategy would be seen as appropriate, as the rise of Iran 

as a dominating power 1n the Persian Gulf portends disaster for 

Washington. 

After Israel's raid on Iraq's nuclear reactor• in June 1981, 

the u.s and Iraq negotiated through United Nations channels to 

produce a compromise resolution on the issue. 

21 M. Khaddur1, 'fafialist Iraq' (Middle East Institute, 
W ashinp;ton, 1 9 , p .112 



R2ncluding P~rspect1ves 

Bxtensive ·mistrust between the US and Iraq 1n l'ecent 

years has manife~ted itself over two principal issues 1 Gulf 

security and the Arab-Israeli conflict. Iraq faced a heavy 

jolt when the u.s sent aid to Iran and AWACa(radar) planes 

to Saudi Arabia. 

In its relations with the u.s, Iraq bas consistently 

been influenced by the Palestinian question. The convergence of 

Iranian, Israeli and United States interests is encouraging ana 

baCking the Kurdish rebellion. Such attempts are sure to 

destabilise and isolate Iraq thereby adversely affecting US

Iraqi relations. 

This hardl1ne understanding will not bring the \Ullikelihood 

of a speedy comprehensive settlement or a direct clash between 

the u.s and Iraq. Similarq, as a leader of the non-aligned 

movement, Iraq would hardly be likely to ally itself openly or 
• 

closely with the u.s. Iraq's own political culture- the 

Portsmouth Treat;r and the Baghdad Pact experiences are obvious 

examples, illustrates the price that Iraq may pay for alliance 

with th~ West. 

On the American side, Washington's policy towards Iraq 

depends heavily on the attitude tak~n by Saudi Arabia and the 

other Gult Arab states •. Washin,ton sees Iraq as an actor . 

there. but not as the region's new leader. 



The best way for Iraq to gain coverage over u.s policy 

would be to demonstrate that it has no intention of under

mining other Arab States in tbA Gulf ann will help build 

constructive Arab secur.ity alternatives to direct US 

involvement through a workable regional system. This lies 

somewhere between enstrangement and alliance. 

The road 'towards improvement' of United· Si;ates - Iraq 

relations would be a 'long one'. 

Before July 1958 revolution, Iraq was described in the 

soviet union as a semi-colonial country, nominally independent 

but aotuallr subject to British colOnial domination. Ita 

economy was cons ide red to be mainly pre-oapi taliet : and 

relations of production 1n the oomt:cyside were largelJ semi

feudal. The petty bourgeoisie were more numerous. 22 

The Iraqi revolution of July 14, 1958 was welcomed 1n 

the soviet Union as a great victory for the Arab national 

liberation movement, which put an end to the Baghdad Pact and 

to Iraqi dependence on Britain. Moscow recognized the new 

regime on July 16, and exchanged diplomatic representations 

with Iraq. 

22 Quoted in Arteh Yedfat - 'Arab Politigs in the Soviet 
Mirror' (Israel University Pere, 197~) PP• 146 
and in J Mohammed, ~ (World Marxist Beview) 
Santember 1'958. v.w-



The new government's announcement of its support of the 

Bqding Conference Principles, its decision to withdraw from 

the Baghdad Pact, which changed its name to C.ENTO, made it 

indulge in an arms deal with the Soviet Union. Thus, the 1958 

revolution, brought a force in Iraq that vas ready to co

operate with the soviet Union and the local communists. 

The Iraqi republic established trade agreements on 

economic and technical cooperation and on cultural cooperation 

in March 1959. Iraq e.xpx·essed its positive neutrality by 

abrogating the Anglo-Iraqi agreement, the agreements with the 

USA on Amerioan aid to Iraq and the agreement based on the 

Eisenhower Doctrine. 

FUrther, as per Khrushchev's desire, the Iraqi communist 

party (ICP) was given support and aid fzom Buesia and he also 

opposed thA UAB-Iraq merger. Khruschev preferred for a "more 

advanced• Iraq and economic reforms were carried "within the 

framewor.k of the capitalist mode of proauction." 

The Ba'ath party was a special target of Soviet attacks. 

On the other hand they aimed to make the Iraqi Communist Party. 

as the strongest and the most influential party in the count:ey. 

Its, perhaps this which made the ICP succeed in suppressing the 

Mosul revolt ot )!arch 1959, and the massacres ot anti

communists and Muslims. 



Soviet Reservations in the~Qassem Regime 

During Qassem•s regime (196~1963). there were tremendous 

changes in Iraq's :foreign policy. It rejected the Western 

alliances and aid. but whole heartedly welcomed soviet's 

friendship and the unselfish soviet aid to the new republic. 

A new agreement on economic and technical cooperation was signed 

between the two countries on August 18, 1960. 

Qassem utilised thA laP to combat Nasser's followers in Iraq. 

soviet leaders aided Iraq with economic and military aid for this• 

Despite this aid Qassem proved to be a difficult person for the 

soviet leaders to work with• He skilfully played the 

communists off against thA Bassarites, weakening both and then 

emerged as the dominant :force in Iraq. 

·en several occasions there were clashes between thP- Muslims 

and the 'Communists due to their party ideology. By October 1961, 

the .real ICP had refused legal status and that a d~ party, 

consisting of police agents and shady adventurers was officially 

listed as the "Communist Party". 

This indicates the desire of the bourgoeisie to disrupt 

the party and the unity of the workin~ class. In short • the 

strong Russian bold was deterioratfQg. 

soviet appraisals of the last years o:f Qassem•s regime came 

only after the Ba'thiet camp and Qaseem's downfall on February a, 
1963. Though Iraq withdrew from the Baghdad Pact, under him, it 



stood for neutralism and non-alignment. Thus he conducted 

the policy of 'balancing' between the Bight and Left until 

the very end. It was the imperialists, the supporters of 

the monarchy, the Ba • thists and pro-Naseer elements who, 

despite the contradictions in their aims and interests, 

wanted to get rid of Qassem. 

Itis overthrow, was a result of his clash with the Buss ian 

ideologies of Communism and he had no chance to live up to 

the masses interest. 

the Ba'th Besime - lebruan 6th -November 18th, 196' 

Soviet appraisals ot the Ba'th party. :In Iraq, as in 

Syria, were negative almost from the first days of the Iraqi 

republic. With the entry of the Ba'th Regime 1n 196:5, Iraq 

vas moved towards fascism. 

the Ba'thist indulge4 in mass repression and bloo~ 

terrorism of communists on the pretext of declaring them 

partisans of the Qassem regime. 

was alarmed at this act and held mass meetings and demonstr

ations 1n Moscow to condemn thlll killings. Later, Moscow accused 

the Chinese of supporting the Ba'th regime in Iraq.2'3 

23 Ibid PP• 168 



·All Ba' th schemes had come to naught, when the Ba' th 

regime came to an end on November 18, 1963, after a oamp 

led by President 'Arif', seized power at the Oentre. All 

soviet comments and references to Iraq revealed great 

satisfaction at the end of the 'fascist' Ba'th regime. 

Soviet relations with Iraq and the Soviet view Of ita 

intemal policies became more favourable from the end of 

196:5. The CPSU expressed ·satisfaction over the failure of 

the Ba'tha Party and welcomed relations with the Arif regime• 

The soviet Prime Minister, Xosygin, sent a personal envo; 

on July 28, 1966 to President Arif and expressed its intentiol 

to extend their protocol ties with Iraq and also agreed to 

expand economic and technical aid to Iraq e' 

The Iraqui foreign minister visited the USSB on April 17· 

22, 1967 and the Soviet side "expressed high appreciation for 
-

the anti-imperialist polic,y of the Iraqi Bepublio as a non-

aligned state, and for its possible role 1n supporting the· 

Arab and other states against the intrigues of 1mperialism.24 

fhe soviet supported the grievances of the Xurds in 

north Iraq. In fact, on July 9 196:5, a soviet delegation 

24 B.N. Andreasyan, 'The Soviets in the Middle East•, 
Xnternational Affair§ No.5, 1967, pe11 



submitted the Kurdish problems to the UN and even threatened 

the Iraqi government of interference by OENTO states, and also 

warned Iran, Turkey and Syria, against intervention in the 

war against the Kurds. 

On November 18, 1963, the Arif government , backed by the 

soviet Union, was quoted as SS\Ying that equal rights to all 

Iraqui citizens and 'req.uested the Kurds to lay down their 

arms and set back to work. 

soviet commentators welcomed the ceasefire in Iraqi 

lturdistan. As there were Kurds in Iran and Turkey, Soviet 

indulged in cautious moves in Kurdish Iraq and gave lese 

publicity about the Iraqi Kurdish minorities. 

The new Iraqi government formed by General Tahir Ya~a 

on July 10, 1967, broke diplomatic relations with the USA, 

Britain and :Federal German Bepublio and joint the oil boycott 

of those countries declared by the Arab States. It also 

declared its adherence to the anti-imperialistic camp; 

its consequences of the Israeli aggression, to achieve the 

unity of: the Arab countries following a socialist line to 

establish security and justice in Iraq and to strengthen 

relations with the USSR and other socialist countries. 

Chairman of the Supreme soviet, Podgormy visited Iraq 



in 1967 and Iraqi took a pioneering step to pla7 a nationalising 

role 1n the Gulf region and strengthening of friendly relations 

and co-operations between the Soviet Union and Iraq.t Backed by 

the Soviet Union, Iraq adopted an extreme anti-western position 

in regard to the Arab Oil boycott and Arab economic relations 

with thA west in general; it also nationalised the American 

and British shares of the Iraq Petrol oomp&DJ. 

In 1968, Soviet Union listed out what is considered to be 

Iraq • s achievements• 

- Introduction of agrarian;reform; 

- nationalization; - building of new industrial enterprises;-

establishment of a state sector of the econo~; - restriction 

of foreign oil companies rights; - the establishment of 

INOO; - soviet - Iraqi cooperation - and soviet assistance 

to Iraq~ 

~he Regime of Arit, in which the USSR had invested so much 

effort and hope, was overthrown on July 17, 1968.i The camp was 
. 

organized by a group of arJD)" officers headed by general Baltr -

the return of the Ba'th part7e 

The establishment of closer relations between Iraq and the 

USSR made the latter still more interested in a continuation 

of the existing ceasefire situation. 



Kurdish 'extremism' was thus criticised. The USSR was 

interested in peace in Iraqi J!urdistan, even if that would 

requii'e !turds to yield on certain points, as the USSR had done 

in. its acceptance of the Ba'th regime. Inspite of the internal 

Kurdish problem, Iraq concentrated on its international affairs 

and on its knti-imperialistic orientation.• 

!he signing 1n Baghdad on AprU 9, 1972, of a USSR-Iraqi 

treaty of friendship and cooperation and the opening on that 

day of the oil fields and the oil pipelines in North BUmaylah, · 

which was built with Soviet assistance, was praised by the 

soviet Union for Iraqi's achieye~e~ts and ties with the 

Soviet Union. 

On 17th October, 1978, Saddam Hussain spoke 1n one session 

of the camp David accords: 

··The Soviets are our best friends. The USSB always sides 

with the £Arabs, we act accordingly.•25 

In December 1978, Hussain and some of his top aids visited 

the soviet Union and signed two new economic and technical 

cooperation agreements. 

The Soviets stand concerning the imposed war, since its 

inception, varies according to 3 stagesa 

-·-----
25 Aryeh Yedtat, Arab Politics in the Soviet Union 

(Israel University Press, 1§73), PP• 181 



A) From the beginning of the war·until Bani Sadr's ouster. 

B) From the ouster of Ban~ Sadar until the liberation of 

Khorrainshahr• 

0) From the liberation of Khorramshahr until the 5th stage 

of operation Bamadhan. 

The first phase of the war was advantageous for Moscow. In 

the second phase of the war, 1;he Soviets provided Iraq with 

arms at the same time as attempting to end the war with the 

stabilization of saddam. The third of the war, delayed due to 

the Lionist invasion of southern Lebanon and the United Nation 

Security Council's resolution, which bearing the endorsement 

the U.s and Soviet Union called for a ceasefire, was marked by 

the beginning at the Bamadhen offensive, eliciting from the 

soviets an implicit exp'~aition of anxiety over Iran's thrust 

into Iraqi territory. 

In the beginning of the war when Iraq achieved a series 

of its military objectives like a Khorramshabr, Qarr - e - Shirim, 

susangerd-and other boarder cities, Moscow failed to react at 

this. ~oscow's portrayl Ciof .Iraq a~ an anti 1mperaialietic 

country, at the beginning of the war, precluded any sor~ of 

condemnation of this aggression. 

The Soviets openly declared that they were against the 

aggressor while openly declartng Iraq as anti-imperialist. 

It was for this reason that Moscow never put pressure on Iraq 
•' 



7il' .. ·. ~·~-

to withdraw :l.ts forces but on the other hand supplied Iraq 

with arms worth one billion dollars, along1iith two other parties 

of the eastem bloc. 

Iraq is linked to the Soviet Union through ties of frien

dshiP• In short, Iraq cannot be viewed as a satellite of the 

soviet Union and despite friendly relations between the two, 

there is nothing permanent or inevitable in their ties. 

~~ The Iraqi model of the Ba'thist regime revolves around the 

leftist ideology in the Gulf. !he Ba • thist regime came to 

power in 1963- (end of Qasim regime). Besides its constant 

boundary disputes with Iran in the Shatt al - Arab area and its 

territorial disputes with Kuwait, Iraq has had to deal wi.th 

the Kurdish problem at home. Iraq failed to build a sound 

ideological bridge to its political elites in the gulf. It 

has link.in a vague soviet- ~raqi-Indian relationship in 

the Gulf. Gene rally speaking, Iraq has suffered from three 

constraintsJ 

(1) Diplomatic isolation from its neighbours, 

(2) the lack of a deep-water port on the gul:f and 

(3) shaky internal political stability. 

Through this preposterous traversty, Iraqis have sought 

in vain to portray us, in this Islamic land, as accomplices of 

the Zionist regime. 



Chapter III 

THE CONFLICT 



qhapter-III 

The Iran-Iraq war - the world's mo:st inexplicable war and tlle 

most costly war in the developing world -- has entered its 

seventh year. The gulf, tod~, is the cynsure of world attention 

an~ this war between the- two cynical neighbours has surfeited 

the appetite for violence to the entire world, without any 

putposeful sense of remorse. 

Both, Iran and Iraq, are remarkably similar countries• 

Their populations are predominantly Muslim, with Shia majority 

-- although the eunni minority has captured state power 1n Iraq. 

Among the gulf states both are most developed, with oil 

production dominating their economies, both adopt non

alignment in their foreign policies, their leadership ideologies 

though fundamentally at variance, are expansionist by nature. 

But regimes have their dAtractors at home, and both have euccoured 

the anti-establishment fugitives from the other side. If 

despite the many similarities, apart from geographical contiguity 

historical commonness, community of political experience, 

similar development heritage and the lately assume a anti

imperialist and non-aligned postures these two neighbours 

have taken to a collision course, there being clear-out variables 

between the two countries of historical geostrategic, human, 



eo 

ideological, military, economic, domestic, regional, 

international and diplomatic nature. !he differences 

often coalesce and, given the varying pirceptions, they 
1 build up the fear psychosis and tension~ 

The Iran-Iraq conflict has deep-seated historical, 

legal an d ideological dime nsions• 

Joots of Conflict 

In this framework, three successive periods can be 

identified in the history of the Shatt al-Arab disputes 

1 The r1 valry between regional empires, where the ·conflict 

over boundaries was manifested in efforts to demarcate 

them through fluid tribal allegiances. 

2 Imperialist penetration~ where the conflict over boundarie~ 

was manifested in efforts to demarcate them through 

fixed geographic points, and 

Nationalist rivalry, where the conflict over boundaries 

has been manifested in efforts to demarcate them through 

variable cultural oharacterieties of populations.2 

1 A .H.H. Abl~i, " !he Iraq-Iran War - A Balance Sheet• 
R.O. Sharma (ed) in Perspectives on ~-t§ag Conflict 
(Bajesh Publications, New l)elh1, 1984}ll. 

2 Ismael Tareq Y - Iraa and Iran : Roots of Qonflic$ 
(Syracuse University Press, New York., N.Y:1982), p.1 



et 

!he first period, rivalry between regional empires, may 

be traced from the earl¥ Islamic period• With the rise of 

Islam in the seventh century, thP- emergence of the Sh1'1-

Sunn1 Schism. was the first manifest sign ot the fragmentation 

ot the empire. The safavid Dynasty (the protector of thA 

sh1'1s) in Persia in the sixteenth centuey and the Ottoman 

Empire (the protector of the sunnis).in the 14th century, 

created loggerheads in the Middle East, each seeking expansion 

at the expense of the other. 

These two regions indulged in a tug-of-war over Mesopotamia 

(Iraq) and this reflected thA precarious· military balance 

between the two empires and the administrative weakness of 

eacb ot them. soon a political solution was attempted in the 

first treaty, between the two empires, thA Amassia Treaty 

of 1955· Further confli.ot between the two empires called 

the 16:59 treaty, which demarcated the frontier zone was over 

one hundred miles wide, be tween the Zagros Mountains in the 

east and the Tigris and shatt al-Arab rivers in the West. 

This treaty is significant as it became the basis Of future 

treaties and established the framework of futu19 oententions 

over borders. Another treaty in 1746 accepted the 16:59 treaty 

and gave recognition to the effective autonomy at the 

Arab tribes of thA region, which thP Ottomans could not 

change and 'to their nominal Persian allegiance, which the 
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Persians could not enforce. Map-I3 delinates this nominal 

frontier line between the two empires. 

Throughout the eighteenth oentury, hostilities between 

th~ Persian and !Urkish empires continued to wax and wane. 
' 

One of the most significant events was the Persian occupation 

ot Besra :in 1 776. They held it until 1719. In 18~1 , the two 

empires again went to war. This conflict was. resolved by 

thA first Treaty of Br~erum in 1823• 

By 1820, Britain exercised its imperialist character on 

Persia and Iraq• By the nineteenth century Russia was Britain's 

only serious imperialist rival in the Middle Bast. In effect, 

Britain and Bussia bad oontl'Ol of Persian affairs and were 

cooperating to share power between themselves. The Turko

Persian commission of 184 3, had both Bus sia and Britain as 

mediating powers and this Commission signed the second Treaty 

of Erzerum in 184 7 • This 1s reflected in Map-II~4 which 

shows that the treaty extended Persian sovereignt,' to include 

the island of Khizr (Abadam), Muhammara (including its Xal'Uil 

river anchorage) and the eastern banks of the shatt al-Arab• 

3 • Map I - :Frontier between Ottoman and the Persian State. 
Before 1847• 

Map-II The Shatt al-Arab Frontier. The Treaty of 
Erzerum ( 1847) 
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Until 1924, relations between Iraq and Iran remain~d 

tense. Finally, with the consent of the British, Iran:1 

recognized Iraq on April 20, 1929. Through Baghdad Pact 

of 1955,5 the Middle East became the West's frontline tier 

against Soviet expansion. Thus, Iraq and Iran became allies 

in a Western military alliance formed to forestall soviet 

penetration of the region. 

With the military withdrawal from the Gulf 1n 1971, the 

Shah at Iran occupied the three gulf islands of Abu Musa, 

Greater Tunb and Lesser Tunb on November 30, 1971 • A military 

clash between Iraq and Iran erupted on April 14, 1971, in 

the Xhanaqin region of Northern Iraq. Iraq severed its 

diplomatic relati'lns with Iran and Britain in protest against 

the occupation. Protest notes were sent to the Security 

council, the Arab League and to members of the diplomatic 

COIPS in Iraq. Ifo m111tar·y action, however, was taken b;y 

Iraq on any other Arab country against Iran. 

While border clashes between Iraq and Iran recurred 

throughout the period 1971 to 1974, the Iraqi army was 

unable to resist Iranian pressures as the Kurdish rebellion 

5 According to Baghdad Pact ( 1955), Iraq, Iran, Turkey 
and Pakistan joined with Britain in forming the 
Middle East Treaty Organization (METO) 



was a serious drain on Iraqi military and economic capabilities. 

In February 1974, Iraq took the border dispute to the U .N 

Security Council. Following year, Saddam Hussein, the 

present President of Iraq and the Shah of Iran met 1n Algiers 

on March 6 and eigne d the (Algiers) Agreement the same day 

i.e. on March 6, 1975.6 Map-III reflects the frontier 

adjustments between Iraq and Iran according to the Algiers 

Agreement. 

Over centuries, the Sbatt al-Arab has always remained as 

a disputed waterway. Shatt al-Arab traverses for 160km along 

the 880km Iran-Iraq common border. Geographically, this 

estuary is the confluencA ot the two mighty rivers Tigris and 

Euprates which is further joined by I~~-bom Xarm river from 

the east at Kharramshahr before it finally drains into the 

gulf wate rs• fhe dispute over this waterway is justifi~d 

by Iran that 6C>J' of the volume af water could be accounted 

on the basis crt the ·supplies through the Iranian rivers like 

Xarun, Upper and Lower Zeb, Dialeh and Xabur. Being fully 

landlocked Iraq contends that its opening on the gulf is only' 

through its 48km wide marshy coast with its single outlet 

6 Algiers Ag;eement 1975 s The terms were a (1) Iran would 
cease He support for the Kurdish rebellion (2) the 
frontier between Iraq and Iran would be adjusted, 
including the following o~ the Thalwe~ along the 
entire length of the Sbatt al-Arab (3} the propaganda war 
between the two countries would cease- and no ( ---, 
interference in each other's internal affairs; ·-- ·" 
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along the Sbatt al-Arablo 

Friction between Iraq and Iran continued to escalate, 

eruptiDg to fullscale war. On SepteJPber 17, 1980, Iraq 

abrogated the 1970 treatJ• Within weeks of Iran's Islamic 

revolution, a war of. words had erupted between Iraq and Iran. 

On the surface, this appeared to be a personaltty conflict 

between the two prominent Leaders - President Sad dam Hussain 

of Iraq and the Iranian leader Ayotallah Khomein1• 

j.egal 'Dimension Of the Conflict 

Four legal arguments justify this aspect of the conflicts 

1 Iran refused to accept the second Erzerum Treaty of 1847, 

as it was forced to sign the treaty by Britain and Russia. 

Moreover, it was a relic of the colonial era and could not be 

applicable to free and :in dependent Iran. Iraq, for its pa~~t> 

argued that this treaty was unjust to Iraq as it was signed b7 

the Ottoman Empire ann not Iraq and it refused to respect the 

then agreed Persian sovereignty over Arab terri to17 Muhammara 

(Khorramshahr), Abadan and the left bank of thA Shatt al-Arab. 

2 Secondly, Iran argued that the signing at the 1847 treat7 

b7 Mirza Mobaumad Ali Xhan' s action was unauthorized and , 

therefore, it viewed the treaty as null and void• Iraq, on 

the other hand, argued that Iranian protestations did not 
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prevent Iran from signing tbe Teheran Protocol of 1911 and 

the Protocol of constantinople of 191,, which affirmed the 

validity of the 1847 Treaty• 

3 The third argument used by Iran to justify its unilatera~ 

abrogation of the 1937 Treaty claimed that the abrogation 

was justified on the basis of Iraq's failure to abide by the 

terms of that treaty. Iraq argued that even if this was true, 

Iran w~uld. have been on more solid legal. ~round had it 

referred the matter to the International Court of Justice or 

attempted to resolve it through bilateral negotiations. 

4 Finally, Iranian argument- centered on the understanding 

of 

• rebus sic stantj.bus', or a fundamental change in 

circumstances •7 J;raq argued that Iran's abrogation of the 

!reatJ at 1937 vas 1n violation of international lawa the 1937 

treaty was a boundary treaty and, the ref ore. could not be 

abrogated unilaterally without the approval of the other 

party. However, at this stage, Iran invoked principle of 

'rebus sic stantibus• in order to. justify its claims for 

changing its boundaey with Iraq 1n accordance with the 

principle of thalweg. Iran maintained that the Shatt al-Arab 

is a boundary river and must, therefore, have a joint 

sovereignty with Iraq. · The Iraqi government rejected this 

7 Bamesh Sanghvi, Osaatt al-Arab : The Facts behind the Issue 
(London : Trans Orient Books, 1969), P•21 
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logic on the grounds that historically and in accordance. with 

all the treaties between Iraq and Iran, th_e Shatt ~1-Arab 

has alwa;vs been considered on Iraqi national river: 

!he Algiers treaty Of 1975 was abrogated by Iraq in 

September 1980, on grounds that the Shatt al-Arab river along 

with the province of Ahwaz in Arbistan, are Iraqi territories. 

However, to gam a thorough hold over this xegion, Iran 

indulged in acts ot terrOrism, through the imported aid of the 

sons of Mustafa Barzain (leader of the Kurdish rebellion), 

Iraq also maintained that between June and September 1 980, 

there were 187 Iraniaa violations and military actions across 

the Iraqi border.~ 

!4eological Aspects 

The present conflict between Iraq and Iran also represents 

a _conflict of two diametrically opposed ideologies. Iraq 

adheres to an ideology that ie basically secularist and 

nationalist, while Iran is a religiousl:-y oriented ideology 

with a messianic universalist dootrtne. 

Besides the historical divisions, the Iraqis called 

themselves as a United Arab Nation and ·viewed th~ Iranian 

revolution as another imperialist attempt to destabilize Iraq 

and bring about the downfall of the liberal and social regime 

in Iraq. The battle with Itan w~s viewed as an act of national 
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defense to keep thP. area free from foreign interference and 

encirclement. They further pronounced the war as one, not 

for expansion but on Arab war and as an acid tes:ti of Arabiem.8 

Iraq sees its conflict with Iran as Arab nationalism locked in 

a struggle with Persian nationalism it is not a religious 

war in which sunnis are fighting ehi'is• In fact, after the 

downfall at Sadat•s image in Arab world, due to Oamp David 

treaty and Shah of Iran, Hussein saw himself as the new fulerun 

of Arabs military and political affairs. 

Both are citadels of two ideologies -- Ba'ath and Islam 

respectively. Ba 'ath ideology is modern in origin and 

application and 1s confined to the Arab fold alone but Islam 

is universal. 

The reason for a Ba'ath's demand for a secular state an.A. 

socialism was to avoid religion being weighted down by the 

burden of politics. The Arabs believed that religion instead 

of bP.ing a unifying force can play a divisive role. Thus, 

they looked for the secular character with assured freedom 

in its spiritual and moral aspect. 

Such arguments, from the point of view of Ayotallah 

Kbomeini and the Iranian Islamic revolution, are heresies. 

8 Ismael Toreq Y - Irag and Iran ~~Boots of ~nflict 
(Syracuse University Press, New York; N.y. ~82),p.30 
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Here; it was believed that religions cannot be separated from the 

state and emphasized on Islamic unity to rebuff imperialis~ 

and create an active and sincere Is~ic government to 

function according to the laws of GodJ Kbomeini, being a 

Shia, called i1;he Saddam Hussein's (a Sunni) regime as a "satanic 

regime" and urged the Iraqis to o~st Saddam Hussein• 

· The Iranian permanent· representatives at the UN suggested 

that negotiations could begin 1f President Hussein were replaced 

by Mr. Ali Salen, a former Iraqi permanent representative at 

the United Nations. 

The quarrel was pitched around a OO!Jlplex mixture of personal 

hatred and bitter religious rectarianism. 

Personal animosity between Khomeini and Saddam Hussain 

is another factor. Rivalry between them started when Saddam 

Hussein, to appease the SbaJ:l drev out Khome 1111 :trom his refuge 

in the holity city of lfajan, south of Baghdad. lthomeini had 

been :ln Najaf, south of Baghdad. In tact, Kbomeini had been 

in· Najaf ever since he ~was expelled from Iran by the Shah in 

1964 tor supporting the anti-Shah movements. Immediately after 

this thousands of Shias were departed from Iraq to Iranian 

border. This was a sad mistake of President Saddam Hussain. 

lthome1n1 adhered to hie stand that Saddam must step down and 

let the Iraqis decide their future freely. 
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However, the terms demanded by those who rule Iran today 

do appear extortionate, from a financial as well as political 

standpoint. By the same token, it is difficult to appreciate 

the stubborness of the ruling group in Iraq 1n refusing to 

jettison a leader like Saddam Hussein, who cannot avoid 

bearing a heavy responsibility for the dismaying plight in 

which his country and people are trapped as a result ot the 

inteminable war. If that is th~ polit.t cal price to be paid 

to make the Ayatollahs accede to some kind of ceasefire, it 

is a light one compared with the counting drain on resources, 

above all human resources. Iran aims at overthrow of Ba'athist 

seizure of rich oil fields of south Iraq and Iranian influence 

on the shi'ite holy shrines at Karbala, Kuja and Naj~• 

!bus, the diametric pressures created on the govemments 

Qf the region are due to the ideological conflict between 

Arab Nationalism and Islamic universalism as well as that 

between the state legitimacy and revolutionary transformation. 

Also these tensions were manifest in the dilemma which Iraq • s 

invasion of Iran posed. 

Revelopment of th; Jar 

Official propo,gauda from Iraq and Iran during the 

previous three months prior to the war has served up an 

apocalyptic view of the Gulf war. !bough ostensibly, the 

stakes at issue are high - the very survival of Iraq in ,-~~·J 
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its current form is under challenge -- the war has not been 

conducted as a total, all-out affair• 

For Iran, the war is strictly a boarder affair, bas been 

conducted as an indispensable intense ritual sacrifice, 

a test of revolution and a species of grotesque 'street 

theatre', than as a war directly engaging the nation's 

physical safety. 

While Iraq's tel'!DS now amount to an acceptance of status 

quo ante bellum based on the March 1975 Algiers accord, 
< • 

Iran remains adamant on the renounce o:f President Sadam Hussein 

from power and financial compensation for the initiation of 

•aggression' by Iraq. Three aspects of the war stand out: 

1 !he initiation of the conflict, that is the expectations 
. . . 

and conditions pertaining .to the resort to arms, 

2 the conduct of the war with special reference to the 

existence of asymmetries involved, and to the 

'functions' of the war; and 

3 the problems in its te:nnination. 

Background for· Dispute 

'he ai tuat ion relating to the Iran-Iraq border ill the 

Shatt al-Arab area prior to 1975 was based on the Treaty of 

Erzerum of 1847 and on inter' agreements concluded in 1913 
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. and 1937 but subsequently- disputed• 

According to Article 2 of the treaty of Erzerum 1847, 

the then existing frontier between Iran (Persia) and Iraq . 

(part of Ottoman Empire) the whole of the Sha tt al- Arab 

river was allotted to the Ottoman Bmpire• Following the 

discovery of the crude oil at :telasjed -- Sulaiman in 1908 and 

the growth of the port of Muhammerah (called X:horramshahr by 

Iran) on the waterway's eastern bank, a protocol relating to 

the delimitation of the Turco - Persian bov11dary was signed 

in constantinople by Turkey, Persia, Britain and Bussia on 

November 17, 1913,,} !his left the Sbatt al-Arab under Ottoman 

sovereignty except for certain islands and it left Muhammerah 

under Persian jurisdiction in- confol1Dity with the Treaty of 

Erzerum but without affecting the Ottoman right of usage of 

this part of the river. 

A four-p~rty mixed commission subsequently moved the 

boundary line, in the vicinity- of the part of Muhammerah only, 

to the median line of the rivers' deepest channel (i.e. the 

Thalweg) and thus placed the immediate roadstead of the part in 

Persian bands, in return for which the Persian government 

ceded territories in the north to the Ottoman government. 

During world War I, the river was controlled by British 

military authorities after their invasion of the area, and 

finance for the British operations was raised from levies on 



all commercial shipping at Pao (on the western baiut, near the 

mouth of the river) • As a result of Iranian pressure to 

remove the anomaly of the · bulk of the revenue coming from 

Iran but being used for the benefit ot Iraq ·(which became an 

independent sovereign state in 1932), a new treaty was 

eventually concluded 1n 1937, which confirmed the earlier 

agreeaent s but applied the •Muhammerab principle• to the 
... 

Iranian port at Abadan, so that the dook:l:ng and 'berthing 

areas m the Sbatt al-Arab were placed under Iranian control. 

However, in 1969, the· Iranian government declared the 1937 

agreement to be n~ll and vo 14, inter-alia because the Iraqi 

govemment bad allegedly not implemented provisions which 

that agreement bad contained on joint control and the use of 

Iranian pilots. 

In short, the dispute over shatt-al-Arab was basically 

created by old colonial policies of Britieh and Ottoman 

Empire from the early 16th century. It became more acute when 

Shah Mohammad Beza Pahlavi of Iran pronounced the 1937 treaty 

as well in 1969. After the evacuation of the Gul.:f by th~ 

British the Shah occupied on November 30, 1 979, the three 

strategic islands - Abu Musa, Greater Twnb and Lesser Tumb. 

jlelerioration of Relatione between I$ and Iras 
. 

Full-scale hostilities broke out along major sections of 

tbe border between Iran and Iraq in mid-September 1980, after 
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I:raq had unilaterally abrogated the mutual e:reconoiliation• 

treaty which had been signed in Baghdad on June 13, 1975• This 

treaty was based on an agreement reached in Algiers on March 6, 

1975 (Map-III)9 and its terms had included in particular the 

recognition of the two countries common border in the previously 

disputed Shatt al-Arab waterway as running along the Thalweg line 

(i.e. the median line of the waterway's deepest channel) rather 

than along the Eastern bank as hitherto• 

On October 31 t 1979, I rae; announced three specific demands, 

namely a 

1 The abro~ation of the 1975.__"reoonciliatior:f' treaty and the 

restoration of Iraq of its former rights. 

2 'l"h~ evacuation by Iran of Abu Muaa and the Tumbs Islands in 

the strait of Homuz, at the mouth of the gulf, ocotroiAd by 

Iran in 1971, and 

3 The granting of autonomy to the Baluchis, Kurds and Arabs 

in Iran• Provided these three demands were met, the Iraqis 

agreed to accept the Iranians as friends of the Arabs, but 

otherwise they were not friends. 

The government of Iran rejected these demands on November 1t 

1979, as constituting unwarranted interference in Iran's internal 

affairs and during the following m~nthe relations between the 

two countries deteriorated sharply• 

9 Map III - The Shatt al-Arab Frontier Algiers Agreement - 1 <)75 
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On November 4, 1979, the Iraqi embassy in Tehran was :. 

bombed by Iranian revolutionarv guards and on December 14, 
10 the Iraqi forces shelled Iran•s border region, see map-IV 

In March 1980, both the countries ambassadors from each other•s 

capital city were expelled. Repeated attacks.on the border 

region were done by bo1;h Iraq and Iran in Apr:tl 1 q80o 

On April 6, 1980~ the Iraqi foreign Minister Dr• Sa'adonn 

Hammadi sent a message 'to Dr. Kurt Waldheim, UN Secretary-General, 
. e 

calling for the immediate withdrawal of Iranian troops from the 

· three Gulf islands and accusing the Iranian government for its 

aggressive and expansionist policy in the Gulf region. But 

Sadeq Ootbzadeh, then Iranian Forei$ll'l J.11nieter stated that his 

country's differences with Iraw went beyond the disputed islands. 

On April 7, 1980 , Iran placed. 1 ts Army on full alert 

along the frontier and launched an ant1-Traq propaganda compaignt 

while in a broadcast on April 8, Ayotallah Ruhollah Khome1ni 

(Iran's spiritual leader) called for the overthrow of President 

Saddam Hussein of Iraq, whom he described as ttan enemy of Islam 

and Moslems", and urged the Iraqi armed forces to desert •the 

imposed, inhuman and illegal .regime of Baath" • 11 

10 

1 1 

Map IV ~erritoriea captured by Iraq (March 1980) 

Keesingh's Contemporary Archive,s -- (Xeesingh's publications, 
Lenghman Group Limited, London} Volume XXVII, 1981, p.31005 
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The impact of this enemity, turned on religion when the 

Shia Moslems of Iraq were expelled, who crossed the border 

into Iran. Irao. is ruled by Sunni leadership while Iran by 

Shia leadershiP• 

On April 16, 1980, the Supreme command of the Iranian. 

armed forces announced in broadcast the formation of a 

"Revolutionary Islamic ArmY for the Liberation of Iraq" and 

called on the people of Iraq to rise against the ruling Baath 

party which~ it was alleged, was serving a 8 world imperialist 

conspiracy•. At the same time Tehran radio called for 8 holy 

war" {iihad) against the Iraqi Baath regime. 

In response the Iraqi President reaffirmed that Iraq 

would fight if "collision" became "a nat :i.ona.l dtlty•, and also 

demanded general recognition of the Arab character of the 

Iranian province of Khuzestan (called Arabistan in Iraql. As 

a retaliatton to Iran's statement Iraqi press continued its 

recriminations against the Khomeini regime in Iran, describing 

it as the product of· "hostile US scheming written and 

directed by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)" and as 

consisting of "racists and enemies of the Arab p~ople"• 

By August 1980, clashes between the two countries had 

extended "to all border posts" and both Armies used ground

to-ground missiles. Soon the Iraqi air forces attached Tehran, 

Tabriz, Ramadan, Sonandaj, Kherma.nshah, Abada.m and Kh.arg island. 
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in the Gulf, the Iranian main oil-port, which invited a 

counter-attach by Iran on Baghdad. M.osul, K~_rkuk, Erbil, Basra 

and the oil-port of Fao and parallel attacks on either side 

of the Shatt al-Arab on Abadan and Basra. 

Iraq failed to use its military, due to the American 

military aid to Iran. Therefore, the then concluded (Vice

President Saddam Hussej~ and the Shah of Iran) Algiers Agreement 

of March 6, 1975 was abrogated.12 

On September 10, 1980, Iraq and Iran directly admitted that 

they were involved in the conflict. The Iraqi President, fur.ther 

stated that Iraq did not want war but would defend itself against 

attempts to wrest from its territory which belonged to it. 

It also *liberated* the Zein -- el -- Kaons zone (which was 

occupied by Iraqi forces) which had been •usurped• by Iran 

10 years earlier. 

Fighting was also reported from the Basra area on September 

14, 1980. when Iraqi forces occupied about 90 square miles in 

the Musian area (some 150 miles north of Basra) and on 

September 19, Iran admitted that two if its (US builtl F-4 

Phantom fighters had been shot down and 11 Iranian soldiers 

were killed. 

Out Break of Full-Seal¢ War 

On September 17, 1980, President Saddam Hussein announced 

that Iraq had formally and unilaterally abrogated the •reconcil-
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iation" treaty at June 13, 1975 and had restored full 

sovereignty over the Shatt al-Arab Waterway. 

Full scale. fighting broke out with a major Iraqi offensive ... 

on September 21 and Iraqi troops occupied the Iranian border 

areas and captured the port of Khorramshahr and Abadan -- Iran's 

rich oil refineries. However, Iraqi's advance was hampered by 

1 the strength of Iranian resistance 

2 the difficult ter~in (mountains in the central sector 

and. swamps in the South) and, 

Iraq's failure to master the logistics of modern warfare 

Iraq claimed to have destroyed on September 21 five Iranian 

patrol boats near the mouth.of the Shatt al- Arab and (on 

September 22) it bombed Tehran airport and ten other Iranian 

military bases on a 1000-k.m. front border. While Iran claimed 

to ~ave shot down 20 Iraqi aircraft and to have killed 

"at least 244 Iraqis" 1n retaliation. Subsequently, both 

indulged in destroying each other's airports, oil fields and 

industrial areas. 

Both.Abadan and Khorramshahr were (on October 3) renorted 

to be burning and the Iraqi city of Fao {Al Faw) was badly 

she~led by Iranian artillery. 

Iran w~s strongly supported by the (Marxist) 11Fedayeen 

al-Khalq11 guerrilla group and by the people's Army (the 
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Mostafazin Militia) which mobilized the Iraqi Kurds and Iraqis 

to raise against the war and weaken t~eir ruler - Saddam 

Hussein. 

On October 13, a tank battle was reported to have been 

decisively won near Abadan by Iraqi · Soviet-built T-55 tanks 

against Iranian British-built centurions and at least one 

Chieftain tank. .Almost everyday oasualities were reported 

with constant attacks by· both nations. Iraq made use of the 

US-made weapons captured from Iran, including 155-mm guns, 

M-60 tanks and TON anti-tank missiles. 

The war continued the following year ( 1981) • On 5 and 

8 January, there were center attacks from both sides and 

each claimed to be military superior than the other. 

Of the most dreaded battles fought were the susangerd 

battle (in which Iraq succeeded in totally destroyinR Iran's 

brigade) and the Qarr-e-Shirin battle; where Iran destroyed 

three battalions of Iraq's eighth Mountai .. n Division. In the 

first week of tTanuar~r 1981, Iranians used their sophisticated 

equipments, including armour, heavy artillery, Phantom aircraft 

and cobra helicopter. 

Again on April 1981 I:r·anians made a surprise attack with 

no fruitful results. The new Iranian counter-offensive, code

named 'Allah-o-Akbar' was launched in September 1981, all 
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along the frontier. Despite their efforts, the Iranians faced 

very counter attacks from the Iraqis. Large-scale Iranian 

attacks were launched in February and March 1982. In their 

operation, Ya Sabra, in the last week of March, the Iranians 

gained large areas in Shush and sueagard sector. 

In May 1982, during their operation .Jerusalem in the 

southern _sector, along the river Karun, north of Xhorramehahr, 

the Iranians laid heavy pressure on Abadan and their main 

battles were fought in the southern sector. Khorramshahr was 

occupied by the Iranians in late May 1982. Khorramshahr became 

a bloody centre of the ":ar and has the earliest target to be 

captured by Iraq• At present the land operations are being 

conducted throughout the 800 kilometer border from Qasr - e

Shirim to the Gulf. 

In the sv~er of 1982, to rebuff the war, Iraq withdrew 

its troops from the occupied territorY of Iran with the 

intention for a ceasefire and. to end. military operation. The 

Iraqi Revolut:i.onary Command oomcil declared on June 10,1982 

that it was ready to return to the international borders, i.e. 

to the borders defined by the Algiers Agreement of 1975• Iraq 

also accepted the peace proposals put forward by the mediatory 

millions of the non-aligned and Muslim countr1es.13 

13 New York Times, No.33, August, 1983, p.19 
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On June 20, 1982, Iraqi President Saddam Hussein announced 

to unil.aterally withdraw Iraqi "military units" :trom Iranian 

towns and territory to "the international frontier" within 

10 days. But Iranian leaders rejected this Iraqi offer as 

"a ruse and Iranian forces attacked Basra on July 13. 

Again in June 1983, Saddam Hussein offered new peace 

initiative to Iran to conclude an agreement on suspension 

of military operations 1n the Gulf area to ensure freedom ot 

navigation for all countries. non-infliction of dama~e on 

cities and towns and a ceasefire of the duration of Ramadan 

the month of Muslims' fast.14 

The Foreign Ministers of Kuwait and UAE went to Baghdad 

and Tehran. on the instruction of G.c.c. with concrete 

proposals for a partial oeasefire in the Gulf to ~revent 

leakage of oil from the damaged Iranian wells. But Iran 

strongly rejected the proposals of thA G.c.c. 

The Gulf war sought more external :tnterference during the 

third weak of May 1984• The Iranian war planes attacked oil 

tanks from Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. A tanker of Panama was 

sunk. This incident invited emer~ncy meeting of the G.c.c. 
foreign ministers, on May 17, 1984 and condemned Iran for the 

14 Ibid 
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aggression. The G .c.o. Secretary General Abdullah Biehara, 

flew to New York to formally move the issue of attacks on 

oil tankers of the G.c.o. members, in the UN Security Council. 

This matter was also discussed at the meeting of the 21-nation 

Arab League on May 19, 1983• 

The UN Security Council in its meeting on June 2, 1984 

condemned then attacks on the commercial ships in the Gulf 

and demanded that such attacks should •cease forthwith•15 

On June 3, 1984, three crewmen of the Turkish tanker "Buynk Hun" 
., 

were burnt to death when their ship was hit by an Iraqi missile. 

A shortwhile after the saudi Arabian warplane was equipped 

with the US stinger missiles reached, guided by American 

controlled AWAOs planes shot down two Iranian fighter bombers 

on June 5• 1984 and recaptured Khorramshahr. This teared the. 

entire Gulf that Iran would invade Iraq. Within days of 

Israel's invasion of Labenon (in early June 1982), Iraq 

announced 1 ts wt thdrawal from all Iranian terri tory and even 

offered Iran a complete ceasefire to which Iran rejected the 

offer. 

Iran soon seized the Rustom Island and Abu Musa island, 

and gained an effectively exercise naval control over any vessel 

destined for any Gulf port. This measure is interpreted as a 

-----
15 Patriot, New Delhi, May 20, 1984 



demonstration of Iran's ability to strike indirectly at 

Iraq's economy. Iran, agreed to have the u.s navy in Gulf 

under the flag of the "Middle East Force•. 

Almost daily air attacks on Iran-botmd shipping were 

carried out by Iraq, which has 10 large and medium targets 

around the Iranian Oil terminal - Kharog island. Iran's oil 

sales were detained and in 1984-85 oil revenues of Iran fell 

3~ short of Budget Estimates. 

In April 1984, for the first time during the Gulf war, 

a tanker actually sunk with a full cargo of 60,000 tons of 

jet kerosene aboard, after being hit by an Iraqi Exocet missile. 

Iranian forces killed more than 2000 Iraqi troops near 

the southern port of Basra on January 9, 1985. Two weeks later, 

an Iranian assault on four islands in the Shatt al-Arab in 

which Iran said 9,500 Iraqis were killed or woundede16 

Salamoheh, on the southern front, is in a marshy region 

northeast of the Iraqi port of Basra., where Iran launched its 

latest Kerbala - 5 offensive overnight in Januar,y 1985• The 

Iran-Iraq war continued throughout 1985• The Iranian forces, 

benefit'ting f.rom superiority in numbers and motivation, 

succeeded in early 1986 in overwhelming Iraqi defences at the 

16 ~he Hindu (Madras), Januar.y 9, 1985 
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port of Al Faw (Fao) and they made further gains with the 

assistance of Kurdish rebels in north-east of Iraq. The 

Iraqis continued to employ chemical weapons against Iranian 

infantry. For their part, the Iraqis captured some Iranian 

terri tory 1n the Oentral Sector including the abandoned town 

of Mehran - which was recaptured by Iran in early July. Both 

sides continued to attack merchant ships 1n the Gulf, 

particularly oil tankers and also satellite ground stations. 

After a six week pause Iraq resumed bombing on May 20 and 

in the ensuing three weeks mounted regular, large-scale 

raids against Tehran and other Iranian cities, with the 

renewed intention of forcing the Iranian government to agree 

to negotiations and to end the war, of stimulating internal 

opposition to the war within Iran and of exacting revenge for 

"Iranian terrorism•. 

President Saddam Hussein of Iraq offered (on June 14) to 

halt the bombing for a period of two weeks, to give the 

Iranian government time to respond to his call for a ceasefire 

and a mutual withdrawal of forces, the exchange of pr~-o~e_rs::; 

and an agreement to start negotiations on a peace treaty. 

This offer was rejected by Iranian Prime Minister, Mr. 

Hossain Moussavi. 

Renewed land fighting broke out in mid-July 1985 when 

Iraq claimed to have repelled on Iranian offensive in the 



mountainous north-easter~ region. 

Severe fighting culminated in the recapture of.Mehran 

by Iranian forces. Iraq used chemical weapons as a retaliation 

and kille.d at least 4,600 Iranians and wounded several others. 

the Gulf co-operation Council in an effort to avert the danger 

of the fighting spilling over into Kuwait, whose border with 

Iraq lay within sight of the Iranian forces. Iran refuses to 

end the conflict and is determined to fight. A most curious 

aspect of Iran's determinated attack on Iraq is the claim 

that it aims the ouster of Saddam -- is linked to the 

liberation of Jerusalem - in other words, a popular insurreotio· 

nary situation in the whole Arab world. 

Iraqi warplanes bombed a refinery and th~ee power stations 

deep inside Iran and on Kharg island oil terminal in September 

1986. Iraqi also attacked the two oil terminals of the 

Panamaman- registered 141,000 tonne Megnum and a Liberian 

Vessel, the 117,000- tonne Mistra owned by Iran. 

,Qonduot of the War (a) on Irap. 

With withdrawal of the British power from the Persian 

Gulf, subsequently gave more room for full expression of the 

antagonism and competitlon between Iran and Iraq. The late 

Shah rebuffed this antagonism and sought for state sovereignty. 

Since Iran was a status-quo power in the region at that time, 

this military imbalance butteressed the existing order and 
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deterred threats to it. 

These conditions changed drastically with the Iranian 

revolution. The traditional secular and conservative Iranian 

state had now become one that recognised only the community 

of believers, saw its role as a proselytiser among Muslims. 

especially the oppressed Shia (who constituted a majority 

Iraq's population) and criticized Iraq for its secular and 

oppressive government. 

Iran was chronically threatened as it exuded ideological -

religious militance and rejected the 'notion of any restraints 

on its field of activities. The superpowers were at loggerheads

the US pre-occupied with·the Revolution and then the hostage 

crisis, USSB with Afghanistan. After the Camp David affair, 

Egypt was diplomatically enstranged from the Arab World and 

Iran was isol.ated. Iraq appeared to be a virtual client of 

the USSB. Iraq's desire to expand its leadership 1n the region· 

thus seemed to have coincided with an environment both • 
conducive and positively supportive of it. Iraq assumed to be 

the sole protector of the Arab World and emerged as an 

undisputed leader. 

(b) On Irag 

Iran's qualitative new threat posed Iraq to change its 

attitude with glory and political ambitions ass 
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1 When Saddam Hussein assumed official power in Iraq in 

July 1979, he immediately discovered Shi'ite and Syrian 

conspiracies against the state, which were ruthlessly 

repressed. 

2 The revenge for the settlement which Iraq has been obliged 

to make as a result of Iran's military strength in 1975• 

Saddam failed to realise that at this early stage the war 

was inevitable, that Iraq not Iran should choose its 

timing and that the domestic economy• s base will be 

shattered. 

In 1980, Iraq exaggerated its own capabilities and also 

denigrated that of its putative foe. The ambitious and punish

ments of a regional rival coupled with opportunism and over

confidence motivated Iraq to decide on war in Laste, because 

this tempting period might have never promised another opportu

nity for defeating Iran. 

Iraq saw Iran in a military chaos' but its estimation Pf 

Iran's military situation was only a type of Mwindow of opport

unity" analysis. Iraq believed that a limited but decisive 
... 

thrust into Iran would lead to the fall of the regime or else 

to Iraq's capture of key areas, which would spur Tehran to make 

a quick peace conceding to Baghdad the denied areas 1n 1975, 
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1nclud.1ng the Shatt al-Arab. Iraq's miscalculation was that 

it would gain victor, as defender of the Gulf's 'Arabism' and 

to gain territories for its project role in Gulf affairs and 

t~a't this attack would be welcomed by the regime's opponents. 

In short, Iraq failed to assess the military balance 

without including the kind of political resilence and implacabil

ity that could be military assets. Its total ignorance denied 

it to knOW thine enemy. 

icl Why Iraq failed ? ? ? 

At the start Of war, Iraq had much more to lose, a 

flourishing economy, political stability, increased international 

acceptability -- as reflected in its role in the non-aligned 

movements and foreign exchange reserves of some S US 35 billion. 

All these had been squandered in the war and Iraq now owes 

at least 8 40 billion to foreign creditors. Nevertheless, 

Iraq began the war well equipped and confident. the military's 

skill and performance was not satisfactory due to the pervasive 

presence of Ba'th party officials in senior positions. However, 

the Iraqi military was initially confused as to their definite 

objectives and failed to give superior attacks with their 

forces. !his act remained uneasily perched between a mission 

aimed at destroying Iran' a military and the capture of towns 

of economic and psychological significance. The devastation 
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that accompanied its entry into Khorramshahr and the anti

Iranian propaganda made any possibility of separating the 

Iranian people from their regime mucp more difficult. 

Iraqi's offensive foroee failed after the first fortnight 

of the war and Iraq surrendered the initiative to Iran, never 

to regain it again. It also lost the capacity to dictate the 

course of the war., thus giving scope for Iran to re-organize 

and bring its superior assets into play. Among the latter were 

a :;:1 advantage in military forces • Iran threatened the Iraqi 

coastline. Iraq sought to insulate its population from the 

stringencies of war opting itspopulation from the stringencies 

of war opting for 'guns and butter' until forced to choose in 

1982. As a result, Iraq became more dependent on the outside 

powers; the Gulf States were re~onsible for some 835 billion in 

subventions, Kuwait for assistance of a.n important position of 

Iraqi oil through the Bed Sea and France for the provision 

of generous credit terms. 

In contrast, Iraq has also had access to ftnished weapons -

systems, spare-parts, technical assistance and training from 

the USSR, France, Egypt and Brazile 

In 1982, when Iraq shifted to the defensive and retreatel~ 

to its original frontiers, it set up a series of fortified liYes 

to act as barriers against massed offensives. Over the last 

few years Iraq has repulsed several Iranian frontal offensives 
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using artiller.y barrages, tankfire and air-powers to compen

sate for deficiencies in numbers and will. After 1982,· Iran 

never insisted for peace other than on its own terms. Iraq 

found the defensive strategy far too congenial and failed to 

take superiority of its air (4 or 5 a 1) to face the war. !he 

war·now plays a symbolic role in the Islamic republic and Iran 

has created its own excessive falth in some technical panacea 

or short out to end the war - for example it over-estimated the 

effectiveness of Exocet missiles mounted on the •·super 

Etendard' in destroying oil tankers or facilities. It 

frequently refers to some painless transformation of the 

war thro 1 some magical 'wonder weapon 1 available just over the 

horizon. The Iraqi defence minister General Adnan Khairallah 

says that in the past five years, Iran has lost between 700,000 

and 1 million dead, three million wounded whj.le morale 1n the 

armed forces has declined an~ material weakness are ev1dent.17 

After 1981-82, this statio defence appears· to have been 

more congenial to Iraqi armed forces and it continued to be 

so. Despite the casualities and material advantages, it inflicts 

on Iran, Iraq is still at a disadvantage. The asymmetry it 

stakes are apparent. 

------
17 BBO summafi of World Breadcaats 

(SWB) MB/8 7/1, 3 January 1986-
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The earlier claims and counter-claims 1n historical 

terms pronounce that the border between these two states 

was set by their foreign masters -- the Ottoman Turks and 

the British. Until 1958, the governments in Tehran and 

Baghdad were systematically similar in organization and 

functions and till then the Sbatt al-Arab issue· remained 

dormant. This issue was clearly defined in June 1975 -

Algiers Agreement • Until three and a half years, this issue 

remained • sub. judice' • A joint Commission of Experts from 

both countries was set up ·to settle the issue. The Shah 

govemmen t expressed its readiness to begin the transfer and 

transition process but the Iraqis delayed this work of the 

commission. The Iraq is on the other hand maintaj ning that 

it was •not delivered to Iraq before the.fall of the Shah's 

re·gime .• Why did the Iraqi government keep mum at that time?18 

Its because, Shah's Iran was at its zeniith of power as this 

power was weakened by the Islamic revolution, Iraq found this 

opportunity to reopen the border dispute. This led to potential 

spill over effects all over the two regions. 

------
18 Statement of his excellency Mr. Sadc1am Hussein, President 

of Iraq, on the Iraq-Iran Conflict before the Summit 
Meeting of the Islamic Conference; 25th-28th January 1981, 
Saudi Arabia: (The Press Attache Department, S,ydney, n.d., 
P•15) 
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Though Iraq's planning and implementation was imperfect 

their objectives were clear from the beginning. Initially, 

their objective was to acquire their lost territory, but 

later they intended to defeat the Khomeini government and thus 

they attacked at a time when the Iranian military and lawwas 

paralysed to give Iran defeat, humiliation, mars approbrium 

and wreck the economy. Iraq's objectives and planning were 

erroneous. In fact, Iraq decided on war in an almost 

clausewitzian fashion after a pragmatic consideration of all 

options available.17 Most of their soldiers were shias and 

Saddam found it hard to convince them to overthrow their rival

brethern. More astonishing is the fact that there are 3 

Iranians for every one Iraqi• 

Iraq's initial unwilling and uncertain attacks, ob jecti vee 

and ponderous, made it resemble not a blitzkrieg but a 

promenade and impressed no. one. 

id) WhY Iran failed ? ? ? 

During the early 1980s defence was not given top priority 

in Iran, the people were not stressed on its importance nor was 

there any morale of defence. Iran possessed all the 

characteristics necessary to provoke any neighbour. The 

1 9 Olandia Wright, "Implication's of the Iraq-Iran War" 
Foreign Affairs;-59 (1980/81) : p.275 -
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probable reaction of Iraq to their provocations was ignored and 

misguided by the Iranians. But once attacked, they took the 

challenge as a test of the revolution. Iraq's armed forces 

tended to be rigidly hierarchical and centralized, but Iran's 

'tvere characterized by informal! ty and decentralization. with 

much importance to Commitment rather than technical training. 

Iran assumed that, what bad worked in for the revolution \>10uld 

work in this war and it quickly formulated its terms for ending 

the waro in uncompromising condi tiona and has not retracted 

them since. Indeed, it was largely due to the skills of the 

professional military that Iran was able to organize its counter

offensives in mid to late 1982, using airpower in close air

support missions, to eject the Iraqis from Iranian soil. 

The logical reason to take war into Iraq was from the 

desire •to punish Saddam Hussein' and to take the Islamic 

Revolution to predominantly Shi'ite Iraq. 

Between 1982-84 leadership of the armed forces was handed 

over to themore enthusiastic Pasdoran who were eager to 

demonstrate the mileage that could be extracted from a combination 

of·spiritua.lity, indifference to death and improvization.20 

This period of frontal human-wave offensives against entrenched 

20 Oare, Kaysen, "American Military Policy• Survival 
Vol. XXII July/August 1982, P•313 ~ 
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defences had at least the effect of shocking and frightening 

the opponent, but yielded little in concrete terms.21 

After several costly offe,nsives had fail d to dislodge 

the Iraqis in 1984, a major operation at Majnoon and a private 

war policy was debated in Tehran and it was decided to restore 

the responsibility of the conduct of the war to the 

professional military. 

From the rejection of traditional concepts of war and 

exulting the new warfare. Islamic Iran recognized the limits of 

substituting morale for weapons and training when it faced an 

unlikely breakthrough in war due to Iraq's heavy defences and 

Iran's logistical weakness. 

By mid-1985 the shift military emphasis was :formalized 1n 

the doctrine of the 'defensive jihad'. This emphasis on 

attrition and on the political breakdown of the foe reflected 

little success and in too many casualities. 

Iranian operations patterns are so designed so as to stretch 

Iraqi resources along ~he entire length of the :frontier. Iraq, 

though very preoautious, cannot afford to be caught on the 

wrong foot or allowing a :feint to develop into something more 

serious. Like Israel, it cannot.afford a major defeat. Iran 

has no secret about their strategy. Its moves can be easily 

21 Ibid 
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guessed by it ti foe. While unable to achieve strategic 

s;;Urprise, Iran is able to use inclement weather, night-attacks 

and the superiority of'numbers to gain tactical surprise. Iran 

called for volunteers and their moves to the fron~ in were 

called Basij or mobilization corps, November-December 1985. 

In a real sense the war is virtually indistinguishable from 

the revolution, though it started some 20 months after the 

revolution. 

The conflict has allowed the regime to function in an 

atmosphere of embattlement, siege and sacrifice, to repress 

its domestic enemies by draoomain measures and to rebuff its 

lamentable economic performance. Iran also made a virtue out 

of necessity in extolling the benefits of self-reliance in 

domestic arms production. 

Despite of possessing sophisticated missile systems by 

both Iran and Iraq, Iran failed militarily. According to the 

US Defence Department observ~ ... tions, Iran • s failure to dislodge 

the Iraqi forces was due to its non9usage of the Phoenix 

missile, the main weapon of the F-14 Tomcat (Iran's most advanced 

aircraft); that the sensitive identificatjon systems of the 

Iranian Phantoms were apparently not working; and that Iran 

had refrained from sending large concentrations of tanks into 

action. 

Over and above what it was bequeathed by the Shah • s military I 
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build-up 1n the days he used to strut the regional stage as 

the •policeman of the Gulf" - has been got readily enough 
-

from unorthodox channels allegations against u.s tor 

contra affairs (4 lines) such as Israel passing on, without 

objection from Washington, USmade arms. Initially Baghdad's 

attaokc) was day dreaming for Khomeini. Iran saw the attack 

as 'an imperialistic plot• designed to strangle the infant 

Islamic republic in its cot. 

~he war served various purposes : it had been used to 

appeal to the darker side of the national consciousness, it 

used to demand national unity and to preclude deviation from 

the government's line and it provides the only tangible 

achievement to the Islamic Republic and focuses that the 

dangers of peace and normalcy outweigh those of the war. 

Arms Suppl.v 

The success reverses and stalmate in the war have not 

been merely a matter of tactics and strategy. The other 

contributing factors have the assessment by Iraq and Iran of 

each other's military potential and capabilities. Here a 

broad assessment is made on the armour, air and naval forces 

of both nations. 

trag 

11) Armour: 

Iraqi-soviet arms relationship began with Koeygin's visit 
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to Iraq in 1976, when it was agreed for supply of nearly I 

1 billion worth of Soviet arms, mostly MIG-23s and T-62 

tanks. Iraq also relied on France for this. By November 

1981, the Soviets are believed to have delivered about 400 

T-55 and 250 T-72 tanks. Reports of more T-22 tanks and MIG 

25 aircraft deliveries oame in September 1982. Iraq's other 

sources include the Arab countries like Saudi Arabia, Jordan 

and Egypt, France, Italy, u.x. and Brazil. By 1983, Iraq 

had four armoured divisions, four mechanized infantey: 

divisions, four mountain divisions, two special force 

brigades and one Republican Guard Brigade. Each division was 

equipped with about 2500 tanks, 2500 armoured fighting 

vehicles (AFV), radar-controlled ZSU-23-4 and ZSU 57-2 anti

aircraft guns. It had also 26 FROG - 7 and 12 Scud-B long-range 

surface to surface missiles,several T-62 and AMX-30 tanks, 

anti-tank guns and armoured personnel carriers (APO) and 200 

French A~-30 laser - guided missiles. 

The Iraqi army, despite, Iraq's small population, 

outnumbers the Iranian forces, 16 divisions to 12 and it has 

moi'e artillery and the larger number of tanks, 3000 in all. 

Yet, what is depressing Iraqi morale is the apparent endlessness 

of the war. It has been going on for more82 months (the 

first world War lasted 50 months). 

Air Force 

Iraq's Air force is about 38,000 strong and. has 332 combat 
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aircraft. These include one bomber squadron each of TU-22 

and 11-10 equipped with long-ranged air-to-surface missiles 

(ASM), 80 MIG~23B, 40 SU- 7 Band 60 SU-20-(all figtiter 

aircraft) and five interceptor squadrons with 115 MIG - 21s. 

In July 1985, Iraq took delivery of 48 US Bell 214 ST troop -

carrying helicopters, which were subsequently fitted with 

rocket launchers. 12 TU-22 language supersonic bombers, 

80 MIG-23, 60 SU-22, 40 SU-76 and 15 Hunterfighter bombers 

as well as 115 MIG - 21 interceptor - fighters, armea with 

the Russian Atoce and French Matra Miagic air-to-air missiles 

(AAM). It has 100 Soviet helicopters and 100 French helicopters 

and 40 MI-24 assault helicopters of the Soviet design. Besides 

this, 1'1:: has 150 MIG-23/25/27, 60 mirage P'-1 and SA 2-3/6/7 

SAMe as well as guns. Iraqi's have air superiority. 

Iraq's ~avy is its weak point. The naval facilities at 

Basra and Umm al-Qasar are not upto mark. In 1982, it had 

twelve OSr missile boats, five large patrol.crafts, ten coastal 

crafts and four landing craft tank (LCT). Iraqi Navy, over 

4,000 personnel, about six patrol craft and 12 mechanised fast 

attacking craft with Styx - SS Ms. 

The Shah a! Iran was armed to the teeth with all types of 

the latest and most sophisticated weapons of air, sea and 
' 

1 and warfare • 
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According to the Institute of Strategic studies in 

London, Iran's armed forces had by 1980 declined from 

4.oo,ooo men (Under the Shah) to about 240,000 i~e. about 

the same number as those of Iraq although the latter's armed 

forces were considered to have the better command structure• 

Arm.our: 

By 1984, Iran had 1,125 (British-built) Chieftain and 

Scorpion tanks togethe.r with other medium tanks including 

(US made) M-60s, against Iraq's more than 2,700 Soviet-built 

T-34 to T-62 and T-72 and 100 French built Ala tanks. Iran 

had 445 fighter or fighter bomber aircraft, principally US-made 

F-4, F-5 and F-14 planes (of which only 30~ and 4~ were used)• 

While Iraq's Air Force consisted of 322 aircrafts including 

~30 Soviet .MIG-21 or MIG-23 fighters and 600 helicopters 
-'. 

Syria is a big aid to Iran. Its arms supply includes 

SAM-7 ground-to-air missiles (Soviet) Sagger anti-tank launches 

with rockets and also artillery ammunition and mines. 

~ March 4, 1981 it was reported that the Italian 

government had authorized the exports to Iraq of warships worth 

the equivalent of £ 829,ooo.ooo consisting of four 2,500 

tonn Lupo class frigates, six 600-tonn Oovvettes or Stromboli 

class support vessel and a floating dock. Iran has 825 such 

armoured personnel carriers. 

According to one estimate by December 1981, the US had 
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completed shipments of arms worth I 480,000,000 to Iran and 

negotiations had been going on for the further supply of 

spare parts for the F-4 and F-14 aircraft. 

Iranian armour consisted primarily of M-47, M-46 and 

M-60 A 1 - all American and British chieftan MBT of the ~'JK3/ 

3(P) and MK 575 (P) variety. Both, Iran and Iraq lacked any 

manufacturing capability, but unlike Iraq, Iran bad 

servicing and vehicle repair plants near Tehran.22 There is 

no direct evidence of Soviet supply of arms to Iran. But 

through Libya and Syria, Iran is said to have received 190 

Soviet manufactured T-54/T-55/T-62 tanks to Iran and other 

artillery shell requirements countries which supply arms through 

their private arms dealers are Taiwan, Singapore, South Korea 

etc ••••. West Germany was Iran's leading supplier with I 1600 

million worth of export in first seven months of 1983, while 

Japan and Turkey held second and third places. The U.K 1n 

1983, displaced Italy as Iran's fourth biggest supplier with 

export of £ 550 (I 770 million) in first eleven months of 

1983.23 Also U .x:, F.R. Germany, Spain and South Korea supply 

arms to I ran. 

Iran's navy is the smallest in terms of manpower and 

firepower. Iran's navy of 20,000 men was almost five times as 

-----
22 Financial Times (London), May 28, 1982 

23 Middle Bast Economic Diges~ (London). FAbruarv 10. 1984 n.2 
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..... _strong as that of Iraq and included three destroyers and 

four frigates. Moreover, both sides possessed considerable 

strengths of surface-to-air missiles in particular Iraq had Sovie1 

SAM-5s, SAM~s and portable heat-seeking SAM-7s while Iran 

was equipped with British Rapiers. 

Though numerically weaker than Iran (14,000,000 Iraqis 

against 36,000,000 Iranian inhabitants), Iraq was regarded as 

politically and economically the stronger of the two countries. 

Since this study is confined till the period 1985, the above 

statistics are likely to be renewed or changed. 

lffects of war 

Speaking in economic terms, Iraq was a stable regime in 

power since 1968, second largest exporter of oil to the world 

and it was (~~und in both industrial development and in 

solid infrastructures like tele-communications, railways, roads 

hospitals school and the like. Iran was also a stable political 

and economic standard in the country until 1978. But Iran's 

econo~ was already Shattered due to the Islamic revolution 

before the war and the war paralysed the already crippled 

economy. The damage to the economics of both the countries 

is incaloulab le • 

During the pre-war period, Iraq touched a peak of 3·5 

million barrels oil export 1n a day. The closure of the Basara 
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Port on the Gulf by Iranian bombs reduced the country's 

export capacity to 1.4 million barrels 1n a day which was 

what its three oil terminals in Lebanon, Syria and Turkey 

could handle. But in April, 1981 Syria closed the border 

with Iraq and cut Iraq's pipeline open to the sea from 

Kirkurk to Dortvol in Turkey. According to diplomatic 

estimates Iraq was loaned a sum of $ 25 billion in 1980 by a 

group of Gulf states headed by Saudi Arabia. Iraq • s own 

foreign exchange reserves have been drawn from S 25-30 billion 

to half. Al-Fao-Oil Export terminals, Kirkurk, Moseal oil centre 

Barara-Khor-at-Zubair's petro-chemical complex were bombed. 

All in all, Iraq's oil income is likely to decline from 30 

billion $ a year before the war to just 5 billion S or less. 

Iraq estimates that the reconstruction of oil facilities to 

restore pre-war levels of oil production and export will cos~ 

some $ 30 billion.s and it will take 5 ·to 7 years• 

Iraq's oil fields had unscathed from the war,terminals 

at Fao, Khoral-Amaya and Mina al-Bakr were damaged while the 

pipeline to the Turkish coast carried about 600,000 barrels 

per day for export. Iraq bas suspended deliveries of all 

grades of Iraq oil and gets supply from Kuwait and Saudi 

Arabia. 

1~ s The strain of the war on Iran has been no less because 

its economy was insolvables long before the eruption of 
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hostilities. Its currency reserves have since fallen from 

8 14 billion to a meagre $ 1 billion but it bas managed to 

middle through once Iran achieved a peak output of 6-7 million 

barnls in a day 1n the days of Shah. But because at war, it 

is producing only 7,00,000 barrels per day. Repair of its 

war-ranged oil facilities at Abadan, Khorramshahr and elsewhere 

will cost 830 billion. 

By September 23, 1980, when the war had extended to the 

whole Iraq - Iran frontier, about 1~ of the production of oil 

member states of the OPEC was lot to consumers. However, Iraq 

arranged alternatives through !urkey and was able to move about 

half 1 ts current exports of crude oil. According to reports 

from the oil )11nistry in Tehran on September 25, 1980, Iran's 

oil output had fallen to about 500,000 barrels per day from 

1 , 700,000 bpd, Before the war~4 Of late, whereas Iran boosted 

its output to between 1.5 to 2 million barrels a day, Iraq's 

production level had to be ~ep~ low at 250,000 barrels a day 

due to. the closure of the port and pipelines of Syria at Basra.25 

A total war in the Gulf can affect about 8 million 

barrels of crude oil a day. Out of the total Gulf oil, US 

gets ~. Japan 3~ and Western Europe consumes 54~· 

(b) On Mpney 

According to the Kuwait reports of April 16, 1981, the 

Gulf states had undertaken to lend Iraq the equivalent of 

24 Middle East Economic Review, Ootober 12 ,1984 
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I 14,000 million - the total amount was said to be equal to 

one-quarter of Iraq's 1981 budget. Iraq also. borrowed a S 2,000 

million interest - ~ree loan repayable to Kuwait in 10 yearly 

instalments from 1983. In November, the same year, Saddat 

stated that Saudia Arabia gave S 3t000 million to Iraq for 

war against Iran. Iran is pumping out 3•2 million barrels a day 

against the 800,000 barrels by Iraq • Iran now has the money 

to replenish its arsenals& but Iraq does not. Iraq borrowed 

I 256.59 million Eurodollars.in 1984• 

For Iraq, the war effort requires at least ·a 500 mn 

per month, which amount goes. up during major offensives starting 

the war with 8 30 bn in hard currency reserves. . Iraq is now 

left with no more than 8 2 billion. Its annual foreign currency 

requirements now run to $ 15 billion of which it is not able to 

provide more than one-fifth while fairly large credits have 

been extended by the Arab States of the Gulf, with Saudi 

Arabia and Kuwait leading the _list, Iraq has also received 

$ 1bn 1n militar,y credits from France for purchase of militar,y 

credits from France for purchase of French arms. An equally 

important source for Iraq is the Soviet Union which resumed 

· supply of arms and spare parts in early 1983• Bast Germany 

extends to Iraq credit facilities worth $ 200 million in 1985. 
I 

l.aa: On March 29, 1981, massive withdrawals· of savings from 

the banks of 8 5,400 million were issued by Iraq's central bank 

in new notes and coins, that the money was to cover the 

"chronic budget deficit" estimated at 8 10,600 million. 
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·Inflation was at the annual rate of 27~ with the poor 

suffez·ing from a much higher rate of price increases on 

essentials and rationing created a block market and fuelling 

a smuggling boom. High government spend, increasing 

unemployment, political instability and lack of law and order 

led to social and political unrest in the countr.v. Iran faced 

a loss of 8 15,000 ·million within six months of the start of . . 

the war. On April 26, Iran announced t 7,300 million or 16.~ 

of Iran's budget of 44,000 million for the following year, 

would be allocated to the war effort. 

Damages to each aide would amount to 25 to 35 billion 

do.llars, to which add another 10 to 15 billion for each side 

lost oil revenues during the first 18 months of the war. 

'lhe gult war infUcted 90 billion do11ars of damageon 

public sector in two years. A report in May 1983 on Iran's 

intention to demand $ 90 billion in war reparations from 

Iraq for damages inflicted from September 22, 1980 to 

September 22, 1982. According to a book published by the 

Iranian Plan and Budget Organisation S so. 8billion in damages 

were sustained by_ the Iranian public sector. In 1984-85 oil 

revenues of Iran fell 251' short of Budget Estimates•' 

i.£) On Human Besouz·oes 

In the main phase of conflict Iraq had claimed (at the 
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end of November 1980) to have killed more than 4,000 Iranian 

troops and wounded 11,000 and to have destroyed 420 airorafts, 

700 tanks and 18 ships. Iran claimed the killing and wounding .-. 

of nearly 20,000 Iraqis and the destruction of 500 aircrafts, 

nearlJ 4,000 tanks and armoured cars and over 500 missile 

launchers. About 50,000 of Iraq's labour force left Iraq 
-

and in Iran about 10,000 people were probably executed in 1982. 

The war bas taken a staggering toll of at least 175,000 killed 

and 600,000 wounded. The most scandalous aspect was X:homeini' s 

order by which thousands of children were sent to the war front 

in accordance with the "wave theor,y•. They were massacred 

by the Iraqi forces. 

Iran is still plagued by high unemployment, a fall in 

production levels, cash shortages, food crisis, runaway 
' 

inflation (more than 5~ last year), an adverse trade balance 

and now the. problem of the POWS. Iran - bas resorted to the 

old barter system of trade and signed agreement with Syria, 

Pakistan, Nicaragua, Greece, Turkey and USSR. Oil will te 

exchanged for commodities like·meat, grain, coffee, livestock, 

textiles and steel goods. It now purchases arms from the west 

as well as from oountrie s such as Libya, North Korea and Syria, 

which have large stock of Soviet arms. 

Iran had become a member of the League of Nations at the 
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end of 1919 and was also appointed a non-permanent member 

of the Council until 1937. She has good relations with Japan, 

Mexico, U .K, Argentina and Italy even tried to mediate in 

Iran-Iraq frontier problem. 

Iraq is regarded as the West' a biggest trade partner. 

I·raq exchanges commercial goods· and light industrial goods and 

food stuffs for war material from France and Italy. The Arab 

gover~ment has extended 22 to 30 billion dollars aid to 

Baghdad for arms purchase. Kuwait has given her an aid of 2 

billion dollars. Its relations with its Middle ltast neighbours 

are rather more ambiguous. 

The Iranians procastinate the cc. ...... ,; offence in which 

they say, half a million men will make simultaneous attacks at 

several points along the 800-mlle frontier. The delay in 

their offensive attacks in late 1985, was to give enough time 

to the pilots to familiarise themselves with the 50 MIG-21s 

which Iran has obtained from China in a swoop.pdeal of oil. 

Iraq's tactical air power have played a decisive role in 

breaking up earlier Iranian offensives. Its long-term prospects 

involve the sacoess or otherwise of its air and maritime 

offensive against Iran's oil export. Since August 1985, the 

Iraqis have made around 120 attacks on Kharg and many also 

on the pumping installations at Govaneh on the manisland. 
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B eoause of the danger to foreign 'tankers approaching and 

leaving Kharg the Irania'Df! began ferrying oil from Kharg 

tJ Sirri in a fleet of 20 chartered tankers and then off

loading the oil into foreign vessels at the Siri terminal. 

When Iraq • s new long-range Mirage F-1 fighter bombers began 

making reconnaissance flights over Sirri in June, the 

Iranians moved apart of their trans-shipment operations to a 

temporary installation of Larok Island, 100 miles nearer the 

mouth of the Gulf. It thus proves that all Iran • s export 

outlets are now invulnerable to Iraqi attacks because the 

Mirages havea long range of well over 2000 miles. ~he 

Iraqis claim to have made the shuttle operation very expensive 

for Iran, thus curbing Iran's oil earnings- which is the 

objective of the tanker ~ar. The entire shuttle operation 

is costing Iran $ 60m a year. 

Iran does not intend to widen the war but aims at blockade 

of all success of Iraq • s economy. Iran seeks to continue the 

war within definite restraints, with no international 1nvolvement4 

Iran's shift to a strategy of attrition aimed at Iraq's 

eventually exhaustion and collapse economically and politically. 

Iran's strateg is to escalate the war through prolongation 

based on a better politiaal and economically able assessment 

to outlast its neighbours. 

Iraq, on the other band bas been unwill~ to forego the 

bombing of Iranian targets. It thus sought a total, not 
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selective end to the war. Iraq will have to fight the war 

on Iran's terms, which it is ill-equipped to do, in spirit, 

. training or numbers. 



Chapter IV 

SUPER POWERS AND THE WAR 



Cha.Rter;:U 

I~!!~WE~$·::~!,1> TBB WAR 
- ·,.. ·.,_-: --;:::._~ ... ~_ ~ 0 ~.:. 

A Brookings Institution study has recounted 215 and about 

190 occasions by the United States and the Soviet Union, when 

they used their respective armed forces in the post-war period 

as instruments of coerooin to: 

"influence or to be prepared to influence, specific 

behaviour of individuals in another nation without 
1 engaging in a continuing contest of violence." 

These exercises, however, havebeen only partially 

successful. 

While temporarily subdued from time to time, the tensions 

have merely been rekindled with shifts in the balance of power. 

The superpowers are playing a zerosum game -- the Soviet 

Union's gain is America's loss, and vice-versa. In fact, they 

are harvesting on the war, thus preserving their interests 

through their surrogates. 

Judging the superpowers conduct and interaction in four 

internat1.onal crisis, namely. Suez 1956, Taiwan Straits 1958, 

1 
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Cuba 1962 and the. Middle East 1967, oarsten Holbraad in 

his study suggests five types of dual efforts on part of 

the super powers to manage such crisia.2 For increasing 

co-operation, first would be that of •parallel but unooncerted 

and uncoordinated steps•, to restrain the parties involved in 

conflict. Second, besides taking parallel ~nd separate measures 

to restrain the allies, they also •urge or warn each other to 

do so•. Third is a more advanced stage, where this dual 
... ' 

effort to restrain thro' parties is marked by facit co-

ordination of the measures taken by the principal powers• 

Fourth, direct negotiation with each other. Lastly, Helbraad 

suggests the possibility of joint military action and diplomatic 

steps as the highest oonveivable level of dual crisis 

management of the type directed at third parties• 

In short, Holbraad's analysis points out certain factors 

which pronounce the validity in examining superpowers conduct 

in international crisis• 

The USA and USSR are unmatched in thei:r acquisition of 

the hardware of war • Not only do they command the full panoply 

of modern weapons, they define its extent. They set the 

2 Carsten Holbraad, SupetpQwets and Int~~ftignal go~lici 
(London : The Macmillan Press Ltd., 1 PP• fo -1 2 
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standards and the fashion for states lower down the hierarchy. 

There are over 50,000 nuclear warheads in the world •. Apout 

30,000 are owned by the USA and about 22,000 by the USSB. 

UK owns more than thousand. 

t{nited States and the War 

If ever the~· were an area to which psychologists Else 

Frenkel-Brunswiks ·concept of "intolerance of ambiguiv" is 

applicable, it would be the Gulf with its complex and 

dynamic political relationships. According to Frenkel 

Brunswick, as situations become increasingly complex, human 

beings have a tendency to red.uce "frustrating or anxiety 

producing uncertainities and contradictions" by over 

simplifying them into •neat dichotomous categories -- black 

and white, good and bad, friend and foe.• 

This phenomenon does not auger well for the success of 

u.s policy in the Gulf, especially in case Of Iran. In the 

Gulf, Iraq and revolutionary Iran have led the propaganda 

barrage against the u.s. 

I~anian HegemOB[ 

The Shah announced in 1968 that following the British 

withdrawal, the regions• stability and security was to be 
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henceforth preserved by Iranian military might. 'Pax Persiana' 

was to replace 'Pax Britanmica'. With the approval of the 

Western powers~ especially the u.s, theShah proceeded to 

establish himself as the defender o:f the peace in the Gulf 

and to amass by for the largest arms arsenal in the history 

of the region. He felt it necessary to fill the political and 

ideological vaccum which would serve as an inviting target 

for outside powers. 

Iran saw this posture as serving at least three main 

objectives' 

1 to protect the regime against subversion, be it internal 

or external source • 

2 to guarantee free shipping in the Gulf• 

3 to protect Iran's oil resources and facilities. 

The application of this theory of deterrance has led Iran 

to adopt a two-fold strategy: 

1 the build up of a credible military machine, 

2 and the pursuit of an active diplomacy. 

The concerted build up of Iran's new armed forces began 

after 1968 and has accelei'ated at an astonishing pace. u.s 
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was from then, a constant supplier of weapons, which makes 

the Iranian army and air force possess the world's most 

sophisticated weapons ayste~s and its navy presently boasts 

of u.s landing craft, air-cushion vehicles, minesweepers, 

patrol ships and warships. However, Iran's military statistics 

is mounting at an astonishing rate and is not likely to change 

in the foreseeable future. 

During the seventies America suffered serious setbacks 

in the international arena : by abandoning Taiwan lost in 

· Vietnam, lost its hold in parts of Africa and the defeat of 

Pak;i.stan under Bangladesh. At the same time the Shah of 

Iran was ousted from power and thus u.s turned its eyes on 

West Asia. 

Y. .s (!oals and Options: 

United States Security interests in the Persian Gulf area 

1 containment of Soviet military power within its present 

borders; 

2 access to Persian Gulf oil and, 

3 continue free moveme~ts of U.s ships and ·aircraft into 

and out of the area. 

These interests are based on three primary considerations: 

1 The Gulf as a source of oil 

2 The Gulf as an extension of the Indian Ocean and 
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The Gulf as an extension of the traditional Middle 

East and the Arab-Israeli conflict. 

u~.s• s primary national goal has been to contain Soviet 

influence in the Gulf, and to maintain a pro-American balance 

of power in the region with chronic renewal of treaties for 

economic and militar.y assistance to the Gulf States. 

Since American economic relations with the Gulf center 

around oil, its goals may be succinctly defined as follows: 

to get as much oil as possible, as cheaply as possible 

and as long as possible. 

As a counterview and in the best tradition of free 

enterprise, the Gulf States' obvious goal ironically 

is to sell as much oil as possible, as much as possible 

and as long as possible. 

Diplomacy, the art of the possible, must harness these 

contradictory goals into a harmonious equilibrium. Although 

these two goals are by no means mutually exclusive, a 

considerable number of difficulties have hindered their 

fulfillment. America adopted a •twin-pillar policy• for 

achieving its targets. 

The Qarter Administration 

On 22 September 1980, when the Gulf War broke out, U.s 

faced many difficulties and potential dangers. These stem 



·basically from the overriding strategic fact that 60% of 

the world's oil trade comes from thP- Gulf· region. With the 

Iraqi and Iranian shipments already disrupted, the Carter 

Administration feared that a spread of violence in the 

region might result in a severe petroleum shortage which would 

undermine Western economic strength and political cohesion. 

President Carter underscored this concern when he declared 

that, while the West was in a· position to cope with an 

interruption of Iranian and Iraqi supplies, it was nevertheless 

imperative that there be no infringement of the ability of 

other suppliers to ship oil out of the Gulf. 

However, reluctant to extend its military commitments 

following the trauma of the Vietnam War, the u.s found it 

necessary to define more precisely its posture towards the 

Gulf and toro' the Carter doctrine of January 1980. 

u.s reaction to the war came on September 23, when Pres1den1 

Carter t~ok up a position of 'strict neutrality's 

"We are not taking position either for Iraq or Iran except 

to encourage them through U.N and other means to end the 

conflict and bloodshed.a5 
..... 

4 tew York Times, 25 September 1960 
.,,~ 

5 Quoted in ~h§ Statesman (Delhi) 24 September, 1980 
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Though substantial western interests were involved, the 

Carter Administration p oved virtually powerless to influence 

the course of fighting on the .Shatt waterway. Buling out any 

direct US military intervention it adopted a neutral posture; 

only in the event of an attempted Iranian blockade of the 

strait of Hormuz would A~erican war forces be called upon. 

E·ver since the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan (a year 

earlier), the u.s Naval task force had been stationed in the 

Arabian Sea. Within twenty-four hours of the Carter Administr

ation's neutrality declaration, the Saudi Arabian leaders 

requested US military assistance against possible Iranian 

attack. Here, in the Middle Bast, as the case is often, events 

seem to shape decisions rather than the zeverse. 

As a response to this call the Carter Administration sent 

four A'tl'AOS (Airborne warning and Control Systems) reconnaissance 

planes with their ground support systems to the Kingdom, as 

was done before, in March 1979, during the border ~war between 

North and South Yemen. In this instance, it proved an ideal 

means by which the United States could demonstrate its concern 

for the security of Saudi Arabia without provoking the Soviet 

Union by introducing new 'offensive' military systems.6 

The Carter doctrine proved to be consistent with the AWACS 

6 New York Zimes, 30 September 1980 
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dispatch and that the u.s was ready to use military forces to 

protect the Gulf oil from external threats. Inspired by Saudi 

Arabia's request for military protection, the U.s embarked ; · 

on a co-operative military effortS with its Western allies to 

increase their collective naval presence in the Arabian sea 

and Indian ocean area. Within three weeks, the naval/warships 

increased from thirty to sixty including ships from Britain, 

France and Australia and the u.s. The u.s took this decision 

in great haste as she believed that this action on a multi

national basis was likely tobe more politically acceptable to 

the Gulf States than unilateral American action. 

The actual increase in allied naval presence in the area 

received minimum publiciV.v in contrast to the AWACS dispatch -

which perhaps was inte~ded as a psychological deterrent to 

Iran. The Carter doctrine signalled to the Soviet Union 

that it would not hesitate to use military power~ to protect 

its •vital interests" in the Gulf. All this, the u.s 
~ ~ 

performed to avoid provocation of the Soviet Union, while it 

was strengthening its quick reaction to Bapid Deployment Force 

(RDF), still then in the earq stages of its development. 

During the ear~ weeks of the war, the worst from the 

u.s standpoint, did not happen; indeed, as a by-product, the 

crisis m~ even have strengthened America's defence posture 
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in the region. By positioning more planes and ships within 

striking distance of the fighting, the Carter administration 

was able to exercise a deterrent effect against a widening 

of the war.7 It was thought at the time that Iraq was planning 

to launch attacks against Iran from Oman and Saudi Arabia. 8 

In this case, the Oarter Administration would discourage these ' 

two countries to militarily get involved and so to contain 

the conflict. Iran and Iraw were reminded at the same time 

that the u.s would rebuff the war between them by shutting off 

the flow of oil to the rest Of the world. 

As a mark of appreciation of the Western stand, the Saudis 

decided to increase their oil production and organized similar 

efforts with other major producers, including Kuwait and 

United Arab Emir·ates (UAE). This, however, insulated the 

international petroleum market against the effects of the war. 

It need however be pointed out that prior to the Saudi decision 

to raise oil production, the Carter administration had 

successfully defused some of the tension generated by the 

crisis by announcing that 'oil inventories of the world's 

major oil-consuming nations were at an all-time highe 19 

_, ____ _ 
7 M.s. Bl Azhary - "The attitudes of the superpowers towards 

the Gulf War8 , International Affairs, April 1983, pe610 

8 New York Timeg, 12 October 1980 

9 !bid , 25 September 1 980 
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Following the attitude of 'strict neutrality', President 

carter announced on september 30, 1981 to equip Saudi Arabia 

with four E~3A AWACS aircrafts to enable the Saudis to obtain 

advance warning of any Iranian attack. This was strongly 

opposed by the Iraqi government, who accused USA of indirectly 

aiding Iran. Presidant Carter in his election speech (during 

the hostage issue) called Iraqis as •tntruders• and their action 
~ 

as •aggression• and pledged to maintain Iran's territorial 

security and integrity• This was strongly opposed by Iraq 

who stated that an axis was created between Washington, Israel 

and Tehran, against Iraq and the entire Arab nations• 

The U.s took this stand as an encouragement in its 

initial militar.y strategy in southwest Asia and as long as the 

war would not spill over in to the neighbouring states, it had 

achieved its immediate objective of maintaining the flow of 

oil out of the Gulf region, administration policy was expressed 

in words rather than deeds, reflecting its lack of leverage 

with the Combatants. 

Moscow bad diplomatic advantages with both belligerents 

and was also the principal supplier of the Iraqis. The u.s 
feared that, as in the 1971 war between India and Pakistan, the 

soviet Union might offer itself as a mediator in peace talks 

between ~hran and Baghdad. If this happened, Moscow would 
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acquire a new political influence in the region as a whole --

a development the U.s had long sought to prevent. President 

Carter• s suggestion of U .N mediation could hardly conceal the C 
fact that the u.s at that moment had no 'locus standi' to 

mediate in the affair and feared Soviet Union's intervention 

in it. 

With this in mind, former u.s Secretary of State, 

Edmund Muskie enunciated two key 'principles' in a proposal 

to end the Gulf war: 

"We believe this conflict can and must be resolved 

through respect for international law -- that territory 

must not be seized by force of arms, that disputes 

should be resolved by practical means. And let us also 

affirm another prin oiple that will be essential to a peac

eful resolution of this conflict. It is the principle 

that neither side should seek to interfere in the 

affairs of the other~•10 

Another point that caused anxiety to thP. Carter 

administration was the possibility of a definitive Iraqi 

victory, which was termed by President Carter as the 

1 0 M.s. EL AZHARY - "The attitudes of the superpowers towards 
the Gulf War", international Affairs, Vol. 59, no.4 
Autumn 1 983 , , p • 11 
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dismemberment of Iran• Carter noted that the Iraqi forces 

had exceeded the war goal and if the Shatt al-Arab was occupied 

by Iraq, then it was U.s concern and Iran would be forced to 

plunge into a civil war which would invite the Soviet Union 

to intervene. One of the carter's advisers (Zbigniew Brzezinski) 

argued that since Iraq was receiving spare-parts for her 

Soviet made equipment, the United States should correct the 

imbalance by supplying the needed spare parts to Iran, which 

it was hOped would prevent the collapse of Iran. Carter 

believed the Khomeini regime to be anticsoviet as well as anti

American. 

In addition, the Iranian leaders felt then American 

presidential elections oompaign as a factor in taCkling with 

the hostage crisis held in Tehran. Hence, an offer of spare

parts in exchange for the hostages release, was ave-q 

tempting way of enhancing Carter• s chances Of re-election. 

~his is reflected in President Carter's remarks a 

"If the hostages are released safely, we would make 

delivery of those items which Iran owns -- which they 

have bought and paid for• 

President's reference was to an estimated 8 240 million 

worth of military equipments already purchased but not received 

by Iran and which had been frozen with Iran's othe~ assets 
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when the host~ges were seized. The u.s had then declared that 

it would maintain its neutrality by refraining from selling 

'additional' military equipment to Iran. However, none of the 

terms of the agreement for hostages release mentioned of 

military spare parts. They were freed when President Reagan's 

inauguration was in progress and the Gulf War had reached a 

stalemate and Iran was out o! danger. The· Carter administration 

had reportedly made a secret plan to invade Iran with military 

forces and assessed its political consequences and oonfluded to 

be approved by the electorate. 
.,. 

fhe Beagan Administration 

The Beagan administration pr-ohibited any defence contractor 

to supply spare parts to Iran. It maintained the neutral stance 

and followed policies similar to those established by the 

preceding. administration. At the release of the hostages, when 

President Reagan• s swearing-in-ceremony was still in progress, it 

seemed as if the Iranian leaders disliked the Carter rule and 

welcomed Ronald Reagan in his place. 

The new administration continued to strengthen the u.s 
presence in the area by concluding an access agreement to use 

air and naval facilities with Pakistan.11 

As demonstrated in 'the u.s organized military exercises, 

several RDF militar,v units became operational in several places 

in Arab and African countries in 1981 and 1982. Moreover the 

11 The use of the Pakistani naval base at Gwandar and air 
base at Peshawar .. SAP 'fn,.. ,q~:~+.a41cs l\T-u Ynrk lf\4m~:~cL 1:: M---"- •I'll~• 
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Reagan administration cemented u.s-Saudi military co-operation 

by aiding the Saudis with more AWACS and assured them of its 

supports despite its· closeness to Israel. All of this seemed 

to advance the capabilities of US military intervention in the 

Gulf. With Iran, Reagan put some gap between his administ~tion 

and the preceding one by an indirect rebuke for making the 

hostages deal. !he Carter administration's promise of S 240 

million in military spare parts was cancelled. The repeated 

Iranian requests for supply of military spare-parts from the 

u.s, particularly for the American-built fleet of eighty F-14 

fighter planes inherited from the time .of the late Shah were 

ignored. The request was renew~d in December 1981. The Beagan 

administration prohibited the export of all military equipment 

and high technology items to Iran •. 

In contrast to this stern attitude towards Iran,. the 

Reagan administration wanted to improve relations with Iraq. 

Early in 1981, the secretary of state, Mr. Haig, proposed to 

Iraq the administration's plan to develop a strategic 'consensus• 

to counter soviet expansion and to improve US-Iraqi relatione. 

The u.s viewed a pattern of change in Iraqi diplomacy from a 

·more radical to a modern stance. That change encompassed 

close ties with Jordan, a rapprochement with Saudi Arabia and 

a decline in Soviet-Iraqi relations. The u.s also hoped that 

Iraq wnuld make a more favourable view of the u.s role in the 
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Gulf security and a centrist po~ltion on the Arab-Israeli 

conflict. 

Despite the bombing of the Israelis of a nuclear ,reactor 

· near Baghdad in June 1981, the US-Iraqi relations improved. 

~he OReagan administration condemned the Israeli attack and 
'·· 

censured Israel in a United Nations Security Council vote. 

The ~esolution by the U.N on Israel was considered the harshest 

censure of Israel ever endorsed by the u.s at the U.N. Thus, 

this promoted better relations between the two nations. 

Over the following three years, both countries were 

interested in expanding diplomatic contacts with each other. 

Iraq was removed from the list of countries accused of aiding 

and abetting terrorism, thus lifting u.s restrictions against 

exports to Iraq. The u.s trade with Iraq is estimated at 

8 1 billion a year. Though the u.s did not then supply arms 

to Iraq, it consistently supported France's policy for supplying 

military equipments to Iraq. 

Iran turned to a number of countries both eastern·~and 

western Europe as well as to Israel, Syria, Lj.bya and North 

Korea, to circumvent the u.s embargo of arms denial to Iran. 

One estimate puts the figure for arms, spare parts and 

ammunit~on delivered to Iran from western Europe in the 

first eighteen months of the war at between $ 100 million and 

$ 200 million. Iran still had a better command in its stockpile 
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of arms, with massive stockpiles of arms accumulated during 

the Shah's rule and its in~er.national arms aide 

The u.s viewed that a pro-Soviet regime next door to Iran 

in Afghanistan required a strong anti-communist Iran as an 

important barrier to the extension of Soviet influence 

in the Gulf region. Iran continued her revolutionar,y zeal, 

which was viewed with alarm by its more conservative Arab 

neighbours as destabilizing to their regimes. !he Gulf states, 

Jordan and Saudi Arabia, pressurized the Beagan administration 

to shore up Iraq's resistance to Iran• In re~onse, the 

Beagan administration reiterated the u.s commitment to its 

friends in the area. 

By July 1985, the u.s expressed its neutrality in the 

Gulf war and that the tT .s would actively participate in seeking 

a peaceful solution to the Gulf war. This signalled to Iran 

that the u.s wished for better relations with Iran in future. 

Despite repeated pleas from the u.s for Iran to submit a 

peaceful settlement, Iran paid no heed to the advice and 

invaded Iraq in July i985 and openly it declared that it not 

only aimed at bringing down the government of Saddam Hussein 

but it also desired to establish an Islamic republic in I~q 

and ultimately spreading Islamic revolution to the other Gulf 

states. However, the Iranian invasion failed and again the 
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war reached a stalemate. Iraq successfully repulsed several 

other offensives. 

Nevertheless, by December in the same year, it was 

reported that the U.s had completed shipments of arms worth 

. $ 480,000,000 and negotiations had been going· on tor the 

further supply of spare parts for the ~4 and F-14.aircrafts.12 

As contrary to the previous state~ent of'no axms supply 

to Iran' -- the u.~ efforts have been to create a back-aoor 

policy and .arm Iran to its teeth, indirectly. 

The u.s policies in short .relate to (a) its policy of 

containment of communism,1 3 (2) and the economics of oil 

which the u.s is increasing~ trying to link up with its 

security interests. 

The Reagan administration's obsession with the Gulf 

security has several facets. These are : a quick fix force 

for the region, a role for the Gulf states in its deployment, 

integration of a willing Pakistan into its grand strategy, 

raising the level of American arms assistance to Afghan rebels 

and last but not least, a collective western strategy, inclu~ing 

a multinational naval fleet. 

1 2 

1 3 

14 

;rinanoial Time§ (London) May 28, 1982 

·carl Kaysen, •American Military Policy•, Survival 
Vol. ~I No.2,.·Februa.ry 1969, P•51,; 

s.P. Seth, •Gulf Security and the U.S: How•Real is the 
Soviet threat?• :1mes of India (Bombay) 23 March 1981 
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The unrestricted repeated attacks by both Iraq and Iran 

on each other's territory in 1 te 1984 has made Iran both a 

"strategic initiative" and a major "psychological advantage" 

over Iraq. 

In the United States, there are two schools of thought 

about Washington's view of the Gulf War (1) According to one 

school, there is a feeling that Iran cannot lose the war but 

that it may very well win at some point. As an unnamed 

administrative officialput it, in more positive terms -- "the 

war is still Iraq's to loose•. This view of thought is 
-

buttressed by two corollary concepts: that there. are elements 

of moderation in the Iranian regime (witness its improved 

ties with France and the release of hostages by pro-lran 

groups in Lebanon) and that the u.s must eventually resume 

relations with Iran because it is the superpower of the Bulf 

region. This belief reportedly exists more prevalently in 

the defence department and tbe~ite House. If so, it is 

predictable, given the political abhorrence of any commitment 

to an Arab coWl try in the latter and the former's nostalgia 

for the days when the Shah used U.s weapons to keep the Gulf 

quiet. 

Another view is that by attacking Iran, Iraq has committed 

a grave blunder. A profound panic has been caused by Iraq's 
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e trategic blunder. They are fighting a revolution which has 

no symptoms of declining and as long as no drastic changes 

are made in Iran's political stand, no military operations by 

Iraq is likely to bring about the fall of the Revolution. 

!his has been the principal lesson learned in this war. 

Washington endeavours to keep Saddam in power by establishing 

peace, and to carry out its objective, Washington tackles 

a two-fold strategy. American sources pronouce that u.s has 

asked Turkey and Pakistan to contact Imam Khomeini's government 

and encourage him to end the war by peaceful means. 

The war brought a quick victory to Saodam, did not 

bring Khomeini to his knees; it did not solve the release of 

u.s hostages nor did ~t secure Carter his second term. 

Despite all this, u.s stood firm to reap a rich harvest from 

the consequent future happenings. 

Apparently, the United States is still considered •an 

appressor, hegemonist and imperialist power', whereas these 

objectives are not used to describe the soviet Union.15 

The u.s should establish economic ventures with Gulf 

states on an equal basis. This type of partnership seems 

to be the only truly viable prospect for the future. Consisten~J 

1 5 FBIS, Middle East and Africa, 8 January 1982 
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the Soviets blamed the Americans for creating in Iran 

military base and gendarme post of imperialism. 

For the u.s, the Gulf covers all the major issues in its 

foreign policy, its relations with the Soviet Union, the 

politics of the NATO alliance, its attitude towards the · 

Third World and of course its energy policy.16 

Egged on _by a Congress now dominated by assertive Democrats 

and an alert press, the administration which only a few months 

ago glowed with cheeky self-confidence, has been thrown on the 

defensive. Mistrusted at home and resented by its allies 

abroad the lame-duck administration rtms the serious risk 

of being paralysed. 

1oviet Union and the War 

The initial shots of the war, urged many western analysts 

to anticipate for a possible Soviet intervention like in 

Afghanistan in the Gulf War. But in his statement in 1976 

the · .. :then President Brezhnev said a ...... \,. 

"Neither Iraq nor Iran will benefit from the destruction 

and blood and from undermining each other's economics, the 

only one to be benefited is a third party, one to whom 

the interests of the people of this region are alien. 

16 Shahram Ohubin's essay on "U.S attitudes towards the Gulf" 
in John F. Reichart and Steven R. Sturn (eds), 
American Defence Poligz (Baltimore:Johns Hopknis University 
Press, 1982) 
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He repeatedly refuted the charge of possible intervention 

and rei terateds 

"We are not going to interfere in the conflict between 

Iraq and Iran. We stand for earliest possible political· 

settlement through the efforts of both countries, for 

neither Iraq, nor Iran can gain· anything from the 

bloodshed• 1 a 

soviet-Iraqi relations have been cooling since the late 

1970s. The factors which contributed to the chill in their 

relations ares the invasion of Afghanistan, Soviet support 

for Ethiopia and South Yemen together with Iraq's increased 

shift. towards West European nations for armaments and trade. 

The Soviet Union also warned both Iraq and Iran that such a 

war would only benefit •western imperialist", and its neutral 

position might have been dictated by a fear of American militar,y 

action in the Gulf. Moscow is also partiall~ concerned about 

Xhomeini's possible future influence on Soviet Muslims who, it 

is estimated that by the year 2000, there will be 100 million 

muslima in the USSR, compared to 150·million Russians. 

The Soviet stand concerning the imposed war, since its 

inception, varies according to three stages: 

17 New York Times No.41 October 1980, p.s 

18 Ibid., Noe49 July 1981, p.11 
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A) From the beginning of the war until Bain Sadr's ouster, 

B) From the ouster of Bani Sadr until the liberation of. 

Khorramshahr, 

O) From the liberation of X.horrama.l-tahr until the fifth 

stage of operation Bamadhan. 

The first phase of the war was advantageous for·Moscow. 

In the second phase, the Soviets provided arms to Iraq, and also 

aired to end the war with the stabilization of Saddam. The 

third phase of the war delayed due to the ZiOnist invasion of 

southern Lebanon and the U.N Security council's resolution, 

which. bearing the endorsement of the u.s and theSoviet Union 

called tor a ceasefire, was marked by the beginning of the 

Ramadhan offensive, eliciting from the Soviets an implicit . . 

expression of anxiety over Iran's thrust into Iraqi territory. 

Study of Moscow position during different stages of the 

war reveals that the heavy-handed manipulations by the Pentagons 

and CIA, within the Iraqi govemment, motivated the Soviet 

Union to adopt passive and self-centered policies in order to 

secure its own interests. The Soviet interest in Iraqi aggressi

on upon the Iranian territory was more of a~ indirect nature. 

The most important advantage of the war from the Soviet point 

of view was that it overshadowed its occupation of Afghanistan. 
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The occupation of Afghanistan was considered a Soviet attempt 

to reach warm waters. But soon after the outbreak of Iraqi 

imposed war, the situation in the Middle East changed and the 

Pelestine and the Afghan issue took a back seat. Due to the 

American aid to Iraq, it was not difficult for the soviets 

to foresee Iraq's intention to invade Iran. But it was in 

the interest of the superpowers to remain silent until the 

last days of the war. In tact the Soviet Union could get 

concession in the issue of Afghanistan in return for granting 

concession to the u.s to start the war. The Soviets also 

hoped to weaken and eliminate Iran's role in the Afghanistan 

nation's resistanee. Moscow's understanding of this war was 

similar to that of other wars between belligerent countries. 

It hoped. that by bringing Iran and Iraq together, while Iraq 

was in Iran's territor,, it could both revive soviet influence 

in Iraq and infiltrate as well in Iran through the establish

ment of peace between the two countries. The Soviets openly 

declared that they were against the aggressor while openly 

declaring Iraq as anti-imperialist. It was for this reason 

that Moscow never put presau1~ on Iraq to pull its forces 

from Iran i.e • j. t never denounced and condemned this action 

of Saddam. From the Soviet point of view the termination 

of the war with a peaoe concocted by the non-aligned mission 

could achieve many Kremlin object! vee. But Moscow • s alleged 
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neutrality served as a rebuff to direct soviet aid to Iraq 

since the downfall of Saddam and the Baath party, had 

seriously endangered soviet interests, Moscow sent military 

aid to Iraq through three parties of the eastern bloc -

Czechoslovakia, Poland and Bulgaria -- and expanded its 

economic relations with Iraq. The Lebanese week~ 'Alshara' 

wrote that Iraq purchased arms worth one billion dollars from 

these three parties. Upon Bani Sadr's downfall, the Soviet 

hope for a compromising end to the war was completely ruined. 

T~e Soviet considered Iraq as valuable and would not let Iran 

topple Iraq's government. Moscow on the one hand tried to 

cover up ita secret militar,y support for Iraq, on the other 

it showed direct and indirect support for Iran to urge her to 

end the w~r.. Later Moscow wanted the war to end because Iraq 

showed signs of joining the West. 

Unlike the u.s, the Soviet Union did not face any threat 

by the loss of access to the Gulf Oil because it is self-suffi

cient ±n energy. The war, however, found the USSR in a mass 

of cross-currents regarding its interests and vulnerabilities. 

On the one band, Iraq is an officially linked to Moscow since 

the 1972 treaty of friendship and cooperation, on the other, 

the anti-Americanism of the revolutionary regime in Iran had 

brought important gains to the Sov-iet Union. 
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Very early in th~ war, Andrei Gromyko, the soviet 

Foreign Minister, affirmed the neutral posture of the Soviet 

government. The late President Brezhnev, then called on 

leaders of both sides to go to the negotiating table. He 

warned them that under the pretext of this war, the u.s would 

move into Iran militarily and control the Gulf oil. 

The Soviet media also cri tioized the U.s a.ido:f AW'A CS to 

Saudi Arabia and its naval force presence in the Arabian Sea 

and Indian Ocean. However, the presence of Soviet fleet 

included twelve combat vessels and seventeen support ships 

in the area. 

Reflecting Soviet concern on the growing military presence 

of u.s in the Middle East, Brezhnev invited the u.s and other. 

world powers to join the Soviet Union in •a formal pact to 

forswear militar.y intervention in the Gulf and to guarantee 

the flow of oil to the rest a! the world' • This proposal 

was repeated on 2 3 Feb ruacy 1 981 - to the new Reagan 

administration. 

At the end of talks between Brezhnev and Syrian President 

Hafiz Assad in Moscow, there was no mention of the Gulf war and 

they declared that Moscow and Damascus supported/the unalienable 

right of Iran to decide its destiny independently without 

foreign interference. Hence, with regard to the combatants 



in the Gulf war, the Soviet Union maintained an attitude 

of aloofness towards Iraq. 

Another indication of further deteriorations in Soviet

Iraqi relations came during the twenty--sixth CPSU Congress, 

when the head of the Iraqi Communist Party,· Aziz Mohammed -

presumably with the Kremlin's approval-- condemned the war 

against'Iran and demanded the immediate withdrawal of Iraqi 

troops from Iran. In contrast to the previous Congress in 

1976, the Iraqi Baath Party did not send representatives. 

The peak of Iraq-Soviet Union arms relationship was the 

Xosygin visit to Iraq in 1976, when an agreement for the supply 
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and T-62 tanks was signed. Through the press Soviet leaders 

expressed their support for the revolution in Iran. President 

Brezhnev seemed far more cordial to Iran than to Iraq and wished 

the Iranians success in their revolution and offered to create 

good relations with Iran on the principles of equality and 

reciprocity. His words also seem to reflect that the Soviet 

leadership is no longer apprehensive but it will inspite the 

religious revivalism or disaffection among the Muslim population 

in the central Asian Republics of the U.s.s.R. 

The Soviet leaders hoped that Iran would seek its co-
~ . ., 

operation after the hostage crisis led· to a rapproachmenf/ 

between u.s and Iran and u.s's refusal for supp~ of militar,y 

spare parts to Iran. Moscow was prepared to supply Iran with 

Soviet arms, but evidently Iran rejected the offer. Moscow 

failed to capitalize on the highly strained u.s.-Iranian 

relations. 

When the IJJ:raelis bombed the Iraqi nuclear reactor-Osiraq 

- the Soviet resumed its subsequent supply to Iraq of about 

400 T-55 and 250 T-72 tanks in November 1981 and T-72 tanks and 

MIG 25 air·craft deliveries came in September 1982 • The Iranian 

demanded for renegotiation of the price of natural gas shipped 

to the Soviet Union through the Iranian Natural Gas Trunkline 
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( IGAT) is a further unresolved issue between the two countries. 

In March 1980, when Moscow rejected Iranian demands for a five

fold increase to bring the ;p~~fi.;J;t_oi)(~rld market levels, the 

Iranian goverpmen t completely cut-off the flow of natural gas 

.to Russia. 

The Soviet Union's unrewarded courtship of Iran vas clear~ 

causing frustration in the Kremlin, which complained about a 

number of Iranian policies , including anti-Soviet comments from 

the Iranian leaders. Libya and Syria have acted as conduits 

for arms supply to Iran of Soviet origin. In March 1982, 

Pravda listed the increase in its trade with Iran from R 700m 

in 1978 toR 800m in 1981, the closing of the soviet Consulate 

in Rasht, the closing of the Soviet -- Iranian Cultural Relations 

soviety & Iran -- Soviet Bank, the ban on Soviet reporters, 

and closing of several otbe·r joint enterprises as examples. 

The Soviet Union had granted Iran transit rights through 

soviet territory after the u.s had ordered a blockade of 

alternative route through the Gulf during the hostage crisis• 

Although the blockade is no longer in force, these rights $ore 

still open to Iran, during the war with Iraq. The Soviet 

press avoided cri tioism of Ayotallah Khomei.ni and. suggested 

instead that Iranian anti-Soviet attitudes were encouraged by 

'right-wing' groups. The idea to be conveyed here is that these 
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groups create 'obstacles to the expansion of Soviet-Iranian 

rela-tione • and are doing harm to 'the Iranian economy and 

Iran's ability to fight imperialist pressurea.• 20 This 

uneasy liaison came to an end in February 1982 when about 

seventy Tudeh party members were arrested and accused of spying 

for the Russians. The Soviets retaliated by ordering their 

eight diplomats to leave thecount:cye 

The soviet failure to establish a closer l$nk with Iran, 

made Moscow keep its options open towards Iraq and to keep 

intact of their friendship treaty. In April 1981, the Soviet 

Union and Iraq celebrated the ·ninth anniversary of their treaty. 

Both leaders sweared to strengthen the ties based Onl)Dutual 

cooperation. Iraq was more in need of this reunion as it 

needed Soviet made military spare parts. 

About two-thirds of the Iraqi military equipments is 

Soviet-made; the remainder comes from France and to a lesser 

extent, Britain and Italy. Iraq bas a billion dollar contract 

with the Eastern and Western European countries for militar.r 

equipments, in the near future. The Soviet Union is continuing 

its indirect flow of military supplies to Iraqi armed forces 

and repair assistance for war damages. In addition, the two 

20 Foreign Broadcast Infonnati.on Service/USSR. 
lllRrnatJ.onal Affai~§• 10 March 1982,· PP• H1-H2 
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countries have signed a number of commercial and technological 

agreements. Much of Iraq's trade now is with Japan, West 

Germany, France zd the U.s In 1980, the Soviet Union ranked 

fourteenth among Iraqi trade partners. A strong possibility is 

that, in a postwar reconstruction efforts, Soviet-Iraqi economic 

ties will strengthen considerably. 

Lacking Leverage with both combatants, the USSR has succeeded 

by the use of caution and restraint, in avoiding irreparable 

damage to 1 ts relations with either side. What Iraq and Iran 

achieve on the battlefield will determine the nature of Soviet 

Union's future policy. !hough Iraq has so far succeeded in 

repulsing Iranian attacks on her territory, the two sides 

appear looked in an inconclusive war. In short, the Soviet Union 

has no option but to continue its policy of courting both 

countries, lest one of them totally shifts to the United States. 

But if the Ba'ath regime is overthrown and if Iraq is defeated, 

it must eventually •~gld not necessarily serve the interests of 
' 

the Soviet Union. It would, however, bring important gains to 

the USSR in terms of anti-American and anti-Western actions 

which would· probably damage existing Western interests and 

relations in the region. 

In short, the scene of Soviet's proximity on the battle

theatre has a few ideological considerations. 

The war came at the most inopportune time. The Soviets 
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were bogged down in Afghanistan and has been embroiled in a 

guerrilla war in Afghanistan. The Soviet Union then was deeply 

involved in Poland and at the outbre k of the war their relations 

with Iraq was at the lowest. Thus, the outbreak of the war 

was totally unawares to Russia and She was truly on the horns 

of a dilemma as to whom to support and how. As the Soviets 

got over the shock, it was too late to get anyone side totally 

on 1 ts side. Thus, the Soviets ato eke were falling rapidly 

with Iraq without any compensatory gains with the Iranians. 

The Soviets• main feature of their relationship with Iran 

was the Transit Agreement between the two which included the 

over-land route to and from Western Europe, the Trans-Siberian 

rail-route to and fro Japan and the sea-route from East Europe 

to the Iranian ports on the Caspian Sea• By the end of 1981, 

the Soviets and Iranians were jointly carrying on verbal 

attacks on the US expansionist and war - mongering designs in 

the Indian ocean and the Gulf • 

It has been quite clear, all along that the linkages of the 

Superpowers never operated o~ behalf of their traditional allies, 

no were they on each other's pet horses. The equally 

unpredictable feature of this war -- is the stand of the 

superpowers and their influence in the war.• 

The u.s instigated the war in pursuit of its own objectives, 

which it achieved oniy partially. The Soviet Union did not 

approve the war initially but was forced :tnto it due to the 

increased western influence in the Middle East and it can do 
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OOl'i CLUS IONS 

Woven into world polltics there is a self-perpetuating 

international militar.y order. It is a hierarchy of power 

based on war, on the th :reat of war and on permanent preparat.ions 

for it• 

U.s and Soviet nuclear forces are each justified by 

references to the other. The impact of sophisticated weapons 

by one state sustains the arms industry of another. The need 

for solidity in one militar.y bloc is affirmed by the seeming 

solidarity of the other. Intent on safeguard.ing "national 

security', each contributes to the ambient insecurity on 

which they all thrive. Their mutual relations are regulated · 

by the threat of war rather than by war itself; by insistent 

preparations for a war that would be suicidal. But cold war 

has not resolved thAir conflicts; rather, it has exacerbated 

and entrench.ed them. War between them has been deferred, not · 

deterred. 

!be contemporary conflict, then, is the latest manifes

tation of a centuries-old drama. What sort of climax will 
• thas penultimate chapter of the war have -- is a multimillion. 

dollar question • However, the present stalemate appears 

stable and entrenched. From the superpower perspective, the 

war is not a dreaded one as no war damage other than the 

dissipating of energies and resources of these two countries. 
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Thus, to an extent the war is safely circumscribed to Iran 

and Iraq -- and there are no powerful external pressures to 

bring the war to an end. 

The internal pressures resulting from this dissipation 

of energies, resources and lines, however, do generate a 

rationale for compromise and negotiation.t But the response to 

Iraqi overtunes for negotiations is well reflected in Ayatollah 

Khomeini's message: 

•sad dam Hussein is asking for a compromise. We cannot 

compromise with him.. He is a pagan. He is corrupt. He is 

an infidel. We cannot compromise with such a person. We 

do not care if other countries extend their assistance to 

the Iraqi regime because we have to implement our 

religious duties. We are religiously bound to protect 

and preserve Islam.• 
..... 

Systematically, the Islamic regime has crawled towards 

despotism and dictatorship • Thousands of the patriots and 

democrats who· have fought the Shah regime throughout their lives, 

have been arrested, tortured and executed on false charges of 

spying for soviet Union under the guise of f:tght against 

"imperialism•. Khomeini has been coverted into billions of 
~ 

dollar's co-operation with the NATO bloc. 

Though Saddam Hussein submits to peaceful negotiations 
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and to amicable solutions, Khomeini's ardent efforts to destroy 

Iraq's targets has made him blood-thirsty. He also accuses 

Iraq for following the Western strategies. 

Khomeini remained in exile for 14 years in Iraq and left 

it only six months before the historic revolution in 1964• He 

then lived in Paris and kindled the various Iranian political 

parties and promised thAm freedom. After he came to power, 

his promises were shattered and he even accused the concept of 

basic democracy as 'Western•. Xhomeini seems to be blinded 

with the fact that the policies which he had been following 

(capitalism and dictatorship based on lies and frauds) are also 

'Western'. 

It is clear that the Iranians are still far from winning 

the war. But Iraq lost an important battle, one which does 

not augur well for the future. Iraq cannot afford to lose 

many more battles like the one it lost at Shoush and Dezfoul. 

Saddam Hussein ordered his division across the border in 

September 1980; with a view to rapidly collapse Iran's chaotic 

Islamic revolution. That was a terrible miscalculation. 

Now that the tide has1urned, Iraq is fighting a defensive 

war along a 750-mile front against an enemy whose population 

is three times the size ot Iraq's• Even today, Iraq is willing 

to withdraw to the border if only Iran will accept peace and 
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e oin cede as a bare minimum, Iraq' s claim ·to the Sha tt-al-A rab • 

It has become an undoubted reality -- that Saddam Hussein 

is fighting the war on behalf of all the Arabs though not 

in a gao-military sense. 

It's quite clear that Iraq is sincerely not interested 

in war. She on the other hand is forced for aggression as its 

aggressor is conspiring f.or the destruction of Iraq. Inspi te 

of the severe economic strains, Iraq has (if not improved) 

at least maintained its economic and industrial advancement to 

an extent. The long war of attrition has not marred the 

Ir~q1 psychology. On the other hand, seeing the chronic 

attacks and strong determinance for war, one concludes that 

Khomein1 is not interested in progress, freedom and amancipation~ 

Comparing the shattered condition of Iran, with Iraq's 

progress, the cause of Khomeini's obstinacy and fundamentalism 

is clearly revealed. 

Khomeini' s country is not a Not·th Korea or Albamia or 

Libya-- a little place more or less containable by its 

neighbours and by its own follies. Iran is too big for that 

and too awkwardly placed on the world's map, too explosive 

in its example of revolutionary religion. Iran should think 

urgently and coolly on its peace stand wi tb Iraq. But 

being stubburn, Iran is hampering its own economies resources 
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and will be left back in today's race for advancement in all 

fields. But no stalemate can go on forever; at some stage, 

soldiers run, planners give up, even tough leaders like Khomeini 

and Saddam Hussein can be overthrown. 

What then does the Iran-Iraq war suggest about the incidence 

of·future wars, their characteristics, their conduct and their 

termination??? 

Wars are made possible by rapid changes in the existing 

military balances, especially where there are rival states and 

one of them seems a temporarily pronounced advantage. Resort to 

force is made thinkable, if there are no regional or global 

restraints on it due to the distraction, or even approval of 

the great powers. In the Iraq's case,its military balance 

clearly figures more in its military calculations, than the less 

definable political dimensions of power. In short, this 

experience suggests that deterrence through tangible and even 

flashy new equipment may be more effective than reliance on 

more solid but less conspicuous forms of military power. 

Future conflicts may be influenced by certain lessons to 

be learnt from the Iran-Ira'\! war, namely ; the inoalculabili ty 

of events overtime and the need, if war is inevitable, to maximize 

the effect of surprise in order to make it decisive; the need for 

diversified sources of arms; the importance to articulate war 
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aims that relate to military capability; and the risks of 

relying on the super-powers to bail out regional adversaries. 

In most respects, the Iran-Iraq war will not serve as a model 

for future conflicts. The future ward will be life and death 

issues and since this conflict is only an issue on territorial 

disputes; its high time Iran and Iraq solved this minor dispute 

and got prepared for more henious wars in future. 

Iran's stakes, since 1982; have been more metaphysical 

than material. Its very difficult to believe that for the 

removal of Saddam Hussein, Iran has spent thousands of lives -

this suggests either Khomeini's excessively high estimate of 

Sad dam's worth or else an extremely low opinion of the value 

to be placed on Iranian lives. 

In Iran, support for the continuation of the war is, in 

any case, a test of one's revolutionar.y credentials, and there 

are few incentives for moderation in that society. However, 

there are no practical constraints on Iran to prevent it 

prosecuting the war, in i~s own phrase, •until victory' 

If neither exhaustion nor a decisive result look imminent, 

what of an imposed end to the war? Either, the super powers 

should rebuff their stubborn stands and submit to peace or the 

U.N.O. should impose peace in these areas, or else this type 

of deco~ling is a war that continues without discernible 

puz:poBe or end. 
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An obvious fact of the war is that mere piling of 

sophisticated fighting material does not grant victory to 

a nation if it lacks the infrastructure and the human factor 

to absorb it. If it is the policy of some external powers 

to let the potentially powerful states of the Gulf fight 

against themselves and pre-empt the harnessing of their 

resources and energies behind larger causes, the plan is working 

to near-perfection. What is happening in the West Asia 
(, 

reflects the happenings of the Third Jiorld as a whole. There 
~___.... . 

is no such thing as an inevitable war. If war comes, it will 

be from failure of human wisdom. 

Militarily speaking, a trench war has shown us a see-saw 

game without tilling the strategic balance one way or the other. 

An open 'armsbaryar• is there were hardly any ideology 

interacts. 

All peace efforts by the non-aligned movement, the United 

Nations and the Islamic Conference Organization have turned 

fruitless. 

Snd, it is even less credible that, in a world of finite 

resources and in so many parts of which basic human needs 

remain unsatisfied, nearly $400 biilion in resources have to 

be spent every year for purpose of secur.L ty, in Iran. 

If 1 ts the super pow era rivalry which is ~eeping the war 

alive, it will lead to an intensification of the arms race, 
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that someday will uake deterrence ineffective. fhis must 

inevitably culminate i.n tlie world-wide disaster of large 

scale thermonuclear war. 

~deed, there are days when to fight for a cause so 

absolutely just, is the highest human command. Only in honouring 

that command comes the regeneration of the concept of peace. 

You rise, you struggle, you make sacrifices to achieve and 

guarantee the prospect and hope of living in peace -- for you, 

and your people, for your children and their·· children. This 

is our common maxim and belief -- that if tlrrough your efforts 

and sacrifices you win ·liberty and with it the prospects of 

peace :- than work for peace, as there is no mission in life 

more sa ore d • 

Let us. always remember the magnificent written words of 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It runs 1 •••••• 

•All human beings are born free and equal in dign.i ty and 

rights • They are endowed with rea sen and conscience and 

should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.• 

To establish peace and friendship is the beauty of our 

lives and give ourselves the most momentous pledge of 

'No more war, No mor-e blood shed -- but 
to negotiate, und~rstand and indulge in peace' 

.... 
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